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Abstract
Housing provisions by public agencies for low-income people
present a dismal picture in most developing countries. The rea-
sons are typically scarce resources and adoption of high stand-
ards, which result in a limited supply of complete dwelling
units, inappropriate in their use of resources and, at the same
time, not responsive to the occupants' needs and priorities.
This study puts forward that, in the context of India, pub-
lic interventions (which include governmental and other agencies)
have not only had limited success in providing housing, but have
tended to neglect the impacts the housing programs and projects
have on a local area. The study examines the policies and pro-
grams at both the overall and local level, using case-studies
to illustrate different types of public interventions generally
in India, and specifically within East Calcutta.
The study is outlined in four parts. The first part deals
with describing the overall situation of housing policies in
India and development policies of East Calcutta. The second
part looks at the local context in detail, documenting its
characteristics, and describing through three case-studies the
impact of these interventions on the settlements. It illus-
trates the major impacts that public interventions have had on
settlement formation, user-involvement in dwelling provision
and security of tenure.
The third part elaborates the reasons for wanting to know
about the impacts and a process for documenting them. The em-
phasis is on understanding hard-to-measure qualitative impacts
rather than quantifiable ones.
The last part summarizes the range of issues and impacts
and presents the findings about the hypotheses that were put
forward initially. The study concludes that public interven-
tions can play an important role in housing processes if they
are designed to make use of the local context as an active in-
put in areas of policy planning and project implementation.
Thesis Supervisor: Nabeel Hamdi
Title: Assistant Professor of Housing Design
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9FOREWORD
The study is not intended to provide a comprehensive understanding
and methodology to list all possible impacts of public interventions, but
to draw attention to critical ones that are of relevance to the housing
situation of low-income people within the local context. The idea is to
highlight some impacts which have far-reaching effects on people and the
local area, and understand where they originate from. The next step
should be to evaluate them, so that impacts felt to be desirable are
retained, and the adverse ones analyzed and better understood.
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At this stage one can ask who wants to know about the impacts of
public housing interventions in housing and why they want to know about it.
What are desirable impacts and adverse ones and for whom? This brings to
picture the whole gamut of actors - planners, architects, engineers, ad-
ministrators, politicians, users, project beneficiaries, local people,
etc. - all of whom naturally have different perceptions of what their role
is, and what the others' interests are. The study is aimed to serve the
architect/planner or similar professional who is involved in this area of
housing. The role of the architect/planner in areas of housing is increas-
ingly changing to one of an interventionist whose input is to respond to
a (often given) set of conditions and identify what the likely impacts of
a particular action are going to be given this range of actors and in-
terests. His/her job is no longer to deal with the situation in the tradi-
tional "architect-master planner" approach, but to understand and clarify
the implications of different options to all the people involved, so that
choices and trade-offs can be made in a rational and practical manner
within the reality of existing resources and constraints. It is a role
that requires a significant amount of understanding of the local level and
project level nitty-gritty details and is one of the most challenging roles
for architects working in the context of developing countries today.
There are plenty of experiences on record of overambitious
public housing authorities trying to do too much and leaving too
little to self-help, and there are even more cases of timid or re-
actionary public sector agencies doing too little and thereby helping
the rich to grow richer and the homeless to become more miserable.
The developing countries are full of new agencies (parastatal, statu-
tory authorities, public corporations, etc.), which are somewhere in
between the public and private sectors, and are groping to find their
proper roles in urban housing.(1)
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INTRODUCTION
The act of intervention is one of modification. It is expected that
a change will occur once the process of intervention is initiated, and that
this change will aid in attaining particular objectives or goals that have
been set down. In the case of public interventions in housing, the inten-
tion is that public authorities take up the responsibilities of either pro-
viding housing or helping people through other means to meet their housing
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needs. This kind of intervention is specifically aimed for people who, for
monetary or other reasons, are unable to participate in the private housing
market, a situation where no private market that supplies housing exists,
or can serve only a small percentage of the population (usually the high-
income groups). In developing countries, public interventions include not
only those by governmental agencies, but the total range of agencies from
small voluntary agencies to international aid agencies, since all of them
share common goals - that of serving the housing needs of the low-income
groups.
Assessing the success of the public intervention is a complex issue -
how does one measure success and what are the reasons for assessing a par-
ticular project? Can lessons learned from one be applied to another loca-
tion or project? Conversely, would another type of intervention have been
more appropriate for a particular project within a particular area? This
brings us to the issue of the 'local context' and how public interventions
deal with it when they are faced with a project that has to be implemented.
Location choices have to be made or, if the site is already given, what
influence is the project likely to have on the local area and vice-versa?;
this has to be considered.
It becomes obvious that the consideration given to the above-mentioned
issues will depend on the type of intervention and the kinds of impacts it
is expected to have. Many projects can be referred to which illustrate the
various kinds of impacts that can accrue from the different types of inter-
ventions, level of interventions and the objectives of the intervention.
Some of these interventions are comprehensively planned, evaluated at the
pre-implementation stage before they are translated into projects and
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implemented, while others are based on ad-hoc measures or with minimal
planning effort and an even lesser degree of understanding of likely out-
comes. It becomes evident that their impacts will be of different magni-
tudes, with some being more crucial than the others. The impact can be the
direct outcome of a single issue or a result of a combination of factors.
For example, installation of water connections in a settlement may have a
direct and positive impact of increasing the supply of water, while an
issue like increased security of tenure may be attributed to more than one
factor; e.g., forms of ownership; the stage of consolidation of the settle-
ment; and its relationship to the local area.
FIG. 1 - THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IMPACTS AND THE ISSUES THEY GENERATE FROM
A SINGLE FACTOR/ SINGLE DIRECT A COMBINATION OF
ISSUE/ACTION IMPACT FACTORS/ISSUES/ACTIONS
MULTIPLE IMPACTS
It thus becomes possible to record impacts in relation to where they
originate from and if they have any components (other major or minor im-
pacts) . Once the impacts are recorded, they can be grouped in order of
what components of housing they affect most, and whether the impact is
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beneficial or adverse and to whom. Priorities have to be assigned to the
impacts since it may be desirable to achieve or avoid some more than others.
Rating the impacts on a quantifiable basis is possible when we are weighing
a procedure or alternatives whose components have measurable units; e.g.,
the cost of one building material against another, length of infrastructure
required for one site layout versus the other, quantity of water supply
required against that existing, etc. When impacts cannot be supported with
quantitative data, the use of qualitative analysis in evaluating the im-
pacts becomes necessary, involving human inputs in forming value judgments.
In fact, some impacts are assessable only in qualitative terms and, because
of the difficulty in analyzing them, they are often replaced by measurable
ones which may ultimately be of lesser importance.
The emphasis of the study is to obtain a better understanding of some
of these qualitative, hard to measure impacts which are as or more important
than those quantifiable. When designing/implementing projects or evaluating
those in existence, it is necessary to know how these impacts are to be
documented and incorporated into program objectives, implementation pro-
cedures, modification option, or any other appropriate action level. A
methodology by which a particular site or project area impacts are evalu-
ated is the next stage necessary. This thesis deals with this stage very
tentatively, and concentrates on how to identify the range of issues and
impacts that one needs to know for any interventionist approach.
A change in attitude is taking place in most Third World countries,
and a more pragmatic approach is increasingly being adopted by these
agencies. Their objectives are now directed towards facilitating people's
efforts and providing opportunities for housing that are compatible with
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what people require and can afford. However, this process of change is a
slow one, and the former conventional approach continues to be utilized in
one form or another. The change-over could be speeded up if one could com-
pare approaches in terms of impacts that projects (which embody the goals
of the approach) have on people they are designed for, and on the overall
housing situation. Thus, the intention is to learn how to look at certain
conditions within the different approaches and understand what the impacts
are likely to be. This information is especially relevant in all Third
World countries context where the current emphasis on retaining existing
housing stock, upgrading low-income neighborhoods and slum improvement
rather than slum clearance has led to the creation of new kinds of inter-
vention and a change in roles of professionals working in the field of
urban housing.
Objectives
The purpose of this study is to understand the impact that public
interventions have on planning processes within the local context. Inter-
ventions, by definition, necessarily involve change and this study is an
attempt to understand what the changes are that are likely to occur and
whom they affect, in the context of interventions by public agencies in the
provision of housing for low-income people. At this point, it seems neces-
sary to explain the three key terms that are used in the study: impact,
public interventions, and the local context. Impact is understood as the
intended and unintended results of a particular action or policy, in this
case related to housing. Public interventions in housing are taken to mean
formal, planned interventions in areas of housing and settlement planning
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by an agency. The agency may be a governmental one, an authority with
statutory powers, a non-governmental organization, or an international aid
agency. The type of agency will determine the nature of intervention and
the resulting impacts to a great extent. The local context has been de-
fined as an area that can be identified in physical terms of size, bound-
aries or population size, on which the impact of a particular project or
policy is to be felt directly. One of the aims of the study is to arrive
at a better understanding of the terms themselves, and redefine them if
necessary.
Scope
The scope of the study subject is limited to examining public inter-
ventions in low-income housing processes in the context of India. To
illustrate the intervention at local contact, the East Calcutta development
area and case studies of three settlements within this area are used.
Hypotheses
To provide a framework for the study, the following hypotheses have
been proposed and are to be tested to see if they hold true.
1. Public intervention to provide housing (in the form of completed
units) has been ineffective or has had limited success in meeting the needs
of the low-income groups. Furthermore, it has often resulted in the pro-
cess of gentrification of an area.
2. Policies of urbanization and housing and the resulting city and
national level programs are often in conflict with those of the local area.
3. The success of any housing policy, program or project should firstly
be measured in terms of what its impact has been on the local area and only
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then in terms of city/national goals and priorities.
The study also looks at how overall context and the local level relate
and influence each other, since neither can be taken to be completely inde-
pendent of the other - the overall determines what happens at the local
level but, in turn, the local influences what policies are made in the
overall level in the first place.
Methodology
The study looks at case studies at two levels, one related to the local
area and the other related to projects formed by a particular kind of inter-
vention or a particular interventionist approach. The first set of three
case-studies deal with projects that have evolved from a specific approach
adopted by the public agencies, while the next set of case studies are those
where the settlements have been initially created by the occupants them-
selves and the input of the public agency has been non-existent or taken
place at a later stage. The case studies are chosen to give a cross-section
of:
(i) type of public agencies involved in the intervention;
(ii) the level of intervention - varying from none to maximum.
All six case-studies are used to highlight issues that have resulted
in specific impacts at the individual case-study level and others which are
generalizable and can be compared across case studies. For instance, the
issue of security of tenure may have one kind of impact in one case-study
and a completely opposite one in the other. The impact of public interven-
tion in one case-study can be judged by looking at the same issues in a
case-study where there has been no public intervention. The issues and
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impacts that are discussed in the study are generated from the case-studies,
and while this helps in focussing the study, it also means that the choice
of case-studies has influenced the range of issues and impacts that are
discussed, and not all relevant impacts may have been covered.
The study is outlined in four parts. The first part discusses the
overall context of the topic, where the approaches and programs for housing
in India and specifically Calcutta are discussed. The intention is to show
that policies are unrealistic in the face of what they have been able to
achieve, and how the sectoral approach to housing has influenced the formu-
lation of housing programs without due consideration to issues of afforda-
bility and appropriateness. The development policy of East Calcutta goes
further in illustrating the almost facile considerations given to how the
schemes will affect this predominantly low-income area. It illustrates
that even well-meaning interventions by public authorities to provide hous-
ing are likely to be unsuccessful as aspects of affordability and locational
needs of low-income people are not considered. The case studies presented
in this section further elaborate the problems that arise, often caused by
factors that are not directly related to housing.
The second part defines the local context, through the documentation
of East Calcutta, and discusses what types of public interventions have
occurred and are planned within this area. The process of documenting the
local context and case-studies (i.e., doing the field work) could be seen
as part of the methodology of 'understanding the impact', with the analysis
of the information documented being the next stage.
The third part discusses in greater detail about understanding the
impact. It does this by drawing out common issues from all the case-studies
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that had considerable impact on people's housing conditions and their per-
ceptions about their dwelling environment. The philosophy behind the
approach to the housing problem and the level of public intervention is
shown to have far-reaching impacts on the project - its design, its imple-
mentation and its future.
The last part summarizes the work and ties up the findings from the
case-studies to the hypotheses that were put forward initially. It is con-
cluded that the relevance of the local area and its usefulness can only be
achieved and maintained by active and continuous involvement of public
agencies with local people through better-designed and appropriate adminis-
trative structures that facilitate dialogue between the two parties.
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PART I - OUTLINING THE OVERALL CONTEXT
Part I discusses the policies and housing programs that have been
formulated at the national, city and local level, respectively. It then
describes, with the help of three case studies, the issues and impacts
that some of the programs have after they are implemented.
21
1
A REVIEW OF DIFFERENT APPROACHES
TO SETTLEMENT PLANNING
Master Planning Approach
This approach to direct and channel urban growth was adopted by many
Third World countries during the 1950's and 1960's. It placed emphasis on
the physical planning aspects based on the mechanisms of land-use and zon-
ing. It tried to predict what would happen at a future point in time, with
its long-range policies based on either achieving this desirable future goal
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or developing restrictive legislations to curtail undesirable ones. Thus,
emphasis was on the end product rather than the process and reality of
achieving it. Instead of working with developmental oriented instruments,
it depended on regulatory statutes and laws, which were not always possible
to control or impose in the context of developing countries. The plan
offered little flexibility to make changes based on feedback.
Often the economic, social and related issues would receive little or
no consideration; for example, building new townships without really con-
sidering whom they would cater to. It did not deal with aspects of urban de-
velopment and expansion arising from rapid population growth in cities of
the Third World and how the plan would control it. Preparation of the
Master Plan was the work of planners of the Planning Department (with or
without the aid of a consultant group), who had very little idea of how the
plan would be implemented.
So far as planning itself is concerned the issues involved are
either thought to be 'too technical' or, more often for a hard-working
and hard-pressed group of expert planners, inviting public involvement
is only likely to arouse 'a chorus of conflicting opinions and inter-
ests' which will either disastrously delay the plan's publication or
create a confused and prejudicial atmosphere for its acceptance by the
Government. The planners' point of view seems to be that the major
role for the public at large is to give the published plan its un-
qualified and grateful support, and while this question of public
acceptance will be borne in mind during the writing of the document
(usually in consideration of what is best left unsaid), the responsi-
bility for securing this support is that of 'the government' after
the plan's publication. After all, implementation is 'their job'.(l)
Lack of interaction with other agencies and the population to be affected
meant that objectives and priorities were likely to be misplaced ones, con-
straints were not taken into consideration, and they had little or no im-
pact ultimately on urban growth. In fact, many plans never got beyond the
drawing board first stage of implementation.
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Action Planning
The shift from the land-use oriented Master Plan to action planning
took place around the late 1960's. Action planning handled projects with
a short-range, action-oriented approach. The projects were selected on the
basis of the economic and social benefits that were likely to accrue to the
project and the particular sector it was dealing with. Public finance and
capacities and roles of relevant public agencies were used to tackle the
backlog in housing and urban services. International development agencies
have influenced and perpetuated this approach, and their contention was
that authorities should aim for immediate results and realistic action.
This often became the requirement of international agencies when providing
financial or technical aid.
The drawback of this approach was that, in its hurry of implementing
projects and "getting things done", the physical development programs were
not well-integrated with socio-economic programs. A lack of long-range and
area-wide plans lead to projects being piecemeal instead of creating a
planned and efficient pattern of development. Often, coordination between
activities of different institutions that could avoid overlap of functions
and make optimum use of resources was not properly carried out. The draw-
backs can be attributed to how the approach was implemented rather than the
objectives in themselves.
Strategic Action Planning
This approach to planning is to seek a balance between formulation of
long-range strategies versus short-term action projects within this frame-
work. The strategies deal with more than one sector; i.e., they are
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cross-sectoral. Programs and projects are placed into a broader context,
so even projects that are based on one sector are supplemented by other
activities which tackle area-wide and inter-sector urban concerns. For in-
stance, shelter sector projects take employment opportunities into consider-
ation specifically within the project.
The investments by different public agencies have important and ex-
tensive interactions between them. The side effects and impacts of one
agency in one sector may be the major concern of another sector.
Involvement in one sector of the urban economy often affects the urban
area in as many indirect ways as those directly intended. A water
project, e.g., is designed mainly to supply water to a certain section
of the city. Its indirect effects would include changes in land values
that in turn effect the demand for housing and residential location,
the demand for infrastructure, and the pattern of transport.(2)
Cost and benefits of a project and those on society as well may vary more
than if they were just accountable to one of the sectors. The decision to
invest in a particular project can thus be measured against this broader
set of implications.
25
2
HOUSING POLICIES IN INDIA
Introduction
It is not the percentage of the total population living in urban areas3
(23%) but its absolute numbers - 150 million people - that makes urbaniza-
tion in India a rapidly growing problem. While urban areas are growing
faster than the growth in population, the growth of the economic sector
has not kept pace, with the result that cities are becoming centres for
large masses of underemployed, impoverished people. In the case of Calcutta,
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the situation has become so stagnant and the possibility of obtaining a job
so remote, that migration into the city has almost come to a standstill in
the last two decades. In other areas, second-rank cities are growing faster
than the primate cities of the region, a trend that is partly the result of
national policy to channel resources and investments into small cities and
towns and encourage their growth rather than that of the metropolitan
cities. It is envisaged that people will have better opportunities for
finding employment, obtaining services and housing and it will be easier
for the public authorities to provide them. However, within the existing
metropolitan cities, excessive load on services and facilities and a demand
for further and improved services continues unabated. One of the areas
that suffers from a serious deficit is the housing sector.
Public Sector Inputs in Housing
The estimated housing shortage in India is about five million units;
i.e., for 27 million people. It has already been forecast that this defi-
cit cannot be covered within the sixth Five-Year Plan (1980-1985). The
objectives for Urban Housing under the sixth Five-Year Plan are to (1) en-
courage self-help housing, (ii) provide more public sector social housing,
and (iii) strengthen institutions like HUDCO for housing by private agencies.
While a total of Rs. 94 billion ($10 billion) is to be set apart for urban
housing during this period, only Rs. 13 billion from this will be allocated
to the Public Sector under the following programs.
1. Upgrading - This is part of the Basic Needs Program and lays em-
phasis provision of safe water supply and adequate sanitation.
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2. Sites and Services - This is in the form of direct assistance to
the Economically Weaker Section, providing low-cost shelter options and
essential services, with the EWS getting loans at low-interest and long
repayment periods.
3. EWS and LIG Housing - This includes provision of housing units
and loans and is principally handled by the Housing and Urban Development
Corporation (HUDCO). More than 75% of the HUDCO's loan disbursement is to
be made to the EWS group.
HUDCO emphasizes providing housing opportunities for low-income groups
through:
- differential interest rate structures - 5% for EWS, 7% for LIG,
9.5% for MIG, and 10% for HIG.
- longer repayment period for EWS - 20 years as compared to 15 years
for LIG groups.
- using a sliding scale for loan assistance.
TABLE 1: PUBLIC URBAN HOUSING PROGRAM
BENEFICIARIES
PUBLIC SECTOR Number of Number of
HOUSING PROGRAMS BUDGET Persons Units
Plan Outlay for Rs. 1.5 billion 10 million 
--
Upgrading
Plan Outlay for Sites Rs. 4.8 billion 9 million 1.6 million
and Services
Plan Outlay for EWS Rs. 6.0 billion 2 million 0.3 million
and LIG Housing
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Basically, there are two kinds of urban housing programs by the Govern-
ment of India - non-subsidized and subsidized programs.
The Non-Subsidized Schemes
1. Land Acquisition and Development Scheme - Under this scheme,
Housing Boards, City Improvement Trusts can obtain loans for a period of
ten years for acquisition of land. This scheme is designed to stabilize
land prices, rationalize urban development, and propagate growth of self-
contained 'colonies' in accordance with the overall Master Plan.
2. LIG Housing Scheme - Introduced in 1954, this scheme provides
long-term loans for people with yearly incomes of less than Rs. 6,000.
The loan ceiling is Rs. 18,000, with 7% interest and 15 years' repayment
period.
3. MIG Housing Scheme - Provides loans on terms similar to the LIG,
with the loan amount commensurate with the yearly incomes of applicants.
Subsidized Housing
This was formulated by the Ministry of Works, Housing and Supply in
1952 and, under it, the Central Government provides finance at 50% loan
and 50% subsidy basis.
1. Slum Clearance Improvement Schemes (1956) - This works on the
principle of minimum dislocation of slum dwellers, and concentrates on en-
vironmental hygiene and essential services rather than construction of
structures. The responsibility for implementing these schemes lies with
the State Sector, with financial assistance provided by the Central Govern-
ment in the form of block grants and block loans.
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2. Provision by State or Local Government of Open-Development Plots -
Skeletal houses (core units); dormitory type of accommodation and tenement
blocks. Construction costs and rents are designed to be low - between
Rs. 1,800 - 7,000 and Rs. 6 - 40, respectively.
3. Central Schemes for Environmental Improvement in Slum Areas (1962) -
Finances are provided to the State Government to improve slums not earmarked
for clearance within the next ten years.
All of the above schemes are termed as "urban social housing schemes",
and over five lakh houses had been constructed by 1975 under this scheme.
Agencies and Their Roles
- At the Federal level, overall allocations are approved by the Na-
tional Planning Commission and the Ministeries implement the programs,
either by making budgetary provisions in the Federal budget, or by recom-
mending such allocation in the respective State Budgets. They prepare the
Five-Year Plan and set the policies, including those of housing. These
plans make broad recommendations about:
-- legislative measures to ensure minimum standards of sanitation
and public health;
-- enactment of town planning acts;
-- acquisition of land for housing of labor, EWS and LIG groups;
-- setting up of improvement trusts and other promotional measures
for cooperative housing.
- The Ministry of Works and Housing has two line offices - the Na-
tional Building Organization, and the Town and Country Planning Organiza-
tion. The former is concerned with development of new and appropriate
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building materials and is research-oriented, while the latter is more
planning-oriented.
- Government guidelines are translated into programs by the Ministry
of Housing, Health, Local Government and Community Development. However,
housing and urban development have been treated as social service sectors
rather than an important core sector, and are therefore accorded low prior-
ity, as is evident from the budget amount.
- Most cities have their individual municipal Corporations, Improve-
ment Trusts, Development Authorities, Housing Boards and Slum Clearance or
Improvement Boards, all of whom deal with the urban poor. Many of them are
statutory agencies with legal powers to plan, acquire land and develop new
towns. However, City Municipalities who operate under laws made by the
State legislature perform more maintenance and obligatory functions than
to plan for development. This is partly because of lack of finances and
partly because they are superceded by the other "specially created" agencies
who consider their presence a hindrance rather than a help and, so, their
role at the decision-making stage becomes marginal. For instance, in the
Bustee Improvement Program of the CMDA, the local municipality has been
delegated the responsibility of maintenance of services collection of
charges, for which it has inadequate resources and staff, which has led to
serious problems of maintenance expenditures and, ultimately, the effec-
tiveness of the program.
Financing bodies for housing and urban development are limited in
number. One of the successful ones has been HUDCO, the Federal-level
financial institution set up in 1970. It has sanctioned over 1,500 projects
in 16 States in India and has been able to provide assistance for 10.66 lakh
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houses (9.4 lakhs for EWS) within this. The fact that it has used only
53% of its available budget indicates that lack of adequate institutions
and mechanisms by which funds can reach the needy is more of an issue than
limited finances.
The other financing bodies are nationalized banks and the Life Insur-
ance Corporation of India, both of whom are out of the reach of the poorest
because of their policies and limited programs for the low-income groups.
TABLE 2: SOCIAL HOUSING IN INDIA
Scheme Dwelling units
30th June, 1975
A : State Sector
1. Integrated Subsidized Housing Scheme for
Industrial Workers and Economically
Weaker Sections of the Community - 1,82,233
2. Low Income Group Housing Scheme 2,44,009
3. Middle Income Group Housing Scheme 34,322
4. Rental Housing Scheme for State
Government Employees 23.701
5. Land Acquisition and Development Scheme,
Land Acquired, Land Developed. 26,928
6. Slum Clearance/Improvement Scheme 95,812
7. Subsidized Housing Scheme for Plantation
Workers 4,085
B: Central Sector
8. (a) Expenditure incurred on Central Scheme
for Environmental Improvement in
Slum areas Rs. 164.9 million
(b) Projects sanctioned Rs. 246.0 ,,
9. Jhuggi and Jhonpri Removal Scheme (Plots/
Tenements) 59.048
(September, 1975)
Source: Ministry of Works, Housing and Urban Development,
December 1975.
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DEVELOPMENT PLANNING IN CALCUTTA
Introduction
The Census of India of 1971 indicated the Calcutta Metropolitan Dis-
trict covering an area of 1,425 sq. kms. (550 sq. miles) with a population
of 8.3 million. The Metropolitan District consists of 35 municipalities,
2 corporations, and 64 non-municipal urban areas. The total housing stock
is 1.6 million units, of which a third are 'kutcha' housing a population
of 2.5 million people living in slums. Only 11% and 15% of the houses have
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separate toilets and individual water taps, respectively. The drainage
and sewer waterworks were laid in the central city in the 1900's and now
cater to three times the area and five times the population they were de-
signed for.
The responsibilities for defining detailed policies and strategies for
urban development lie with the State Government, with the Central Govern-
ment playing a small role through providing overall guidelines. The Basic
Development Plan for the Calcutta Metropolitan District was drawn to
. . . set forth an integrated development perspective for the metropo-
lis and the region, focussing the urgent requirements for planned
growth through an 'immediate action program'.(4)
It includes plans for housing and slum improvement, industrial and commer-
cial area development and a Master Plan for water supply, sewerage and
drainage.
The Master Plan for Housing, 1961-1986
This Plan takes into consideration the recommendations made earlier
in the Basic Development Plan and other studies. Housing needs are esti-
mated to be 1.3 million new units by 1986 - 0.2 million to replace the
present dilapidated stock and 1.1 million to accommodate the growth in
population from 1961-1986. This works out to an average annual requirement
of 65,000 units over a 20 year period.
Housing Types and Programs
The following schemes operate within the CMD Boundary, and are by and
large based on the lines of 'social housing' programs developed at the
national level.
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1. Integrated Subsidized Housing Scheme for Industrial Workers and
Economically Weaker Section of the Community (Social Housing):
This caters to the needs of families in the EWS category; i.e., earn-
ing less than Rs. 350 a month ($35). The cost ceiling of such housing is
Rs. 8,000 - Rs. 10,000 for a two-room unit in multi-storied tenements with
a rent of Rs. 36 per month. The housing may be provided by the State
Government, Statutory Housing Board, Industrial Employers or Registered
Cooperative of Industrial Workers. If the project is implemented by Gov-
ernment Departments, a 50% loan and a 50% subsidy is provided, while a 65%
loan and a 25% capital grant is provided in the case of employer-provided
or cooperative housing.
2. Low Income Group Housing Scheme:
Loans are granted by the State Government in two categories:
(i) People with yearly incomes between Rs. 3,000 - 7,200 will be
eligible for a loan of 80% of construction costs with a maximum of Rs. 12,500.
The restriction on floor area is 400 sq. ft. minimum and 1,200 sq. ft.
maximum.
(ii) Families with yearly incomes of less than Rs. 3,000 will be
eligible for a loan for the entire cost of construction, 25% of which is
given as a subsidy.
3. Slum Clearance and Improvement Schemes:
Provides shelter or developed land and finance to displaced persons
in the form of a loan (50%) and a 37% capital grant. Two-roomed units are
provided in some cases at a rent of Rs. 35 per month, for slum-dwellers
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with maximum income of Rs. 175 per month. When land is available, plots
or minimal housing is provided.
4. Middle Income Group Housing:
Provides loans for house construction to persons with yearly incomes
of Rs. 7,200 - 15,000. The ceiling cost of the land and construction is
Rs. 35,000.
5. Rental Housing for State Government Employees:
Rental flats are built for State Government Employees with a 20 year
loan from the Life Insurance Corporation of India.
6. Land Acquisition and Development Scheme:
Land development under this scheme can be sold on cost basis to indi-
vidual cooperative societies and institutions and also utilized for private
construction. It is financed through loans from LIC and implemented by the
Housing Directorate.
The following is a review of the prototypes for housing developed by
the CMPO for areas in and around the city.
1. Basic Economy House - It can be built in new areas for the LIG and
resettlement of slum dwellers. Houses or construction of a sanitary core
and sewerage connection will be provided on one cottah plots. The unit is
a two-room, kitchen and store, and is built with brick piers and walls and
a tile roof.
2. Work-Cum-Living Centres - They provide housing and work places for
the slum dweller, and facilities for small industries and shops. The sale
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of commercial area within the settlement is expected to recover to a large
extent the project costs, and the rents charged to the slum dwellers can
be low (i.e., they are cross-subsidized).
3. Dormitory for Unattached Adults - A considerable percentage of the
city's population are single migrants from the neighboring States, and
their housing needs are presently met through rooming houses in Bustees or
rooms shared in shifts by groups of them. The plan is to provide dormitory-
type halls or double-seater rooms which can be used for sleeping during the
night. The ground floor can be used for commercial purposes during the day-
time to recover part of the project costs.
4. Row Housing - It is seen as an economic solution for low-income
people, and plots of 1 - 1.5 cottahs are provided, while semi-detached
housing or individual plots are seen to be more appropriate for the middle-
income groups.
The Bustee Improvement Program
Political instability during the 1960's had led to a decline in public
investments and further deterioration in housing conditions. In 1970-71, a
four-year package of schemes was arranged and the Government of India ar-
ranged for Rs. 150 crores; special taxes, loans and grants were set up, and
a new agency, the Calcutta Metropolitan Development Authority (CMDA) was
formulated to administer the development fund. One of its major programs
in the housing sector was the Bustee Improvement Program, where the Bustees
were to be improved through the provision of infrastructure and services
(see Table on following page).
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TABLE 3: CAPITAL EXPENDITURE ON MAJOR URBAN SERVICES
THROUGH CMDA - 1970-71 TO 1974-75
(Rs. Million)
Sections Total % 1970-71 1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 1974-75
Water Supply 223.60 (15.78) 10.04 56.49 52.41 36.37 68.29
Sewerage and Drainage 333.58 (23.54) 31.25 81.44 105.41 75.64 39.64
Traffic and Transport 413.70 (29.19) 30.56 92.96 115.86 101.43 72.89
Housing 110.53 (7.80) 2.18 28.58 29.11 28.45 22.21
Bustee Improvement 124.14 (8.76) 2.11 35.18 41.78 27.05 18.00
New Town and Area
Development 4.81 (0.34) - - - - 4.81
Local Roads and Drains 86.22 (6.08) - - 69.74 - 16.48
Garbage Disposal 23.51 (1.66) 11.23 5.24 3.18 2.29 1.57
Environmental Hygiene 7.90 (0.55) - 0.78 2.22 1.58 3.32
Special Projects 89.34 (6.30) 0.33 13.19 21.71 43.36 10.75
Gas Supply 0.33 0.70 2.11 3.07 -
Health Services - 11.52 18.13 36.67 -
Primary Schools - 0.35 0.53 2.12 4.09
Parks & Playgrounds - 0.62 0.94 1.50. 1.85
Area Development - - - - 4.81
1417.31 (100.00) 87.70 313.86 441.62 316.17 257.96
Out of the 100 wards of the city, 99 contain Bustees. They cover a
total of 3.5 sq. miles out of 50 sq. miles of Calcutta and Howrah, with a
total of 850,000 people living in them. Bustees are based on a three-
tiered ownership system where landowners leased out their land to middle-
men called thika tenants, who in turn built huts and rented them out to
families. Each hutment would be occupied by a number of families, leading
to extremely high densities and low environmental quality. Though the
program does not deal with issues changing this peculiar ownership pattern
and improving the houses, it is aware that these need to be addressed since
they have an impact on how this present program is perceived and implemented.
The Bustee Improvement Program was initiated
- to improve living conditions of people and to control diseases.
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- to provide an interim solution to the total clearance of Bustees
and rehousing the population in better dwellings.
- to ensure that costs of improvement were low and financially feas-
ible with the budgets and resources available.
- to ensure that the program would help other citizens apart from
the Bustee dwellers by, e.g., removal of health and fire hazards.
Bustee improvement was to be attained by providing basic amenities of
drinking water, toilets, improved sanitation, to substantially improve the
environmental conditions of such settlements. Some of the negative impli-
cations of the Slum Improvement in Bustees are:
- provision of amenities will increase rents and lead to higher
densities as co-shares of units increase, and push out the lowest income
groups who are unable to pay the increased rents.
- as land values increase to reflect its increased income earning
potential, any future plans to clear the slums will have to deal with huge
amounts of money involved in compensation.
- since the dwellings are not directly covered by the improvement,
and the legal ownership structure within the Bustee creates no incentive
for the hutowner to maintain dwellings, the problems of inadequate ventila-
tion and substandard living conditions remain unresolved.
TABLE 4: INFRASTRUCTURE INSTALLED DURING THE BUSTEE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
30,000 nos. Sanitary latrines installed
12,000 nos. Water connections and bathing platforms built
7,00,000 sq. mts. Paved pathways constructed
6,00,000 mts. Sewer and underground drainage laid
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It was assumed that the proposed improvements costs would be around
Rs. 100 per head, which would require Rs. 100 million for the program. The
Government of India provided Rs. 80 million as a grant. The final per
capita cost turned out to be Rs. 150 - 200 per head. It is supposed to be
the largest slum improvement program in the world.
The problems that have been identified with the program are those of
management and maintenance. Expenditure for maintenance is expected to be
Rs. 40 million for 1980-81 and the current taxation and accounting for
civic services are nowhere near meeting this bill. The continuance and
success of the program and CMDA will depend on developing an organizational
framework that will sustain the improvements that have been achieved, and
find means to lower costs of maintenance to the public agency.
TABLE 5: FOURTH PLAN CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM
H-O U S N- U N ITS.
ITEM Sluma AWeaker Loowiincome Middle incom High Income
Secton Group Group Group
I. Open Plot Development 5000 2000 1000 1000
. Economy Settlement Housing (asic Housing Scheme) 10.000 - - -
3. Skeletal Housing 12,000---
4. Night Shelter for pavement dwellers 1000 - - -
5. Dormitary Hostel for Unattached
a) Females .... 0- 150 - -
b) Males .... .... - 5000 - -
16. Hire Purchase, Housing Scheme - - 1500 1000
7. industrial & Plantation Labourers 4000 2000 . - -
8. Slum Modernization Scheme 24,000 - - -
9. Slum Improvement Scheme 1,20,090 *
10. Night Shelter for casual visitors 500-o
11. State Govt.,'Central Govt., Semi-Govt. or
L~imited Co. Staff Housing Scheme 3000 1750 750
12. L.ow income Group Housing .... .... - 2000--
13. Middle Income Group Housing ...- - 1500-
14. Slum & Economically Weaker Section Housing 4000 --
Total : 39,500 ' 14,250 4,750 2,000
Total No. of1Housing 60,SOO
* This is not Included in the housing units to be built.
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FIG. -3 - MAPS SHOWING CHANGE IN CITY WARDS - 1961 AND 1971
The following organizations have been influential in developing and
implementing many of the housing programs that have been planned for Cal-
cutta. Their organizational framework and the relationship between
agencies is discussed.
The Calcutta Corporation
As a body responsible for the civic administration of the city, the
Corporation has had more failures than successes. The major reason for
this has been its traditional role as a political platform rather than an
effective implementing agency, since the time of the British. Many
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national leaders opted to become mayors of Calcutta Corporation to organize
and extend the influence of nationalist organization. To this day it con-
tinues to be a political forum, either supporting the government when the
same political party rules both, and in opposition when the situation
changes.
The Calcutta Municipal Corporation has the responsibilities of con-
struction maintenance of roads and public places, provision of gardens and
parks, improving and cleaning of Bustees, etc., all of which it carried out
very ineffectively. In fact, the formation of special agencies like the
CMPO and CMDA are the result of the parochialism and inertia of the Calcutta
Municipal Corporation.
Calcutta Improvement Trust (CIT)
This Trust was formed by an act of the Government in 1911 to deal with
clearing of congested and unsanitary areas. Its specified tasks were to
open up congested areas, provide open space for recreation, widen streets,
etc. CIT was partly funded from a number of taxes and grants, a fixed sum
from the Calcutta Corporation, income from its properties and investments,
sales proceeds from surplus land and betterment fees, and periodic loans
from the government. It has a Board of Trustees of 11 members including
the Commissioner of Calcutta Corporation. CIT undertakes four types of
projects on its own or Calcutta Corporation's initiative. These are: the
general improvement scheme, street scheme, the housing accommodation scheme,
and the rehousing schemes.
There is a certain amount of hostility between the Calcutta Corporation
and the CIT, since the Trust undertakes improvement functions that constitute
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a rival authority to the Corporation and pose a threat to their interests.
Whenever old localities are redeveloped, then rich non-Bengali
businessmen purchase land along the new traffic arteries and build
many-storied structures. The original resident Bengali families are
moving out to give place to the new settlers, so much so that, as in
the case of the central business district, only a small fraction of
the original core remains, maintaining an oyster-like existence.(5)
While CIT has been successful in some areas, it has led to the problem of
class segregation by auctioning improved areas to the highest bidders.
They have taken over the role of private developers in some ways. Their
schemes have taken years to be implemented, allowing for soaring land values
and speculation of areas surrounding the improved areas. Many of the hous-
ing schemes to rehouse low-income people displaced by the improvement
schemes have been taken over by middle-income families. After the forma-
tion of CMDA in 1970, the CIT has become a line agency for the CMDA plan,
and is financially dependent on CMDA for executing its ongoing projects and,
thus, is subverted by the CMDA.
Calcutta Metropolitan Planning Organization (CMPO)
This organization came into existence in 1961 to monitor the develop-
ment of the Calcutta Metropolitan area according to the Basic Development
Plan. It was a directorate under the Development and Planning Department
of the Government of West Bengal. It dealt with policy planning and a
general plan for Calcutta and Howrah and the Transportation Plan for the
period of 1966-1986. The role of the CMPO as a planning body was super-
ceded in 1977 by CMDA.
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Calcutta Metropolitan Development Authority (CMDA)
Created in 1970, this is an umbrella organization which coordinates
the activities of CIT and CMPO and other agencies like the Calcutta Metro-
politan Water and Sanitation Authority. It is vested with the authority to
plan, supervise and execute programs of development in the CMD, with the
Chief Minister of West Bengal as its Chairman. CMDA employs close to 4,000
persons, has its own cell for execution of plans and also to supervise the
works of other agencies as road repairs, traffic improvements, water supply
and drainage renewal, etc.
CMDA has been aided by financial and technical assistance from the
World Bank and the Ford Foundation. The Calcutta Urban Development Project
and Transportation Project were initiated in 1974 and 1980, respectively,
with $143 million credit from the World Bank. This agency has taken a
positive approach in areas of slum improvement and formed a separate Bustee
Improvement Program within which they coordinate upgrading work, laying
infrastructure, providing facilities like health education, etc.
TABLE 6: CHART OF ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF CMDA
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DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR EAST CALCUTTA
For the illustration of a specific area within Calcutta, the East
Calcutta Development Project will be discussed, with special emphasis on
the housing programs that are included in the Action Plan.
The Choice of East Calcutta for Area Development
East Calcutta represents what the urban development authorities feel
are the characteristics of urbanization at the city fringe - a disorderly
and uncontrolled development pattern. It is further compounded by a large
population of the urban poor who have either been pushed out of the city
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or are recent migrants who are attempting to gain a foothold in the urban
ways of working and living. This development process is seen to encourage
urban sprawl, making the work of proper development authorities in laying
urban infrastructure and services extremely difficult to render. The loca-
tion of East Calcutta in relation to the Central Business District (CBD)
has virtually guaranteed that it will be affected by urbanization and city
expansion in the future, and has enhanced this area's potential for absorb-
ing many of the functions that the overcrowded city serves.
In addition to its urbanization potential, East Calcutta offers a
major resource for development - vacant land. There are vast pockets of
vacant and underutilized land within East Calcutta. Within the entire
planning area, 67% of the land consists of vacant land, agricultural land
and water bodies, and 33% of the land is developed. The fact that more than
81% of the developed land consists of residential use indicates a shortage
of roads and community facilities and a demand for opening up more areas
for housing. A drainage project to relieve the area of its waterlogging
problem and the proposed Eastern Metropolitan Bypass scheme will greatly
increase the development potential of the area, and the public authorities
plan to utilize this for the purpose of social development - building
housing and serviced lots for low-income and EWS groups.
East Calcutta was neglected up to now because of its drainage and
waterlogging problems and its inaccessibility due to the rail tracks which
separated it from the main city. It took on a completely different dimen-
sion once a major road connecting the north of the city to the south was
planned to be located at its eastern fringe, thus bypassing the crowded
city. The area began being viewed as part of the city and it developed
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sufficient potential as an area which could be used to reduce the pressure
of housing and industry within the crowded city.
Emphasis on Development Strategy and Planning
The East Calcutta Planning area has been defined as the area covering
seven Calcutta Corporation wards in part or full (Wards Nos. 58, 59, 60,
61, 69, 70, 94), five non-municipal urban units, and some rural mouzas.
The planning area is about 8,210 acres, out of which 3,130 acres are with
Calcutta Corporation, 2,463 with non-municipal urban units, and 2,617 acres
with rural mouzas.
The development strategy has been to take areas which are already
occupied and those that are predominantly vacant both into consideration.
Area improvement of the already built-up part of East Calcutta would be
combined with the new area development for the latter. The Plan also sees
this area acting as the urban-rural interface of the city, an issue that
should be addressed specifically through development of appropriate land-
uses and shelter provisions.
The need for coordination of the new development with what is existing
has been clearly stated, with special consideration for the low-income
people for whom East Calcutta has been a traditional homeground.
Present Land-Uses
The area, having been outside the Calcutta Corporation jurisdiction
til recently, has no regular pattern of land-uses. The northern part has
a predominance of leather and rubber industries and Bustees to house the
working population. The central zone has commercial and residential areas
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FIG. 4 - MAP SHOWING EAST CALCUTTA PLANNING AREA,
MUNICIPAL AND NON-MUNICIPAL AREAS
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scattered within it, with recent concentration of potteries, engineering
and other small and medium industries along the eastern side of the railway
tracks. The southern part houses a large portion of the middle-class re-
fugees who came here after the Partition, and has dispersed commercial land-
uses. Commercial activities tend to exist along the major mass transporta-
tion routes and near railway crossings and railway stations.
Three major roads, two of them running east-west and one running north-
south, are metalled and provide transportation connections for buses, cycle
rickshaws, as well has have open-air markets at road junctions. Connections
to the city centre are provided through a few bus routes, and the suburban
railways. Piped water supply is available only to areas within the Calcutta
Corporation, with the remaining areas having no public source of safe drink-
ing water. Sewerage system does not exist, and individual septic tanks and
service privies are used instead. Though there are electric sub-stations
and the area is within the town district of Calcutta Telephones, both elec-
tricity and telephones are exceptional rather than the rule even in middle-
income residential areas, except in the central and commercial areas. The
present development plans include schemes for improved water supply, drain-
age, sewerage, and access roads within the area.
The development potential of the area has been due to the following
factors:
1. Proximity of the area to the metropolitan centre and to some of
the existing and proposed major facilities centres in adjoining areas.
2. The area already has a high rate of growth in the last ten years.
Development of adequate infrastructure would help serve the people who are
already living there as well as open up new areas.
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3. Pressure of mass transportation facilities on the eastern and
western boundaries of the area could help connect the area to different
parts of the central city and the Metropolitan District.
4. Many of the industries located here generate employment at the
household level (e.g., tanneries induce household industries like shoe-
making and leather handicrafts), providing jobs to all members of the
household.
5. Availability of large areas of vacant land at prices extremely low
compared to land prices in other cities in India for land in comparative
proximity to city centre.
The Objectives of the Development Plan
- Initiate the process of organized change to the total area, keeping
in mind that settlement patterns should be well integrated with the exist-
ing developed areas.
- In the context of the existing development, to guide, control and
arrest further deterioration and provide better and improved roads, utili-
ties, open spaces, marketplaces, etc.
- Required facilities which cannot be accommodated within existing
areas should be provided for within adjoining new area development.
- Open up presently inaccessible pockets of vacant land within the
already developed areas.
- Relocation and organization of some non-conforming uses (e.g.,
tanneries, dairies, washing ponds, etc.) to appropriate locations in and
around the planning area.
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- Increase employment opportunities through the reorganization of
areas with predominantly industrial use: allocation of new areas for small-
scale industries and provision of work-cum-living centres.
- Evolve an arterial road- network which connects this area to the
CBD and other employment areas around it. It will also act as a connec-
tor within the East Calcutta area by providing better transportation
routes.
- Development of residential area for middle-income and low-income
groups except for certain areas where land could be sold to higher income
groups to subsidize other development.
- Initiate rural-urban continuum through the creation of "service
villages" in the periphery of the new settlement areas (eastern boundaries
of the Project Area) for washermen, milkmen, etc.
The Development Strategy for the Developed Area
The ad-hoc development of the area and the resulting road-network
have created problems of laying services and of accessibility to various
inner pockets within it. The construction of the E. M. Bypass and its
connector roads will serve the existing areas, while a secondary network
of roads will reach existing inaccessible areas for building community
facilities or providing open spaces.
The activities that are felt to be harmful to the people through
their continued presence in the area will be relocated elsewhere. Thus,
the land-use of the area will be reorganized and the environment of the
area is expected to improve.
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The Development Strategy for the New Area
1. It will mostly be developed as a residential area for the poorer
and middle-income groups; provide the facilities which the already de-
veloped area needs but cannot accommodate; and rehouse certain industries
from the existing areas and provide plots for new ones.
2. Land beyond the E. M. Bypass will be used to meet the deficit of
major recreational areas in the city, by forming a green belt with lakes
from soil dug for land filling.
The scope of the Plan has been restricted to suggestions on
locating the predominant land uses over the area and setting recom-
mended guidelines of major and arterial roads, which extend beyond
the planning area, integrating it with adjoining areas. Hence this
plan should not be evaluated on the basis of an isolated urban de-
velopment but as a logical extension of the Eastern Part of the
metropolitan city core of Calcutta.(6)
The two major aspects of the development strategy are a recommended
(i) land-use pattern and a (ii) transportation network which will support
this land-use pattern.
The Plans for the Residential Areas
They comprise 876 acres; i.e., 45% of the area within the development
planning area. Residential areas will be planned with primary schools,
and local centres located at convenient distances. Larger plots will face
the road and the road network will link many such blocks together, with
playgrounds and parks in between. Tanks and water bodies can be retained
as part of organized open spaces, for washermen and for fishery purposes
which have an economic value. Vacant areas which are at present predomin-
antly agricultural land will be used after being filled in for residential
construction.
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E. M. BYPASS ROAD
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Located close to the industrial belt (i.e., near potential workplaces)
are the EWS housing, work-cum-living centres, and rehabilitation sites in
the form of site and service plots.
The water bodies should be discontinued to provide access for
the service villages on the other side (i.e., of the E. M. Bypass)
and leave provision for extension of the metropolis beyond it in the
distant future in case the situation and technological advancement
demand it. However, in the present context all efforts and legal
measures should be taken to contain the urban area within the Eastern
Metropolitan Bypass. (7)
Housing Types
The Action Plan identifies the area for new settlement of about 2,000
acres, which is bounded by E. M. Bypass in the east and G. K. Road in the
west. Its development will be phased in three parts. The area will con-
tain residential, industrial, community facilities and public open spaces.
Residential development is of three types: Individual plot, block
allotments, and work-cum-living areas. A block of 60-70 acres has been
developed with a combination of varying plot and block types and two types
of residential blocks have evolved - one with predominantly plot develop-
ment and the other one with group housing.
Residential housing by the E. M. Bypass has been conceived as
an ideal location for multi-storied group housing purpose. The high-
rise building blocks in this sector would form an interesting urban-
scape from the E. M. Bypass. Moreover, the high-rise blocks would
overlook towards the extended green beyond the E. M. Bypass.(8)
Service Villages
The concept of service village is based on locating certain essential
services like dairies, washermen's colonies in the proximity, but not
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within the urban area itself. The dairies are considered to create un-
hygienic conditions and drainage problems with animal waste and fodder.
Washermen's activities are not harmful healthwise, but use up a large
amount of potentially developable land.
The service villages will be provided with a paved access road, tube-
wells for drinking water and public toilets. The costs can be offset by
the profits from the urban land reclaimed by this move. Layouts for those
settlements have one-room units costing Rs. 6,000 ($600) and the Rs. 30
monthly rate would probably be affordable by most of them (according to
CMDA's calculation).
Service village is essentially aimed at rehabilitating various
occupation groups of people who provide essential services to the
city, but the land-uses generated by their activity are not com-
patible to urban uses in general.(9)
One hundred forty acres (16% of planned residential area) is allocated for
industrial housing and EWS group to be located near industrial areas.
Work-cum-living centres are also to be part of the scheme in view of many
people pursuing trades like pottery, shoe-making, smithy, etc. within
their houses.
Work-Cum-Living. Areas
The intention of this scheme is to provide residential facilities
next to the work areas through site and services plots. Locating there
near to industrial site will provide access to employment, raw materials
and the work centres would be supported by these industries, while reducing
transportation costs and commuting time of the household. In the case of
the washermen villages, the plan has been drawn on "traditional lines":
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As earlier indicated, recognising the prohibitive cost of pro-
viding fully modern facilities, it has been decided to achieve a
solution in traditional lines. . . . Since these areas are expected
to be developed in traditional lines, the facilities of running water
may not be provided.(9)
The work areas are to be developed in a traditional manner for the
time being with flexibility for future modernization with minimum invest-
ment. The cost per family works out to Rs. 6570 ($675) including housing.
The residential unit consists of a 12' X 10' room with a multicovered space
of 250 sq. ft. and common toilet facilities. The cost of construction of
the unit is Rs. 11/sq. ft. and a rent of Rs. 30 per month is to be charged
for the unit and work area.
In the case of dairies, the idea is to create community cattle sheds,
so that each village of 130 acres can house 10,000 cattle, with living
areas for the cattle-owners and the milkmen provided nearby. The rehabili-
tation of villagers who are affected by the new urban settlement programs
would be done through allocation of 600 sq. ft. land within a sites and
services scheme, and about 2,000 families will be served under this program.
TABLE 7: RENTS PAID BY DIFFERENT INCOME GROUPS
Monthly No. of Average Average Average Rentand
income sample monthly rent and rent and Taxes paid
levels of renter income per taxes paid taxes paid as percentage
families families renter family per month per room to total
per renter income
family
(inRs.) (inRs.) (inRs.) (inRs.)
I 2 3 4 5 6
1-100 362 79.61 12.98 12.74 16.30
101-200 558 154.64 21.40 18.59 13.24
210-350 437 276.88 40.02 25.22 14.45
351-700 388 503.25 66.83 29.94 13.28
700-1200 143 945.16 120.91 41.61 12.79
1200.above 91 2354.29 243.87 64.18 10.36
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SUMMARY OF POLICY IMPLICATIONS
The preceding section discussed the development of housing policies
and programs at the national, city and local level successively. The in-
puts that the public sector felt it should provide are summarized below.
- Make available developed land for low- and middle-income families.
- Proper utilization of government-owned land and developed land for
intensive housing activity.
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- Provision of cheap land for private investment in housing; e.g., to
cooperative societies.
- Secure funds from housing finance institution or international aid
agencies and make them available through different programs to low-income
groups; e.g., Bustee Improvement, construction loans, etc.
- Stimulate private sector investment by providing better facilities
of loans, building materials to private land developers and contractors,
and opening up new areas for housing by providing basic infrastructure and
roads.
- Adopt a policy of retention and improvement of existing housing
stock and settlement as in the case of slums.
However, when policies or recommendations are compared to how many of
the programs are really implemented, and what success they have had, one
can point out many disparities.
1. The first observation is that the approach to the process of
planning has tended to remain one of the 'Master-Plan' concept of dealing
with an area or city. Organized land-use plans for an area are drawn up,
based on survey of existing conditions and desired program objectives, but
this does not always conform to what is ultimately implemented. The ex-
ample of East Calcutta Development Plan illustrates how "non-conforming
uses" are dealt with, and how the impact of laying a major road in an un-
developed area is not given full consideration. This approach is partly
due to the existence of a large number of agencies who work in the same
area, on different but interrelated functions, with little coordination
between them.
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The CMDA structure follows the general government format of iden-
tifying relatively autonomous departments to take charge of what are
seen as distinct functional areas. This principle of differentiation
with respect to activities is paramount; workable structural formats
for integration of different activities is typically lacking.(10)
2. The internal organization of the agencies influences the manner
in which programs are formulated and carried out. If the financial and
administrative aspects of one agency partly depends on another (e.g., the
CIT and Calcutta Corporation), the collaboration may restrict the effective-
ness and power of the dependent agency. The existence of many departments
within a large agency can lead to rivalry, at the cost of the work to be
carried out by them. It may also occur that there is minimal interaction
between those who implement the project and the field and those who make
decisions within the organization.
In case of CMDA not only is the function of location of the exe-
cuting unit of very limited importance, but the nature of municipal
engineering makes a high degree of coordination between departments
and organizations and the consequences dependent on an up-to-the-
minute information system absolutely imperative. On these considera-
tions, the structure of CMDA seems to provide the role of the engineer
at site with very few real advantages in terms of the requirements.
The fact that the Planning Department is structurally comparatively
remote from him and also from the pressures of local people resistance/
support would appear to be a contributing factor. In short, the or-
ganizational structure appears to be too mechanistic to squarely ad-
mit the complexities of a city environment into its planning and
executing functions.(ll)
3. The various programs and specific house types, lot sizes for the
EWS, LIG, MIG, etc., which exist at the national and city housing policies
level reflect the preoccupation with completed dwelling units, where floor
areas are suitably trimmed down to make them affordable to the different
groups. Affordability remains and will continue to remain a major issue
in any public intervention.
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While citing the importance of lowering the price of housing to levels
where it can be afforded by the poor people, it may be pertinent to observe
that this skirts the issue of not being able to guarantee an income that
will cover the costs of basic needs of food and shelter.
4. Legislations that are enacted to facilitate public intervention
for providing housing have rarely been successful. One of the latest and
progressive legislations that was passed in recent years was the Urban Land
Ceiling Act of 1976, which imposed a ceiling on the amount of land that
could be owned by an individual or a group. The amount of land and the
compensation to be paid varied with the class of city - the Act distinguishes
four levels of city (based on amount of urbanization), but in all cases
compensation was not to be made at market value, and this implied that the
public authorities would have at their disposal a huge amount of land
cheaply acquired and which could be used for low-income housing. The Act
was seen as an effective instrument for large-scale acquisition of land by
public agencies for housing the urban poor, since land not acquired at
actual market value would reduce the costs of development and schemes would
be affordable by the poorest section of society even if no subsidy was pro-
vided. It also meant acquisition of different sizes and locations of land
parcels which would permit people to have a choice of locations, at least
in theory. For many reasons, this Act proved to be totally ineffective.
Whatever little land it managed to acquire was either in an undeveloped
stage or areas or involved in legal litigations. It has been calculated
that 5.5 million hectares of surplus land can be acquired in ten States
and two union territories, and of this, only 1,060 ha had been acquired
by 1978.
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similarly, in Calcutta, the Slum Improvement Act of 1972, to permit
acquisition of slum areas at nominal prices and for the acquisition of the
right of use of land without change in ownership, have proved unsuccessful
since the vested interests of the landlords and thika tenants were not well
understood.
5. Lack of initiative and interest to work with or adopt innovative
approaches has been the reason why many projects have been unsuccessful.
Lack of enthusiasm may be because some powerful interest groups could
be hurt by the new approach, or it may disturb the status quo. In the
Urban Community Development of the Basic Development Plan for Calcutta
where
The intention was to create a local development focus bringing
systematic planning and implementation where appropriate closer
to the people (12),
the details were worked out and two pilot projects were initiated, but
that was all. There was sufficient budget allocation for this program,
so the reason for its failure to be implemented lay elsewhere, possibly
in the fact that it implied decentralization of certain specific functions
of the city government and public agencies.
6. Housing is a low-priority item for most low-income people whose
major concern is to find work and be able to meet the basic necessity of
food. Assumptions that are made by agencies about X percentage of income
being available for housing and repaying loans for housing are, therefore,
often inaccurate. Endless surveys have shown that housing for the lowest
income group ends up being taken over by the next higher income group.
7. Finally, many of the programs developed do not tackle the basic
issues that bring about the situation in the first place; e.g., unequal
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distribution of income, land distribution between the rich and the poor,
problems of land tenure, etc. For instance, in the Bustee Improvement Pro-
gram, the issue of tenure is not dealt with because of the complex owner-
ship structure. In East Calcutta, the impact of the plan to develop the
area on land ownership and land values and its resulting impact on local
people has never featured in any of the documents.
One hears immediately the argument that, for instance, the Bustee
Program has a very wide coverage, or that the East Calcutta Township
has such-and-such percentage for EWS housing, for LIG housing. . . .
What is not considered in this argument, however, is the ability over
time of such households - even assuming they make their way thru the
eligibility process and gain possession - to retain title over such
land, the lack of any mechanisms to help them do this, and the ex-
tremely counter-productive effects on such 'social projects' of
running a major highway thru the area for industrial traffic, of
giving maximum accessibility to the area from the city centre.
The effect, in short, is gentrification - where the somewhat more
prosperous middle-class, pushed out of the centre because of constantly
rising prices (again of CMDA's investment policies?) and sufficiently
attracted by the new accessibilities of a hitherto 'wild' area, come
out and take over the 'EWS' housing, at rents (or prices) that look
like an attractive income for the indigent family. We do not need to
wait for the Township to be completed to see this; tens of thousands
of low-income families who discovered East Calcutta two or three
decades before the CMDA, are now already facing these pressures, and
already moving out; the urban centre is simply capitalizing on their
struggles to domesticate this area.
In short, what is given with one hand, is taken away with another.
(13)
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500 huts demolished in city
By A Staff Reporter /r
l8A$ least 500 faml
ies wer ren ere ome ess w en
the police, in a massive drive to evict
sauatters, demolished about 550
huts on the eastern metrocolitan
yovass along a stretch of -two
ilometres, starting from the entr-
ceote t a
yvass connects with the Be ta
The squatters who were evicted,
mostly came from the south 24.
Parganas, and were working either
as labourers or owned tea or
cigarette stalls in the area.
Mr Swafi, superintendent of
police, 24-Pargenas, said the drive
against the squatters had started at
6.30 am, and altogether 350 huts
including some tea and cigarette
shops, were demolished in the West
Bengal police area.
According to the deputy commis.
sioner of the fourth battalion of the
'alcurta Police, 200 huts were des.'
tryedin the city Police area.
However. according to Mr Prasanta
ur. est Bengal minisrour
ev omnt 750 huts were de.
Meanwhile, a pall of gloom could
be discerned among the people who
were evicted today. Mr Ashim
Kumar Biswas, who had lived in the
squatters' colony for the past six
years, and worked as a labourer, said
the police had warned them that
they would be evicted on Thursday
afternoon. He said he broke his own
but and, in the process, was able to
save the thatch and the. bombe.
structure of his hut. Many who foi-
lowed his example were able to save
the materials of their huts.
Asked about the w or WV~s gi
the women and children. M hola-
nath Mandal, who had lived in the
colony for the east nine yearsoo
Lhis correspondent to an adjacent
gaaevard where the womnenap
children had taken shelter under the
shade of trees. At least 5,000 men
women and children were rendered
homeless by 5e drive, observed Mr
bandal. [he police, however, said
the squatters, who were evict'd, had
settled in the earea onLytwVar4
Mr Prasanta Sur, visited the area
in the morning. Among the senior
police officials who visited the area
were Mr Nirupam Som, police com-
missioner, the deputy commissioners
of the fout-th and fifth battalion; the
deputy commissioner of the eastern
suburban division and the, superin-
tendent of police, 24-Parganas.
The:Te tjmp Jum (3 1I3
Evicted
By Sumir Lal
and Umesh Anand
Calcutta, June 30: Most of
250 families which were evici
from their shanties along
tern Metropolitan Bypass
t Lake on June 18 are hV~
.m he open there as no altern
accommodation has been giv
to them by the state gove
ment. Over the asttwo da
the police and CIT officials h
issued fresh warnings aski
them to move out of the ar
They have also been preven
from using sheets of plastic, p
=vded bv .a voluntary oreani
pon as shelter against the ra
The squatters, number
around 1,300, who have be
living in the area for at le
eight years now, allege that
sudden enthusiasm of the g
ernment to evict them is link
to the President, Giani 2
-Singh's visit tomorrow. The Prident is scheduled to visit
adjacent Bidhan Shishu Udy
famlies' living in the open
The squatters say that they will dom stic servants in the Salt run y a social group,
attempt to stage a protest tomor. Lake area. The olde children ity Service Society, ve
row to draw the attention of the work as ragpickers and servants. more than 40 feet awal
the President to their plight. ~ Most of them are from 24. road, were also pullec
'Most of the displaced persons Parganas. The average family Social workers argu
the have b in p income is Rs 250. government should
at Some have managed to surrepti. Strangely, only the people proper housing faci
ri tiously occupy a CMDA shed and staying on the western side of these people, who ar
ate are camping on pipes and cow- the Bypass have been evicted. anti-socials nor "pars
en structien-material. At least two These people have aeither the society. Rather, being
rn- children have died since the right to vote nor possess rasien of essential services to
ys, evictionwhich coincided with cards. The dwellers an the other middle class, properive the onset of the pmonsoons. r side of the road have built struc. ments should be made
in Adrishya Kumar, who has En , turas of a mew permanent na. - to live in the city. The
ea. providing free medical services .ture. However, since they -pos. on their part ay that t
ted to the families, confirmed that -ses votes- and- have been patro. be ready to move if th
ro- the conditiop -of the children,- nised .by, political parties, no. ment gave them land
sa- who were already weak, had thing has been done to evict they could settle.
in.' deteriorated due to exposure to them. * Ironicall the evicte
ing rain and cold. _Me m ocedure of iction was me
.en, Social workers in the area con- Illegal, it is afleged. The families abourers 0
ast tended that the evicted families were given only a few hours' helped bul the Bp
the aave been given a raw deal. The warning and were not allowe te Otte evicte- persons
ov- evicted people were gainfully present their case. Moreover, diperdi from nea
ed employed and were an integral though only those structures dang raiway stato
ail part of the urban economy, they which stood within 40 feet of the t is ar. y ve
ev- said. The menfolk are licensed yoad were to be demolished, hut- pettion before th
the cycle-rickshaw pullers and teas. ments veyond this margin were ot
an. tall owners, the women work as .aso destroyed.. Three schools
Cornunu
ich ston
from th;
d down.
that ti
provide
lities tee
e neithes
sites" en
providers
the urban
arrar ".
for them
squatter*
hey woud
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the Ultes
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FIG. 8 - NEWS CLIPPINGS OF RECENT ACTION BY CITY OFFICIALS
AGAINST SQUATTERS
f
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PUBLIC INTERVENTION IN HOUSING PROCESSES IN INDIA
The following section deals with three different approaches and levels
of public interventions which share similar aims:
- Provision of shelter should be viewed as only one of the components
that improves the conditions of the urban poor. The other components of
employment, access to basic facilities, transportation, are seen to be
equally important in achieving an integrated development program to help
the urban poor.
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- Project components should have direct and indirect benefits to the
poor and these should be maximized.
- Ways must be found to work with existing constraints of limited
resources, organizational set-up and bureaucracies of existing agencies,
since they cannot change overnight.
The first case study is a refugee colony housing in Panchannagram,
East Calcutta, involving the provision of housing to 119 families by a
social welfare organization. There have been inputs by other agencies in
the provision of land, community facilities, and services. The presence
of Governmental, charitable and social welfare organizations has influenced
the way the program has been implemented.
The second case study presented is a slum relocation project in Vasna,
Ahmedabad, involving about 10,000 slum dwellers. The Ahmedabad Study Ac-
tion Group (ASAG), a voluntary organization, has developed the project
along with the Municipal Corporation of Ahmedabad.
The third illustration deals with the Madras Urban Development Project
which covers the key areas of housing, transportation, infrastructure and
employment creation within the context of Madras City. The World Bank and
the Madras Metropolitan Development Authority are the main agencies involved
in identifying the problem areas and the overall policies and objectives of
the Project.
From the case studies, one can identify different agencies who inter-
vene as well as their levels of intervention. Though this will vary from
place to place, one can assume that there are certain kinds of interventions
(in shelter sector) that are constrained and limited by political, social
and economic factors. For example, the role of voluntary organizations
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within a project may only be that of carrying out the broad program objec-
tives. Their involvement may not be sought at the outset or project formu-
lation level, and they may accept many of the decisions as given. One
community development program may deal indirectly with housing issues
(e.g., installing a community facility), while another may deal with it
directly; e.g., organizing mutual self-help for house construction, buying
building materials, resolving rent disputes, negotiating with municipal
authorities for more services, etc. The effectiveness of local organiza-
tions depend on the political contacts they have, the way they generate
their finances, the kind of leadership they have and their affiliation with
the local group.
Public agencies which are Governmental or semi-Governmental are simi-
larly affected by shifting budgets, staff skills and motivations, relation
between the State and Central Government, and the general political climate.
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CASE STUDY I - PANCHANNAGRAM HOUSING, EAST CALCUTTA
The Intervention of Social Welfare Agencies
in the Housing Process
Background
The Panchannagram Housing project was initiated by two social work
agencies operating in Calcutta - the Cathedral Relief Service (CRS) and
the Church's Auxiliary for Social Action (CASA) in 1973 to provide houses
for 119 families living in Panchannagram, East Calcutta, since 1967. The
dwelling unit was designed on the lines of what another agency, the Bengal
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Refugee Service, had built elsewhere. The cost of the unit was estimated
at Rs. 4,000 ($400) in 1976 prices. The Refugee Rehabilitation Department
of the State Government had agreed to provide the land, and grant permanent
land rights to the families.
The agencies (CASA and CRS) were of the view that housing could be a
means of development, and their role was not just to donate the houses but
to help people develop as individuals and as a community. Medical aid and
training, education, income-generation and other activities were to be part
of the project.
The objectives of the project were:
- to provide an opportunity to the refugee families to have their
own permanent house, since land had been obtained from the Government.
- to integrate the refugees, who had led an uncertain existence for
over twenty years, into this new country and give them a chance to be at
par with the rest of the society.
- to use the process of housing as an opportunity for personal de-
velopment of project beneficiaries.
The project, which was designed to substantially improve the people's
housing conditions in an efficient, effective and inexpensive way, ran into
many problems. The lessons learned for it could be generalized into issues,
some of which are project-specific, while others deal with the objectives
of agencies and their organizational structures that influence project out-
comes. The major issues that can be identified from Panchannagram Housing
Project are discussed below.
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1. The Issue of Land and Land Allocation
The land was supposed to have been donated by the State Government
through its Refugee Rehabilitation Department, but they ran out of funds
to complete the land-filling necessary to prepare the land and only half
the families (60) were allotted the land. The project would have stopped
at this point if the CASA had not agreed to take up the responsibility to
complete this by a Food-For-Work program. The community agreed to provide
20% of the labor necessary, and the rest would be outside contracted labor.
The ownership of the land was in dispute between the Refugee Rehabili-
tation and other Government Departments. Part of the land was required to
build the Bypass road, which was located exactly where the land-fill for
the project had just been carried out.
The above problems only served to delay the project implementation
process, undermined people's trust that the project would be completed,
and created a faction of two groups within the settlement - those who had
already obtained the land and those who had not, and had to work for it.
2. The Issue of Appropriate Dwelling Design
The unit that had been designed by the Bengal Refugee Service was not
responsive to the needs and life-styles of the community. A housing survey
was undertaken of the settlement planned by the Refugee Rehabilitation De-
partment and the spontaneous settlements that were self-built and which
most people of the community lived in. The analysis and several discussions
with individual families and the community led to the development of a lay-
out which was based on the traditional bungalow-type houses, more in keeping
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considerably. The construction of the unit also identified the problem
areas of obtaining materials in time, extended construction periods, paper-
work necessary for accounting to CASA for auditing purposes and to keep
track of individual component cost. These findings formed valuable inputs
at the house-construction stage.
3. Issue of People's Participation
When the land-fill problem necessitated the formation of a formal
community organization, a Community Club with elected representatives was
formed, with 115 of the 119 families as its members. Their role was to
represent the community and take the responsibility of construction of the
community centre. They had to also organize the community viewpoints and
user interests in ways that could provide positive inputs into, e.g., house
design, cost control, possibility for mutual help for house construction,
etc. Community leaders tended to be chosen from amongst those who were
most articulate and already powerful in the settlement. They were also
likely to be from better-off families, and the interests of the poorer
households were often overlooked by them.
The Club took the responsibility to apply to the CMDA and CIT for
electricity and drainage. They also organized the cultural functions
within the community and coordinated the activities of the youth clubs and
women's society committees.
The fact that they were finally getting land and houses generated a
great deal of enthusiasm, interest and commitment from the community, but
this was neither sustained nor utilized in the best manner by the agencies.
However, the fact that the house and land were being donated to them, and
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that CASA was as interested in building the houses as they were in obtaining
them, made people adopt an attitude of waiting to get things delivered to
them. Thus, the project goal of people's active participation in the de-
cision-making process and developing a sense of responsibility as a commun-
ity was defeated. With the decline of community interest and initiative,
the agencies began to make major decisions within their own set-up with
only superficial consultations with the community.
4. The Issue of Fragmented Role-Delegation
The work within the projects had been fragmented not only into sectors,
but also in terms of which agency did what. CASA handled issues of housing
and land-filling; the CRS dealt with medical aid provision, schooling,
weaving centre, etc. Other charitable groups provided inputs like free
food and medicine distribution, sewing classes, etc. The role of the Gov-
ernment had been to provide land. Contact and coordination between agencies
and between the Community Club and various agencies was limited and hindered
by the presence of so many agencies working in one area.
Inputs from different agencies often were sporadic, or they overlapped
and duplicated what was already done by another agency. Decisions taken
by one agency inadvertently affected the working of another agency. Often,
the advice given by the 'volunteer experts' was incorrect or irrelevant and
it was difficult to make them accountable for it.
Multiplicity of agencies working here also provided the community with
the opportunity to "shop around" for aid. If they wanted a certain facility
they would approach different agencies for contributions. In one instance,
two unconnected agencies each promised to contribute half the expenses for
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a school that the community wanted to build for themselves. The community
obtained a school without any labor effort!
The Government already had an ongoing program for the refugees in this
area, and when the Panchannagram Housing Project was initiated by CASA and
CRS, there had been no attempt on the part of these agencies to coordinate
their aid project to the work of the former. No partnership evolved and,
instead, the Government agencies did not feel obliged to cooperate or to
comply with the requests of CASA or CRS. This became evident when the land
dispute arose between CASA and the CIT who wanted to acquire a part of the
project land for their Bypass scheme.
The importance of an integrated approach to development cannot be
stressed enough. It is crucial to clarify responsibilities and relation-
ships with all agencies and authorities concerned even before the project
is to be implemented, at a project formulation stage. Also, during project
implementation, there should be enough interest and manpower to maintain
these relationships.
5. The Issue of Agency Objectives and Organization
The objectives of an agency may necessitate the project to be struc-
tured in a particular way; e.g., providing houses to the people may create
dependency on the agency which contradicts their goals of self-sufficiency
and fostering an attitude of self-development of the individual and the
community. The withdrawal of an agency (for whatever reasons) halfway,
could leave the program stranded and result in a waste of resources and
time that could have been gainfully used otherwise here or elsewhere.
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The tendency of formal sector agencies to centralize and institution-
alize its actions is well known. To a certain extent, this is bound to
happen, and should be consciously negated. So, while the intention of
CASA/CRS was to design the project that used housing as a vehicle for de-
velopment rather than one of house-building (which was the initial approach),
it was not particularly successful in achieving this. Community skills and
inputs were inadequately utilized and, plagued with organizational problems
within the agency, the quality of service and the commitment to the project
suffered. For example, the project did not have any community social
worker for a long period due to lack of resources, and indecision between
CASA and CRS as to who was responsible for hiring one. Lack of field
workers meant that contact was made more often with community leaders at
the cost of consulting individual families.
The factors that seem to be crucial to the proper implementation of
a project are those of timing, organization and work structure. The timing
of a project should be made considering the inputs and impacts of other
programs and projects within the area; the novelty of an approach compared
to the conventional housing project should be considered and more time for
implementation and feedback should be set aside. The organization of the
project should allow for an integrated, well-coordinated approach so that
resources and inputs can be put to an optimum use. The method of working
should also allow for active involvement of the people (beneficiaries) in
decision-making and in project implementation, even if this means dealing
with possible problems of extra time taken, mismanagement, corruption, etc.
Finally, the role that welfare agencies play in the field of housing should
be examined critically. Their role cannot be that of a middleman between
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donor agencies and receiving communities, or of project managers without
real commitment to people's needs if they believe in the value of develop-
ment and self-sufficiency.
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CASE STUDY II - INTEGRATED URBAN DEVELOPMENT PROJECT, AHMEDABAD
The Intervention of a Voluntary Agency in a Slum-Relocation Program
Background
Ahmedabad is one of the fastest growing metropolises of India, with
an annual growth rate of 4%. Its population has increased from 15.8 lakhs
in 1971 to 20 lakhs in 1981, and is expected to reach 35 lakhs by the year
2000. It is not surprising that the supply of infrastructure and housing
has been nowhere near the amount required. The direct impact has been a
proliferation of slums and squatter settlements - there exist about 700
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with what people had self-built at present. The difference was that the
new units would have a brick structure (i.e., permanent), while the present
houses used bamboo structure and a thatch or tile roof. The house was de-
signed on a "Kit-of-Parts"(14) from which the families could make choices
about the number and sizes of rooms, floor, walls, window and door finishes,
etc., in accordance with their need and budget. A minimum contribution of
Rs. 400 ($40) to the Rs. 4,000 ($400) supplied by CASA was to be made by
the family towards the unit. Foundations were designed so that a second
storey could be added in the future. The layout anticipates growth and
change as families are expected to invest in the house in the future, now
that they have permanent rights to the land.
The finished, single-storey unit of the Bengal Refugee Service had
been replaced by the flexible layout designed in consultation with its
occupiers, more receptive to change in the social and economic status of
the family in the future. The house could be enlarged or the family ex-
panded or sons got married without requiring more land or major expenditure
for construction.
The decision to build a Demonstration Dwelling Unit was based on want-
ing to show families what kind of house they could build, test the low-cost
construction techniques that were proposed, and know about problems likely
to occur during the construction phase. This unit would be used as the
Community Centre after its completion. This move had an unexpected impact:
CASA had temporarily halted the project because they ran out of funds, and
the interest and trust that had been lacking on the part of the community
since the project stopped, revived when the Demonstration Unit construction
commenced, and the relations of the community with the agencies improved
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slum and squatter settlements, and over 100 chawls (tenement housing)
within the city. Again, not surprisingly, it is the families with incomes
of less than Rs. 250 ($25) who form the bulk (85%) of the existing housing
shortage. Eight thousand and forty-four dwelling units had been built by
the Slum Clearance Housing Scheme in a period of 13 years from 1956-1969.
The few slum clearance tenements (multi-storey) that were built were ex-
pensive and inappropriate for the urban poor most in need of housing. The
obvious failure of the above-mentioned program led to adopting the programs
of Slum Improvement and Sites-and-Services Schemes, which faced other
problems. In the case of Slum Improvements, since 79% of the slums are on
private land, any improvement program led to severe legal problems. In
the case of site-and-services schemes, lack of political will was cited as
the main cause for its limited appearance in present and future plans.
The Integrated Urban Development Project located at Vasna, Ahmedabad,
was initiated as a response to the flooding of the river Sabarmati in 1973
which destroyed most slum and squatter housing built along the river banks.
The aim of the voluntary agency, the Ahmedabad Study Action Group (ASAG),
after consultation with the affected families, was to relocate these home-
less people to a safer place, using an integrated developmental approach
rather than just being involved with the housing problem. Lessons learned
from earlier attempts (unsuccessful) by the Government authorities to re-
locate the slum dwellers helped formulate the policies for the IUDP ap-
proach. These policies were that:
- people recognize the danger of squatting near river banks and,
given an affordable and reasonable relocation site, they would be ready to
move there.
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- involvement of the beneficiaries at every level of decision-making
and relocation process was necessary.
- the approach should be that of comprehensive development rather than
a sectoral approach of providing housing.
The Agencies Involved
This plan was adopted by the Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation when
approached by ASAG, and the Government allocated
(i) a 43 acre site at a distance of 7 kilometers from the city
centre; and
(ii) an Rs. 700 ($70) subsidy per family as flood relief.
OXFAM, a British international voluntary agency, was to provide Rs. 400
($40) per household for supporting the 'social action' component of the
project. The Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation agreed to provide infrastruc-
tural services including schools, shops and community centers. Finally,
the Housing and Urban Development Corporation (HUDCO) provided low interest
loans to people, payable in installments over 20 years. Thus, there was
a range of agencies, each of whom had a specific interest and role to play
in the process. The role of the voluntary agency was instrumental in
bringing together all the agencies and beneficiaries, and its intervention-
ist role was further enhanced by having to match the interests of the com-
munity against what was available, or to negotiate for further benefits.
The time-span of the project was critical since the houses had been
destroyed by floods. Work at the Vasna site began eight months after the
floods, and in the next 16 months (September 1975) over 2,200 houses and
the infrastructure (i.e., water supply, sewerage and street lighting) was
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complete. By May 1976, 1,246 families had moved in after paying their
eligibility deposit. The total capacity of the project was about 12,000
persons. Organization of finances and clear delegation of responsibilities
at the pre-implementation stage were the main reasons for the speedy con-
struction and occupation of the units.
Dwelling Design
Three options were developed for the housing component of the project:
1. People could build their own dwellings on the lot provided with
their flood relief subsidy.
2. They could put in additional personal savings and build indi-
vidually.
3. They could built complete units through collective effort and
borrowings.
The third option was opted for by the majority because they perceived that
this was their only chance to obtain a permanent rather than a temporary
house. Access to building loans or capital was impossible in normal cir-
cumstances, and this opportunity was now theirs'. People's aspirations
for a house instead of a serviced plot may be seen as a way of capitalizing
on the situation and the possibility that they might obtain dwellings at
a subsidy or even free.
The dwelling of 285 sq. ft. was designed on a plot of 300 sq. ft.,
comprised of a multi-purpose room, covered verandah, a storage and kitchen
alcove, with a toilet and bath area shared by two families, and a common
back yard between four families. Walls were of brick, with mud and cow-
dung plastering; the roof was made of asbestos cement. The total cost of
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the unit was Rs. 2,860 ($286). Deducting the subsidy of Rs. 1,100 ($110),
the amount borrowed from HUDCO was Rs. 1,760 ($176). Payments of Rs. 20
per month were fixed, of which Rs. 14 would be used for repayment and in-
terest (6%) to HUDCO, Rs. 4 to the Municipal Corporation for maintenance
of infrastructure, and the rest used to build up a Community Contingency
Fund.
The dwelling and the site layout were done with community involvement
through schematic design presentations and large-scale models. Changes
were made based on their comments. Families could choose their own neigh-
bors within the clusters (which were of 8 units) with whom they had to
share the community courtyard and services. This choice of cluster neigh-
bors would help in developing a cohesive neighborhood relationship and
pattern which would influence people's participation in the community ac-
tivities and develop formal and informal cluster(s) groups. Participation
during the house construction stage was voluntary and about 20% of the
families participated, moving into a transit camp near the site.
Social Action Component
The objectives under this project component was to mobilize the com-
munity skills and participation, help overcome social and economic problems
which relocation may have caused (e.g., loss of secondary employment, lack
of a hospital nearby, etc.), develop and supplement education and health
services, assist in setting up income-earning and training programs, etc.
Community workers were involved, working with the community before their
move to Vasna from the riverbank, and their involvement with the project
was designed to phase out, as residents developed community organization
and management skills.
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Integration of Different Agencies
Though the inter-government contribution and effort of the local and
State Government were instrumental in forming the IUDP, the role of ASAG
has influenced the nature of the project and the role of the slum dwellers
in it. In contrast to the bureaucratic organization, structural limita-
tions and the target-oriented sectoral viewpoint that a Government agency
would have, the voluntary agency has a flexible structure with multi-
disciplinary staff, small working group, orientation towards working with
the community, and was able to develop a climate in which the participatory
approach was feasible.
The creation of a semi-autonomous Project Committee where the Munici-
pal Corporation and the State Government played a positive role, advising
on technical and administrative matters, also helped in keeping the project
development from being affected by political interference. Assigning total
project planning and implementation to ASAG allowed for flexibility and
responsiveness to change once the project and on-site work commenced.
The role of OXFAM in supporting the social action component helped in
obtaining more support and acceptance by the Government, and added credi-
bility and long-term commitment to the project, apart from directly helping
the project beneficiaries.
The coordination of different agencies and the problems and issues
that arose while carrying out the project can also be used as a 'learning
experience' and for checking its applicability to other projects, and what
modifications may be necessary.
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Success of the Project
Judging the success of the project in terms of what it was able to
achieve as a process rather than just evaluating the end product, the
following statements hold true:
- It showed that ways other than conventional slum clearance housing
were possible and affordable. Compared to the tenements previously built
under Slum Clearance, the clustering and layout of the present site was
more appropriate to people's life-styles.
- It involved people in decision-making about their environment
rather than getting a solution handed down to them, and resulted in housing
which is more suitable to their life-styles and needs.
- It viewed housing as being just one of the components in the de-
velopment of low-income marginalized groups which needed to be supplemented
by social, economic and other physical components to be effective.
- It dealt actively with the negative impacts on relocation through
providing income-generation activities, skill training, etc.
- It demonstrated that projects can be implemented within a short
time span, by avoiding time-consuming processes like contractor-built
housing units.
- Finally, it proves effectively that non-governmental agencies can
successfully interact and work with Government and other public agencies,
and do so in ways which do not exclude the beneficiaries from the process
of decision-making and participation.
The difficulties that the project faced can be of use to raise ques-
tions about the success and replicability of the project.
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1. The issue of rising expectations due to unexpected and dramatic
change in the living environment of people meant that demands made were
often unrealistic and attempted to take advantage and make the most of
the situation.
2. The disparity between the aspirations of the people to own a
'modern' cement (pucca) house versus their ability to pay for it has made
them critical of the simply finished houses that were built at the Vasna
site.
3. The chances of granting of favors and corruption (in location and
allotment of houses) will increase as the number of actors and agencies
involved increases.
4. Non-delivery of community facilities like schools, community cen-
ters, shops, etc. can occur as project funds run out or as the agency con-
cerned has a shift of interest in the project. This jeopardizes project
objectives of total integrated development.
5. Dependency on outside agencies for provision and maintenance of
facilities, financial and material aid, has been identified as a major
problem even though a policy of agencies withdrawing from the project at
an early stage was made explicit.
6. The effects of relocation may be so negative that its impact on
the project is bound to be negative, no matter how well-designed the
project may have been. For example, if located where surrounding areas
offer no services, employment or transportation to the city, the higher
costs of living there will push many families back to the city.
7. The issue of replicability has two sides - given that the majority
of the low-income people earn less than Rs. 250 per month, and as this is
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unlikely to change in the near future, all projects will have a certain
amount of subsidy, though the amount and form may vary. On the other hand,
the Slum Improvement and site-and-services schemes may involve little or
no subsidy and, therefore, be a better alternative. Given that IUDP was
providing houses for people who were victims of a natural disaster, its
replicability should be judged for similar circumstances and when a certain
amount of subsidy is available.
8. The issue of Government agencies agreeing to work closely together
with voluntary, non-governmental organizations, grass-roots organization,
should be carefully considered. One should be careful that the voluntary
and NGO's do not become puppets of what the Government or public agency
wants it to do, but act as intermediaries and facilitators, keeping in mind
that the ultimate beneficiaries have to be the project beneficiaries.
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CASE STUDY III - MADRAS URBAN DEVELOPMENT PROJECT, MADRAS
The Intervention of an International Agency in Urban Development
Background
The Madras Urban Development Project is a Rs. 46.8 crores ($52 million)
development plan with an IDA credit of $24 million, to be executed by the
Government of Tamil Nadu along with the relevant metropolitan development
authorities of Madras. The main objective of the Program is to
. . . develop and promote low-cost solution to Madras' problems in
the sectors of shelter, employment, water supply, sewerage and trans-
port, and particularly to make the investment responsive to the needs
of the poor.(15)
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Specifically, the project consists of the following components:
1. Sites and services - 13,500 residential plots and serviced land
for commercial use.
2. Improvement in infrastructure - 85 slums and a population of
23,000 will be served by this program, as well as plots for 7,500 house-
holds will be accommodated in the existing slums.
3. Employment generation - provision of workshed, equipment, training
and finance to generate about 9,000 jobs in small industry and cottage in-
dustry within the sites and services and the slum improvement project.
4. Provision of training and equipment for health and nutrition
program in the above-stated projects.
5. Rehabilitation of existing sewerage and water supply system.
6. Improving road and traffic conditions.
7. Replacement of 285 public transport buses and improving the bus
terminals and depots.
8. Technical assistance, especially to the Madras Metropolitan
Authority.
The major policy measures which accompany these project objectives
include:
- giving security of tenure to inhabitants of improved slums by
granting freehold titles. Cost recovery of the land will be achieved by
selling the land on a hire-purchase basis.
- establishing a revolving fund from all cost recoveries for use in
future sites and services and slum improvement programs.
- imposition of a limit on expenditures for slum clearance.
- raising bus fares and reducing the deficit of the Transport Company.
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- creating a permanent unit within the Municipal Corporation to im-
prove and construct new footpaths and cycle tracks.
- staggering of working hours for more efficient utilization of the
bus fleet.
There is one agency, the Madras Metropolitan Development Authority,
which is responsible for the coordination, monitoring and evaluation com-
ponents of the project, while existing individual agencies are responsible
for their respective project components. The aim is to move away from
segregated physical planning to an approach of comprehensive urban planning
which places emphasis on social and economic development.
Issue of Intervention at the State Level
Instead of the Local Level
As in the other states of India, the problem of urban growth of Tamil
Nadu has to be tackled through interventions at the State level because of
the lack of commitment and involvement at both the national and local level.
A national urbanization policy that explicitly deals with urban growth and
its role within the broader economic development framework is yet to be
formulated.
At the same time, the local government institutions are ineffective
because of inadequate resources and limited legal powers. This has led to
problems of provision and maintenance of existing facilities like housing
and infrastructure. The development of a new delivery system and mechanisms
for implementation of programs at a local scale have been hindered by the
ineffectiveness of local bodies.
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Issue of Change in Policy - Slum Clearance to Slum Improvement
Existing programs within the Government of Tamil Nadu are aimed more
for the middle-income group, while the population of low-income people
living on unserviced land has been increasing. About 1.2 million people
(30% of total population) are estimated to be living in slum areas, without
services and security of tenure. The approach to slum clearance (which
began in 1977 under the Slum Clearance Board) was to clear the site and
resettle the population in four-storey tenements on the same site. This
program was unsuccessful for the following reasons:
- It provided a limited number of units, about 3,000 units a year,
while the increase in the slum population was to the tune of 14,000 house-
holds annually.
- Clearance was costly and the cost of the unit, Rs. 10,000 ($1,000),
had implications on how many units the Board could afford to build on the
limited budget.
- The rent of Rs. 10 ($1) per month which is less than 10% of the
cost meant that future projects cannot be generated from profits made from
the rents.
- While the low rent meant that it was affordable by most of the
households, since it implied limited construction, other low-income people
would not obtain the same privileges.
The Shelter Component - The Issue of Housing as
One of the Components of Total Development
The location of the project components have been considered in terms
of direct benefits to the low-income population. Thus, all sites-and-services
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schemes, slum improvement, small-scale businesses and community facilities
have been located to the west and north of the city centre where the major-
ity of low-income people are located. A population of one million is ex-
pected to benefit from these projects, and this deliberate bias towards a
particular area has helped in meeting one of the project objectives - that
of serving the low-income groups through direct and indirect project effects.
Sites and Services
Three different sites of varying sizes are to be developed under this
component. About 14,000 residential plots of five different sizes, with
roads, drainage, individual water and sewerage connections are provided,
the smallest lots being 40 sq. mts. Core housing units of three different
sizes and finishes are provided at costs varying from Rs. 1,450 to Rs. 6,650
($145 to $665). Building materials for core housing units for self-help
construction will be available on site. Community facilities provided in-
clude schools, health centre and a community hall. Serviced commercial and
industrial sites within the project will provide training and employment to
many residents.
The sites have attempted to integrate their commercial areas in rela-
tion to what exists in the surrounding locality; i.e., small-scale indus-
tries and major transport routes. Land prices vary depending on their size
and location to enable subsidy of smaller plots with sanitary core, and of
the building materials. The smallest and cheapest lots are calculated to
be affordable by the lowest 10th percentile of the population(16).. The
plots will be sold with a minimum of 10% down-payment, and the balance is
to be paid in 12 or 20 years at 12% annual interest rate; the owner obtains
I - - - - -
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- what happens when the slums are located on privately owned land?
Will there be any discrimination between slums on public and private land?
- how does the above influence cost recovery aspects? Will the land
be acquired at market price, will cost of land acquisition be included in
the payments people have to make?
- Certain slums will have better commercial and industrial potential
(e.g., inner city slums), while those on the periphery may be located such
that the surrounding area may not be developed as yet. How will the per-
cent distribution of cost recovery be distributed between direct chargeable
costs and the sale of commercial land in this case? Will all the projects
work on the 67% and 25%, respectively, as was previously done?
- Land that is publicly owned but by agencies other than those who
are carrying out slum improvement means negotiations would have to be con-
ducted between them. For example, in case of slums on land being held by
the airport authority for future expansion, it may pose difficulties in
obtaining it for slum improvement.
- The replicability of the project components may be questioned as
it really does not address the problem of land acquisition that affects
most projects, and how to absorb the costs involved. It is likely to delay
projects or hold up projects as well as raise the costs and, therefore,
lower the affordability of low-income groups.
Issue of Cost and Affordability of Dwelling Unit
- The housing and services component is designed to serve the popu-
lation with the 10th to 40th percentile of income.
- Low cost design solutions are dictated by the fact that they should
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a freehold title. Full cost-recovery of the project is achieved through
differential land pricing. The sale of building materials will be on the
same basis. Land has been priced at estimated market value before im-
provements.
Slum Improvement
The improvements in 85 slums firstly consists of providing security
of tenure. All these slums are on publicly owned land, which facilitates
this granting of tenure. Improvements in infrastructure include new and
improved roads, drainage network, footpaths, public standpipes, toilets and
washing areas at the rate of one per ten households and provision of primary
and high schools and cottage industry centres. Infrastructure costs (ex-
cluding community facilities) are about Rs. 1,450 ($145) per household.
Attempts are made to keep these costs low by making use of facilities that
exist in the areas surrounding the slums; e.g., health clinics, water wells,
etc. This would ensure that the lowest-income groups are not pushed out
because of high project costs. Cost recovery is to be achieved by selling
the improved plots to the inhabitants on a hire-purchase basis, selling
commercially potential land at higher prices and selling newly developed
plots at market prices. Payments of plots will be based on plot size and
in relation to its location within the site as well as the site location
in relation to the city center. The monthly payment is scheduled to be the
same as the rents presently being paid for the tenements for the slum clear-
ance scheme, but it will cover a much larger group more effectively.
Issue of Improvement of Slums on Public Land Only
This has implications on:
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be affordable and serve a lower level of percentile groups; i.e., the
poorest group.
- Dwelling design should serve the aims of full cost recovery of the
program.
- Economic rate of return for housing is estimated to be 12% and this
is based on imputed rental value of the serviced residential plots. In
case of slum improvements, the impact of the program (in terms of economic
benefits) will be based on the increase of rental values resulting from
provision of infrastructure and other services. The economic rate of re-
turn is estimated to be 18% in this case.
- It is believed that many of the people who live in slums do so be-
cause of lack of affordable alternatives, and that the smaller and cheaper
lots in the sites and services project will provide this opportunity and
encourage a movement of people from slums to the sites and services scheme.
At the same time it is acknowledged that most of the households who are
below the 10th percentile live in slums in the fringe areas of the city,
whose income is too low to afford the sites and services option (with core
house). For them, the development of an open plot near or in existing
slums would be more appropriate. It goes on to prove that sites and ser-
vices are schemes that are not meant for the lowest income groups, but for
those slightly above that, with regular monthly incomes.
The choice of location of the project is influenced by:
- existing opportunity for employment close to it, and presence
of high-income residential area.
- good connections to the city centre through fast and cheap
means of transportation.
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- availability of trunk infrastructure.
- response to a problem area that exists and can be identified
as one.
It is apparent that a local area must have some features or preset
conditions that can be translated into "felt needs" for developing the area
and help identify it as a critical area compared to others. If a local
area has a very strong citizen's group or an effective local government
institution, it can play a critical role in attracting development projects
to its area. The predominance of a particular income group and type of
settlement or land-use will influence the kind of project and the project
impacts that are likely to accrue/occur.
Assuming that 10-20% of the monthly income would be available to lower
to low-middle income groups has dictated the costs of the shelter (land and
core-unit). The cheaper options of 40 sq. mt. plot (which has a sanitary
core) whose monthly rent is expected to be Rs. 20 per month, is geared for
households earning Rs. 150-200 per month. This clearly excludes the lowest
10th percentile who earn Rs. 150 or less. The self-help construction that
is expected to occur to help lower the cost price to the owners is aided by
accepting low-standard temporary shelters of mud-and-thatch before building
the proper house over time with the building materials loans.
Prices for lots for commercial and industrial use have been based on
the market value and are about Rs. 90 per sq. mt. ($9 per sq. mt.).
The value of self-help labor is calculated at 50% of the market wages
and is used in the calculations in cost considerations for economic analysis.
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Issue of Infrastructure and Community Services Provision
Water supply will be based on a per capita of 135 lcd. Lots will be
provided with individual water, electricity and sewer connections. Street
lights are also to be installed.
In case of slum improvements, major improvements required are in the
areas of drainage, water supply and the provision of social services which
will be dealt with by provision of public latrines, standpipes for water
supply, paving footpaths and improvements to waste water and surface water
drainage. The proposed improvements to the water supply as part of this
project will have a positive impact on slums where, presently, very little
water is available from municipal supplies.
The impact of the slum improvement program will be that of improved
health of residents, an increase in rental value of property, an upgrading
of existing housing stock rather than destroying it, and reaching a much
lower income group than would conventional or Slum Clearance schemes. It
allows for commercial development within the scheme and the money spent is
likely to go back for further investment in the settlement; e.g., in im-
proving the house, making additions, etc.
Issue of Assessment of the Project
The MMDA has to develop program indicators to assess the impact of the
project, and prepare quarterly reports about how and if specified perform-
ance targets were achieved. A yearly evaluation report to check if the
program objectives were achieved, what changes are necessary, and how to
incorporate them within the program is to be part of the evaluation process.
Apart from checking the present policies and investment strategies which
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influence public and private funds to flow into the housing sector, the
analysis of housing patterns in relation to income earning opportunities,
building regulations and transport will be conducted to check if they are
relevant to the location requirements of the different income groups.
The relationship between the sites and services and slum improvement
component is intended to work in a way that the growth of slums would be
slowed down by absorbing the increase of low-income people in sites and
services schemes. While evaluating the slum improvement programs, it will
be necessary to coordinate this with the site and services program so that
its impact on growth of slums can be judged.
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PART II - DEFINING THE LOCAL CONTEXT
This part examines the local context in detail, by defining what it
consists of and using the area of East Calcutta to delineate the process
of documenting it. Case studies of three settlements within this area
illustrate the impacts of public interventions on people's efforts to
house themselves.
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1
DEFINITION OF WHAT CONSTITUTES "LOCAL CONTEXT"
The Definition of "Local"
While there has been a growing awareness and emphasis on the importance
of the "local level" in the shelter sector planning, there has been scant
discussion and research conducted on what constitutes 'local'. Even the
United Nations Centre for Housing Studies and other UN organizations, who
have been instrumental in bringing about radical changes in thinking and
policy formulation in the area of human settlements planning, have written
little about it, and dealt with it at a superficial level.
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I propose that, for the purpose of understanding how public agencies'
interventions affect the local area, the term 'local' can be taken to mean
. . . an area that can be identified in physical terms; e.g., size,
boundaries, population, etc., on which the impact of a particular
project or policy is to be felt directly.
Indirect effects can be as important as those that are direct, but their
impact becomes more difficult to measure and evaluate, as they may be the
result of more than one sector, and may take time to filter down to areas
of housing and settlements which is what we are interested in.
If one understands local as "that which pertains to a locality", we
immediately obtain a picture of a physical setting within the city or re-
gion, with definite or identifiable boundaries. It can be seen as a chunk,
and many chunks make up a city. The size or form of the chunk is not evi-
dent, but one can assume that more than one chunk is necessary to make a
larger whole. A local area is such a chunk which has its own stability
by virtue of the elements it possesses within it. No two local areas can
be identical - its physical conditions and location in space combined with
the kinds of land-uses, density, settlements, and the built environment
that result distinguish one local area from another. The local area can,
thus, be identified through:
- Physical boundaries
- Its area; i.e., size
- The land-uses
- Population - type and size
- City jurisdiction boundaries; i.e., districts/wards
- Delineation by particular agency for specific purposes; e.g.,
development of Area X, urban renewal of Area Y.
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There exist many levels within which a 'local' area could be subdi-
vided; e.g., roads, transportation networks, specific land-uses, natural
landmarks, depending on what aspects of the local area are being examined.
A transport authority may not be concerned about what the settlement next
to it is like, but very much bothered about the soil conditions of the area.
A housing agency may look carefully at the impacts of designing a busy
roadway next to the site, but not how it is to be constructed. Thus, each
kind of agency seems to consider certain things crucial while ignoring
others; yet, in reality, some of these interventions will have a direct
impact precisely on the very things that were ignored. This brings us to
the discussion of why the 'local' versus the city or regional level is
important.
The Importance of the 'Local Context'
Program goals and objectives are translated into projects that embody
these 'goals, and project design and implementation become the means to
achieve the desired effects. Projects are necessarily located within a
specific time and spatial framework. By virtue of being located within a
physical setting which has a "context", the project acquires an additional
dimension - that of a "local context". A new township in the middle of a
desert will continue to have a "context": Its form and role will be shaped
by the surrounding area. A renewal project of a plot, block, or neighbor-
hood works with the constraints of existing land available, land-use,
transportation network, building regulations, etc., which influence the
project considerably. The "local context" moulds, modifies and interacts
with any project located within it. One may dominate the other or they
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could co-exist without any conflict. Their impacts on each other may be
positive, negative or inconsequential. The impact could be quantifiable
or qualitative, easy or difficult to predict, identify and measure. Iden-
tifying the area within which the impact is to be studied makes it easier
by reducing the number of variables to be considered. At the same time,
it is a way of looking at the project within a framework of reality -
without "site" or "context" the possibilities of how it may be interpreted
are limitless.
The scale of the "local context" plays a role in understanding the
impact of a project or intervention. It should be large enough to permit
an understanding of social and economic forces which influence the area
as a whole. One can identify two types of inputs which generate impacts -
those that are related to the actual project or fieldwork, which can be
termed internal, and those that may be related to factors outside it; i.e.,
external. These external factors influence the project differently than
the internal ones do. Lack of proper services within the project could be
the result of problems in project implementation or organization, and not
necessarily related to the poor level of services in the area; erratic
supply of building materials may be less of an issue than how a project
building materials store distributes them and to whom. Existence of small
building materials stores near a housing project would be affected if the
project involved the house-construction by users, but not if a complete,
finished unit was already built and delivered to the user by the public
agency. Knowledge about the "local context" helps in identifying these
external factors and their impacts.
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Basic human dignity is the right of the people, individually and
collectively to participate directly in shaping the policies and
programs affecting their lives. The process of choosing and carrying
out a given course of action for human settlements improvement should
be designed expressly to fulfill that right. Effective human settle-
ment policies require a continuous cooperative relationship between
a Government and its people at all levels. It is recommended that
national Government promote programs that will encourage and assist
local authorities to participate to a greater extent in national
development. (1)
The definition of what is 'local' will depend on what we are examining
and for what reasons. The Oxford Dictionary definition of 'local' is:
Belonging to or existing in or peculiar to a certain place(s);
of one's own neighbourhood; of or affecting a part and not the whole;
not widely distributed.
'Local' in the context of settlement planning and policies could mean
either (i) a particular project, (ii) a project area, (iii) a group of
projects which are located in one area, or (iv) an area that has a separate
planned identity from the surrounding area or the next higher level of which
it is part of.
In the hierarchy of the national, regional, city levels, the local
level is the one which forms a direct link and interaction between 'people-
project'. It is usually at a level higher than the level of an individual
project, but that depends on the project scale and the type of impacts it
is predicted to have. The term "neighbourhood level" implies something
different than the term "local" - it implies a scale where the area can be
delineated by the social contacts of people residing in the area, sharing
common facilities like shops, schools, recreation facilities, parks, etc.
The term 'local' covers a wider spatial and physical area and a range of
activities that may be occurring within it.
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If the 'project' we are discussing as a housing project or one whose
main component is housing, obviously the resources, time frame and impacts
are going to be more varied and complex than if the 'project' was the con-
struction of, e.g., a dam, waterworks, transportation network, or even an
industry. This is for two reasons.
1. Projects like the ones mentioned above have a narrow, defined
scope and objective and have predictable and manageable impacts which can
be evaluated against an already prescribed set of standards. If the water
line is expected to deliver X gallons of water and reach a Y cld per capita
consumption level, it can be accurately measured if it does so. Even at
the design stage the alternative options of designing the network can be
compared quantitatively with 'hard' data.
2. The second reason is the limited number of variables such projects
have to consider are smaller and, more importantly, they do not primarily
or directly have to deal with people, but objects, thereby reducing uncer-
tainty and complexities that are inherent in any system that involves human
behavior, interests and reactions.
When considering that in settlement policies and planning the role of
people is a pivotal one, it becomes evident that 'people-project' and 'local-
project' and 'local-people' relationships are constantly interacting and
each has a role to play in the formation of human settlements.
Although a strict hierarchical order is inappropriate for under-
standing the network of human settlements and the levels of decisions
required to act upon them, it may be convenient to assume that planning
is conducted at different scales of geographical coverage: national,
regional, local and neighbourhood. To achieve balanced development,
planning decisions taken at one level must be related and complementary
to those taken at other levels, both 'above' and 'below' and appropriate
machinery must be devised to resolve potential conflicts between them.
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Planning is no less important at the community level where the
direct involvement of residents in the decisions affecting their daily
lives can be achieved more effectively. At this, and the neighbourhood
level, it is essential that planning and design be at the human scale
and so contribute to good personal and social relationships in settle-
ments.(2)
With increasing emphasis on upgrading and environmental concerns and
guidelines for metropolitan planning, it is becoming imperative to know
more about what the local area consists of. The existing features of an
area will determine the nature and level of interventions required. In-
formation about types of land-uses, levels of services, population charac-
teristics should be available and detailed enough to make rational decisions
based on it. For instance, one has to know what industries exist, before
we can talk about what type of pollution problem it creates. We have to
know how the decision to relocate it will affect the people working in it,
and if the overall effect of relocation is going to be one of net benefits,
and for whom. Relocating a congested slum from the central business dis-
trict to the city periphery may have been beneficial to people's health,
but it may be even more beneficial to developers who can sell off this
prime land at a huge profit. Whose interests are being served in the long
run? An upgrading or sites-and-services project can make decisions on what
the project components will be, after they have reviewed services that al-
ready exist in the area and which need not be duplicated in the new scheme.
In many instances of upgrading old slum areas, the surrounding area is well-
developed, and has hospitals, schools, clinics, etc., which can be used by
the slum occupants, instead of using scarce resources to build them within
the settlement. One can argue that the mere presence of facilities in the
surrounding area does not mean they are accessible to low-income people.
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Raising such questions and arguments can serve to draw attention to larger
issues; e.g., if this slum is integrated with the neighborhood, and what
kinds of problems exist, and what the impact of upgrading will be on this
particular issue.
To understand how effective, e.g., a new settlement policy, community
organization, construction technique was, requires a setting, as is neces-
sary when we conduct any other kind of experiment. The setting in this
case is the 'local context'. It permits the analysis and examinations to
be based on the real-life situation, though how the results may be inter-
preted by different people is another matter. Many such examinations within
different 'local contexts' will give an overall picture, iron out the speci-
ficities while highlighting some problems which are found to be common in
all cases. In short, by allowing the 'local context' to be used as the
external influence, the test becomes a rigorous one of checking the ap-
propriateness of the particular solution within a particular place and
time.
1i
2
EAST CALCUTTA: ILLUSTRATION OF LOCAL CONTEXT
The East Calcutta area is used to illustrate the local context. It
describes the physical, social and economic characteristics of the area,
and this process of documentation could be seen as one level of analysis
of the area. It helps in getting a feel about the range and type of issues
that are to be tackled in the next stage of identifying impacts.
Area Delineation
East Calcutta consists of a wide belt of land running east and south-
east of central and older parts of Calcutta. It is separated from the city
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the city proper by the suburban rail tracks which were laid in the early
1900's. East Calcutta consists of an area roughly 50 square kilometers
(12,350 acres). Located on the periphery of the municipal boundaries of
Calcutta City, it acts as an interface between the urban and rural areas
of the metropolis. The East Calcutta area is contained by a number of
municipal wards of the Corporation of Calcutta (Ward Nos. 58, 59, 60, 61,
69, 70, 94), a large adjacent area of Jadavpur which has recently formed
its own Municipality, some non-municipal urban areas, and some rural
'mouzas' (districts).
According to the records of CMDA, the boundaries of East Calcutta
are defined by the South Suburban Railway Tracks to the west, Beliaghata
Canal to the north and northeast, Tolly's Canal to the south, and the
Eastern Metropolitan Bypass (under construction) to the east. The eastern
edge defining the boundaries should be considered to be more arbitrary and
flexible than the others because the impact of the Bypass road is bound to
be felt on both sides, and especially on the vacant areas in terms of land
values, type of development in future, and speculation in land, while the
area around the other boundaries is already developed. Compared to the
Bypass, the rail tracks act as a hard-edged and strongly defined barrier
which do not facilitate permeation of impacts of one side on the other.
To an extent, it even acts as a physiological barrier of how residents of
East Calcutta and those of the city proper perceive each other.
Demography
According to the 1971 Census, the total population of East Calcutta
is 5.75 lakhs, of which 93% are urban and 7% rural, while only 39% of its
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area is termed urban (including non-municipal urban areas). The resulting
density for the urban area is about 80-125 persons per acre. While the rise
in population over the 1961 period for Calcutta City and CMD was 7% and 32%,
respectively, the East Calcutta population increase was to the extent of
120% over its 1961 total. This makes this area one of the fastest growing
in the metropolitan district, and indicates that this area has been attract-
ing an increasing number of people in the last 15 years. As can be seen
from the discussions later on in this section, there have been different
groups of people who have migrated and now reside here, and each of them
have had a special role to play in the development of this area.
Growth of East Calcutta
Till the latter part of the nineteenth century, East Calcutta was
largely a rural area, with parts of it being used by the rich and aristo-
cratic class of Calcutta to build their summer houses and mansions. It
acted as a garden suburb, providing a refreshing and rural atmosphere while
being located not too far off from the city limits of that period. Vege-
tables and fruits that grew in the gardens could be transported to city
residences for personal consumption or for selling in the market. The
area was dotted with large estates, gardens, ponds, fisheries and orchards.
The land use was predominantly commercial interspersed with some residential
areas. Most of the land lay underdeveloped or vacant because of the topog-
raphy, adverse soil conditions and lack of demand for land for purposes of
city expansion. In addition to residences was the presence of Christian
Missionary Groups who bought large tracts of land and built convents and
charitable institutions in the area.
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By the beginning of the twentieth century, the area was subject to
many changes, which are partly responsible for the present state of East
Calcutta. The most important of these was the laying of the South Suburban
Rail tracks, followed by the construction of Beliaghata and Tolly Canals.
These resulted in the opening up of new water and rail transportation
routes. Its most immediate impact was felt in the northern part where
medium and heavy industries began growing very rapidly. A large labor
force was required to work in these factories and these jobs attracted
many people from the States neighboring West Bengal, who migrated to the
city leaving their families behind in most cases. This population had to
be housed and this gave rise to 'Bustees', and later to squatter settle-
ments near workplaces.
The proximity of East Calcutta to the city centre was ignored by city
residents and city authorities till recently. This was due to many reasons,
the major one being a low-water table and its topography. This area is
much lower than the rest of the city and it has acted as a receptacle for
the city's drainage, and is prone to massive flooding, especially during
the monsoons. Presence of numerous salt lakes, tanks, ponds and saline
soil conditions have prevented large-scale development in the past. The
area was not connected to the city's sewage and water supply lines and,
hence, unserviced. This complete lack of services and infrastructure de-
terred the middle-class from settling here as long as they had a choice to
settle in other developing areas of Calcutta.
At the same time, the separation from the main city by the rail tracks
tended to act as a social and physical barrier. The area was looked down
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upon as a fringe settlement, which had undergone an uncontrolled and un-
organized development process. Benefits that existed on the city side of
the tracks were denied to this area. Municipal authorities neglected the
area and used their limited funds and resources in areas that were better
organized and vocal at making demands for the provision of services to
the municipality.
The spectacular recent growth of the area has been due to the follow-
ing factors:
1. The influx of refugees into India had a massive impact on West
Bengal which had to absorb a majority of these homeless people. They were
promised land by the Government of West Bengal and were given special pri-
ority and status in areas of housing and employment. A large number of
refugee colonies that were created by the Government are located in East
Calcutta.
2. High costs of living and rents resulted in the pushing out of the
low income families who previously lived in overcrowded slums and 'Bustees'
within the city centre and dense northern areas of the old city. Moving to
the periphery of the city meant longer travelling time and higher costs,
but this could be offset by savings on rents, the possibility of secondary
employment of other family members and, in some respects, a better environ-
ment than the inner city slums and Bustees. The middle class, largely com-
prised of Bengalis, gradually began moving into the central areas of East
Calcutta where the development process had already begun. Given the
high cost of construction and land and meagre inputs of the public agencies
in the provision of housing, they foresaw that this was perhaps their only
chance to obtain a small plot of land and build their homes over time. Lack
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of services and infrastructure in this area were outweighed by the benefits
and security of home ownership. It was quite probable that services and
utilities could be brought into the area in the near future through nego-
tiations or political intervention.
3. Electrification of the rail line shortened the commuting time con-
siderably, and this affected the growth of East Calcutta, specifically in
two ways:
- As more people from outlying areas began commuting to the city,
they became aware of the existence of East Calcutta and the possibility of
moving to live or seek work there.
- People living in East Calcutta could afford to travel greater
distances to work, especially in cases where they worked in areas which
were already congested; e.g., docks, jute mills and other industries up
the river where obtaining housing close to workplaces was extremely diffi-
cult.
People and Occupations
East Calcutta has a heterogeneous mix of people - the local Bengalis,
communities from Bihar and Uttar Pradesh, refugees from East Pakistan,
Bengali Muslims and other minorities. The varied lifestyles, ethnic back-
grounds, value systems, needs and priorities are manifest in their occu-
pational and settlement patterns. Many of the people who live here have
rural and traditional connections, and often traditional crafts and skills
are practiced as primary occupations; e.g., pottery and handicrafts. Re-
lationships with native places are actively maintained by many in the form
of visiting or living there for part of the year, or sending remittances
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to families left behind. Only a few people can be considered fully urban-
ized. The above factors have impacts on the mix of settlement types, forma-
tion of settlements of separate ethnic groups and the amount of finances and
resources people are willing to spend in the city versus what they send
back home.
Within the urbanized area of East Calcutta, 47.5% of the working popu-
lation is involved in the secondary sector and 51.5% in the tertiary sector
which includes carpenters, mechanics, 'dhobis' (washermen), 'goalas' (milk-
men), rickshaw drivers, hand-cart pullers, and casual laborers. Many of
the above trades belong to the "informal sector" and, therefore, imply an
unsteady income, long working hours, and low wages. Less than half of the
population belongs to the LIG (Lower Income Group) with an income of
Rs. 351-600 per month, and the rest falls into the EWS group (Economically
Weaker Section) with an income of Rs. 0-350 per month.
The economy of the area is, to a large extent, dependent on the urban
centre. Many of the people work in the city, providing essential services;
e.g., clerical work, peons, bus drivers, etc. Others are involved in mar-
ginal and informal types of work; e.g., roadside food stalls, hawkers,
street peddlers, etc. Even the trades that are located within East Cal-
cutta (e.g., car mechanics, repair shops, spare-parts stores) are geared
to meet city demands primarily. Women work in surrounding areas as domestic
help, in nursing homes, selling vegetables in the markets, etc. As more
people tend to go in for urban and industrial jobs, lifestyles are gradu-
ally urbanizing. This change is speeded by the area's proximity to the
city, improved information and communication systems, and increased mobility
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of the people to different parts of the city. However, the area has yet
to benefit in terms of proper provision of roads, transportation, schools,
banks and community facilities.
The area traditionally used to be a major producer of vegetables for
the city's consumption, and that has been replaced by landowners converting
the land and ponds to be used as 'bheries' (fisheries) and leasing them out.
These fisheries still exist at the eastern fringes of the area. Present
development plans (some of which are yet to be fully implemented) have
specific policies of what kinds of occupation will 'conform' to their
land-use plan. For instance, the communities of 'dhobies' (washermen) and
'goalas' (milkmen) and dairies are to be shifted to the eastern fringe of
the area, which is underdeveloped at present. This implies that they will
need to commute to the central areas of East Calcutta to find customers.
The impact of such policies is bound to be more negative than positive on
the local population.
Housing Conditions and Involvement of Public Agencies
Self-help has played a major role in the development of the area, es-
pecially of the dwelling environment. The migrant workers, the local Ben-
galis, and refugees were left to settle down on their own with very little
support forthcoming from the Government or any other authorities. Even
the provision of infrastructure and utilities, whose scale requires a pub-
lic level intervention, has been piecemeal and ad-hoc in the few instances
that it has been provided. The CMDA (Calcutta Metropolitan Development
Authority) and CIT (Calcutta Improvement Trust) have been working in the
area since 1970 on different schemes: road laying and widening; housing;
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recreation areas; construction of Bypass road and connectors; developing a
township with a site-and-services scheme; laying sewage and water supply
systems; installing toilets and standpipes; etc.
The type of settlements that exist in East Calcutta are related to its
history and development. Bustees were built by 'thikadars' (brokers) to
house people (with or without families) who worked in factories in the area.
Similar settlements were often created illegally by workers themselves when
alternative (and legal) shelter in Bustees was unavailable. Refugees who
have been given land by the Government in refugee colonies have attracted
other refugees who have occupied land nearby and have obtained an 'extra-
legal' status through political negotiation and coercion. East Calcutta
has become one of the major concentrations of refugee settlements in Cal-
cutta. Many settlements have been created by filling up canal banks, edges
of ponds, and marshy land. These marginal settlements are usually located
on privately owned land, and more so on land that has absentee ownership.
In the context of Calcutta, it is possible to describe nine different types
of settlements of the poor:
- conventional Bustees
- squatter settlements
- industrial workers housing slums (e.g., jute lines)
- legal refugee settlements
- extra-legal refugee colonies
- 'normal' private self-help housing
- pavement dwellings
- Bustee resettlement schemes
- inner city tenements.
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Barring Bustee resettlement schemes and inner city slums, all the above
exist in varying degrees within East Calcutta.
The low-lying area and the presence of waterbodies have restricted the
development of the land, and moulded the pattern of filling just enough land
for building the house and an access to it. Houses developed along paths
and roads to maximize on the infrastructure that already existed, and while
the area gradually improved the inner areas were left unbuilt. The density
of 100-125 persons per acre is not very high considering its proximity to
the city and its average density of 300 persons per acre.
Though there are many 'pucca' (permanent buildings) in East Calcutta,
the majority of them are 'kutcha' (defined as a building with a tiled roof
and walls of temporary materials). Materials for building purposes vary
from 'darma', 'chitey beda' to bricks in mud mortar, or regular brickwork
and reinforced concrete construction. 'Ply pata' (plywood sheets) are used
sometimes. All the above can exist in different degrees of finish and
maintenance. Most brick houses are unplastered outside, since the house
is often built in stages, rooms added one by one, and it is plastered only
after it is completed. This is a common practice in most parts of Calcutta,
with houses being built over a period of time, dictated by the availability
of finances.
East Calcutta is broadly divided into four areas with different char-
acteristics:
- Beliaghata-Tangra-Topsia - They have a heavy concentration of in-
dustries, tanneries, shoe factories, and leather products, etc.
- Tiljala-Picnic Garden-Kasba - Comprises the central zone of East
Calcutta. It has predominantly residential areas in the southern parts
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intermixed with small-scale industries and trades like lumber yards, black-
smiths, carpenters, window grills fabrications, etc. The population of this
area is approximately 1.25 lakhs.
- Kasba-Dhakuria-Garia-Santoshpur-Jadavpur - This area is occupied
mostly by middle-income people who own the houses they occupy. Due to the
University being located here, this area has a better access to the city
and facilities like shops, bus connections, etc. A large part of this
area is still undergoing development in the form of one-family residences
for middle-income groups.
- Rajpur-Badamesan-Baishnavghati-Patuli - This is the area demarcated
for the development of a new township and a sites-and-services scheme was
implemented by the CMDA with assistance from the World Bank.
Adjacent to the rail tracks and along it are located a number of in-
dustries, medical laboratories, coal depots, building materials suppliers,
etc., which have easy access to the city and rail routes. On the eastern
fringe a large truck terminus is proposed along with the Bypass. A number
of industrial estates are to be developed to take advantage of the Bypass
road which is expected to attract considerable investment from the private
sector.
Of the community facilities that people have provided for themselves,
the formulation of social organizations and clubs has been the most suc-
cessful. Registered societies take up the functions of providing libraries,
health clubs, sports and recreation facilities and other services. In many
instances, local organizations act as organizers of local energies for
social and political purposes. Many voluntary organizations work in the
area on programs of medical aid, health clinics and education, primary
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schooling, craft training, subsidized food, income-generation schemes for
women, adult education, etc. There exist few banks to which the poor have
limited access. Credit and loans for housing are available only from West
Bengal Cooperative Housing Finance Corporation, on terms which cannot be
met by most people in the area.
The East Calcutta Development Plan by the CMDA is the major program
for the area and deals with physical upgrading of the existing areas as
well as proposals for future land use and low-income and industrial hous-
ing. It includes the following projects:
- The CMDA Bustee Improvement Plan - Design and implementation of
physical improvement of Bustees which includes paving paths, laying toilets
and standpipes, drainage and street lighting.
- Refugee Colony Improvement Program - This is based on the same
lines as the Bustee Improvement Program.
- Eastern Metropolitan Bypass Construction and connectors.
- Tollygunge-Panchannagram Drainage Project - Part of it was built
in 1970-1971, and it acts as a drainage and sewerage system for East
Calcutta.
- Baishnavghati-Patuli Township Project.
These recent development plans for the area by the Government authori-
ties are changing and will continue to change many things in the area.
The area is undergoing a much faster pace of urbanization than ever before,
especially in the eastern fringe areas. Substantial changes in land-use
patterns implies changes in land values and, hence, the accessibility of
the poor to land and shelter appropriate to their needs will be further
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limited. The varied occupational, social and economic background of the
present population and their inputs in creating habitable environment stand
in danger of being ignored and negated by policies which are insensitive to
the local context. Escalating land prices and speculation will exclude the
low-income people further from the process of integrating with the rest of
society, and lead to the creation of more 'unplanned' and 'illegal' settle-
ments. It can be speculated that while the area is being developed by the
authorities, it often works against the people already living here, instead
of helping them. Rather, the intention should be to develop the area in
keeping with people's capacities and needs, and in ways that allow it to be
improved an'd consolidated over time.
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Huts Demolis I Bypass squatters
Ao Bypass not to be
tolerated: Sur
*AD e illegally constu Dd By A Staff Reporter
t ng along a two-km stretch on
oth sides of the Eastern Metro. Calcutta, June 9:- Mr Prasanta
politan Bypass bordering Calcutta
athe 24-Parganam, were demo. Suir, minister for local stovern-
lished in a Joint drive y the Cal- ment and urban development
eutta Police and the West Bengal said the state government will
Police on Saturday morning. not tolerate encroachments on
Mr Prasanta Sur, Minister for the Eastern Metro litan Bypas$
Urban- Development and Local Gov& and other state highways. He
ernpent, stated in the evening held a meeting today with the
that these encroaehments, mostly heldameetingtodaywithth
shanties, In which about 3,000 peo. representatives of the Calcuttapie lived, had sprouted after thei Improvement Trust 'and Calcuttr
construction of the bypass durint cororation in which it was de.
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the families evicted were prev]ly warned that the drive woulb
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The occupants of the shan
bowever, differed with the M
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a number of them stated that
had been living In the area for
past,nine years. There were .
a few tea and cigarette . shops
the area.
The drive which began arout
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0 trucks were deployed to ren
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cutta and Mr H. A. Sarl. the go
erintendent of Police, 24.Parga
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Police evict
Bypass squatters
By A Staff Reporter
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Calcutta, July 8: In a ud ien
crackdown by the police, 260
families were evicted
from the Eastern Metropolitan
Bypass. near Salt l4te today.
The same families wee evicted
earlier on June 18.
The squatters along with mem,
bers of a local social welfare
gpstaged a demonstration in
of the Manicktala police
station and submitted a memor-
andum to the officer-in-charge.
According to the local people,
around 4 p.m. a police party
arrrived in a van and started
demolishing their huts. Most of
the men were away attending a
meeting organised by a welfare
cided that the illegal occupation
in the bypass would be soon
removed. .
. Mr Sur told newsmen that the
Narkeldanga Main Road will be
widened and connected to the
bypass. Some land would be ac-
quired from a jute mill for the
. purpose which will be windened
and connected to the new sta-
dium being constructed at Salt
Lake, the minister added.
.The chief minister, Mr Jyoti'
Basu, has called a meeting on
June 14 of all the civic bodies in
the city to discuss the problem
,caused. by the continuous dig.'
ging of roads, Mr Sur said. In,
structions have been given tot
cover all the manholes before
Iller w- nu th
ong* ac
erg ,Jy ~I'
group. A spokesman of a social
welfare group said these people
were living beyond the specified
40 feet from the road and the
police had no right to evict them
without a prior sotice.
Members of the evicted fami,
lies said that the police not only
demolished their houses but also
-manhandled thenh and their chil.
dren. -
The. office imeham. of Man-
icktala police station refused ow
give a press statement. When
pressed, be admitted the evis
tions and said "I only followed,
instructions".
A survey on the evictions will
e made by the members of tha
Association for the Protection of
. Democratic Rights tomorrow.
e monsoon sets in, Mr Sur
dded.
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E. M. BYPASS ROAD
IN EAST CALCUTTA
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3
PUBLIC INTERVENTIONS IN HOUSING PROCESSES IN EAST CALCUTTA
This section describes three case studies of settlements located in
the central zone of East Calcutta. The conclusions are presented at the
end of each case study.
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CASE STUDY IV -MONDOL PARA SETTLEMENT
The Case of No Public Intervention
Background
Mondol Para Settlement, named after the neighborhood, mushroomed on
a vacant one bigha plot (14,000 sq. ft.) one night in May 1981. The 90 ft.
by 160 ft. plot was divided into 36 sub-plots of approximately 18 ft. by
18 ft. in a grid-iron pattern with two access paths along the length. The
households who have invaded the land were tenants who were living in Bustees
or rented rooms in the area adjacent to this plot. This plot is located
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strategically in relation to the main road of East Calcutta, close to the
marketplaces, post office, bus stop and other public services that exist
in the area. The ownership of the plot was and is in dispute, and this was
the main reason why this particular plot was invaded. Ownership claims
have been made by a family that lives about three houses away from this
plot, but the plot occupiers, with the help of a local club, have employed
a lawyer to represent them in the court case that has been filed. Aware
that court proceedings will take a long time to reach a conclusive verdict,
the occupiers have begun consolidating their houses and their stay here.
Formation of the Settlement
The invasion of the settlement was carefully planned to the last de-
tail. Families crept up after dark, equipped with bamboo poles, darma mats
and a few household possessions and, based on a plan already prepared
(showing the subdivision), they proceeded to build the structures. The
local club had brought all of them together - the club as well as the occu-
piers are refugees from East Pakistan. The occupiers had not obtained land
from the Government as promised and they resented having to pay rent and
being tenants, especially since, in their country, they had been farmers
and owned land. This was an opportunity for them to obtain land, though
illegally, and would save them a considerable amount of money on rent; they
would not lose much of they were eventually unsuccessful.
Moving to this settlement did not mean a disruption of their work and
social ties since the new settlement was very close to their previous resi-
dence. The whole area surrounding this settlement, called Sunil Nagar, had
been forcefully occupied (Jabbor Dakhal) during the refugee influx. Even
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the club that was involved in the formation of this settlement and the old
residences in the area are built on 'Jabbor Dakhal' land; i.e., land force-
fully occupied.
Actors
The location of the plot, close to the major facilities of the area,
made it quite an attractive one for development - mainly residential. The
price for land in this area is about Rs. 9,000 ($900) per cottah or $54,000
per acre. This makes the Mondol Para property worth about Rs. 1.8 lakhs
($18,000). One reason why the plot remained vacant for so long is that it
has no direct accessway to it: there is another plot between it and the
side road. The land had been lying undeveloped, and the local land brokers
must have checked the land records and found that the ownership was unclear.
This information was passed by them or somebody else to the Sunil Nagar
Club members. The reasons why this Club would want to help a few families
to settle on the plot is unclear - apart from the fact that they knew these
people as they belonged and lived in their neighborhood, and they were all
from East Pakistan. They had the political power and clout to back this
move, without which the invasion would have been unsuccessful.
Initially, not all the people who invaded the plot moved in here. A
few of them, after building a skeletal structure to stake their claim in
Mondol Para Settlement, continued to live in their rented homes, in case
the settlement was demolished or they were evicted by public authorities.
Only after being assured that there was not much immediate risk did they
move into the settlement. In the next two years, the settlement grew con-
siderably; all the sub-plots have been filled up, and the houses completed.
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A toilet that was located in the corner of the site had been improved by
the community, and a pond and public water-tap that are located just out-
side the settlement provide the necessary services. The open plot in
front of the settlement acts as the community space and children's play
area, apart from providing access to the settlement.
There had been two families who had been living here since 1979, pay-
ing rent to the family that claimed to be the owners of the plot. These
people were aware of the invasion, and they were allowed to remain where
they were and, therefore, were unaffected by the physical occupation of
the site. However, if the other people are evicted, they too will have to
move out. On the other hand, if the occupiers succeed in getting rights
to the land, they will benefit too.
Tenure Types
The occupiers of the plot are not tenants since they own their dwell-
ings, but they have to pay some money to the Sunil Nagar Club boys, osten-
sibly to 'pay' for their lawyer which the Club has arranged for them. This
sum they pay to the Club is much less than the amount they paid for the
rent; nevertheless, it is a large sum compared to their income of Rs. 250-
350 ($25-$35) per month. Their previous rents were in the range of Rs. 70-80
($7-$8) per month for a dwelling very similar to the one they built here,
while they pay about Rs. 20 ($2) to the Club every month. The prospect of
being owners and having control of their dwelling environment offsets the
risks involved in squatting.
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TABLE 8: COSTS OF RENTING VERSUS SQUATTING
EXPENDITURE PREVIOUS RESIDENCE PRESENT RESIDENCE
AS TENANTS IN MONDOL PARA
Initial expenses Rs. 400 minimum
on house materials Rs.1000 average
Initial expenses Rs. 200 average
of labour( const.) or self-built
Monthly expenses Rs. 60-80 per month Rs.20 per month
on housing RENT PROTECTION
Yearly expenses Rs. 720-960 Rs.240'protection'
on housing Rs.100 repairs
It is interesting to note that this need of ownership and control of
land and house are very strong among the refugees from E. Pakistan, and they
have been more bold in achieving this. Many of them were farmers and owned
land in their country and, having moved to a new country, land ownership
became a crucial issue since it gave them financial security and a foothold
in the new society. There have been many instances in East Calcutta of
forceful occupation or negotiation through political parties for land and
services by the refugees. They are better organized than other communities
in the area and they use this to achieve their needs and demands. The risks
they are ready to take are correspondingly much higher. In fact, when other
settlements with people of other ethnic background were questioned if they
would take similar risks, they answered in the negative.
The occupiers feel that either they will get rights to live here or the
Government or the relevant public authorities will provide them with al-
ternative accommodation, which they would not have obtained if they had
remained as tenants. They will agree to move to the new accommodation
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provided it does not disrupt their work ties. In case they are evicted
from here, and no viable alternative accommodations are provided by the
authorities, they will go back to their rented accommodation in the area
they were living in before, rather than squat elsewhere. These alternatives
were considered before they decided to invade this plot.
Role of Public Agencies
There has been no involvement of any kind by a public agency, either
in setting up the new settlement or providing it with services later. The
role of provision for housing has been taken up by the occupiers themselves
and, to a certain extent, by the Club. The plots lack basic infrastructure
and services except a toilet and bathing area that the occupiers have built
collectively. The small size of the settlement and its location (not di-
rectly visible from the main road) is an advantage for the occupiers, since
the public agency may either not notice the invasion or, even if it is
brought to their notice, they may feel that it is not worth going through
expensive legal procedures of eviction and negotiation with demands for
compensation. If the ownership of the plot remains unclear, there will be
no one with a personal interest who may ask the public agency to take
action and settle the matter.
There have been other cases of squatting involving larger and strate-
gically located plots with many more households, that the public agencies
have to deal with. It is possible that even if they find out about the
illegal occupation, they may not be the ones to confront them - because,
at present, these people are housing themselves and are making no demands
on the public agency. On the other hand, if the settlement approaches them
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formally for services and infrastructure, they may be refused on the grounds
that the settlement is illegal. It will also give the settlement a high
public profile and visibility which may work to their advantage or other-
wise. Demands for services have already been made through Sunil Nagar Club
and informal connections in the municipality. Charitable organizations
have been approached for health and medical facilities.
The future of the settlement depends on what kind of attitude the muni-
cipality or appropriate agency has at one level, and how much the occupiers
can influence this to their advantage. It is also dependent on the attitude
prevailing in the Planning Department and political climate of the city
about squatting and illegal occupation of land. At present, the city
government is all out to evict squatters and roadside hawkers in all parts
of the city.
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CONCLUSION FROM THE CASE STUDY
1. Formation of settlements like Mondol Para takes place because
there is no public intervention. Public agencies (in this case the State
government) promised the refugees the land for housing, and not obtaining
this was the reason why these people were living as tenants.
2. No action on the part of the public agency or authorities to
evict the people could have the following impacts:
- increase in settlement consolidation.
- increased perceived security of tenure.
- foster an attitude that public authorities are either
incapable or uninterested in removing them.
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- encourage similar action to take place within the local area.
- reduce the financial risk the people took by moving here since
they have begun to make substantial savings on rent.
3. An understanding of the local situation and its political, social
and economic facets is necessary before a settlement can be formed in this
manner.
4. Historic process of growth of the area can influence the way the
area or settlement grows today. East Calcutta has had a long history of
land appropriation (especially by refugees from East Pakistan), and the
invasion of the Mondol Para plot was clearly influenced by this process.
5. Ethnic background influences people's preferences about tenure
relationships and the importance of land and house ownership. Traditional
attitudes to land and land rights have a role to play when weighing risks
of squatting or invading property.
6. If people with similar ethnic background are concentrated in one
area for, e.g., occupational reasons, it is likely that a particular tenure
relationship may prevail in the area.
7. The role of the local clubs in forming this settlement has been
a crucial one. They have intervened actively in planning the settlement,
offering their 'protection', and giving advice in the court case.
8. Information about ownership of property in the area can be ob-
tained by local people through local land brokers or long-time residents
more easily than going through the Land Records in the city department.
9. Absentee ownership and unclear ownership of property can precipi-
tate the action of squatting or occupying land.
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10. The physical form of land (i.e., if it is in the form of raw
accessible land, pond or marshy land) affects the kinds of actions that
can occur on it. A property in the form of a pond is less susceptible to
invasion than an open plot. An enclosed plot with boundary walls is less
accessible than an open piece of land.
11. Settlement invasion was carefully planned and took into considera-
tion the number of families that could be accommodated, the sub-plots and
their size, and buying materials for construction of houses overnight. On
the basis of this, one can venture to say that 'spontaneous settlements'
are in reality carefully planned, keeping in mind the advantages and dis-
advantages that will affect them.
12. The proximity of the new plot to their previous place of residence
meant no disruption of work and social ties, and was a major influential
factor when deciding to invade this property.
13. Actors and actions in such settlements are localized, and settle-
ments are built by and for people within a geographical context, and in-
fluenced greatly by local political, social and economic forces.
14. Obtaining services for the settlement has been a low-key effort
till the families felt more secure about their stay here, and because some
services were already available in the surrounding area. Issue of what are
the minimum levels of services people feel are necessary (and trade-offs
involved in obtaining them) may influence what services are to be provided
in case of upgrading or in a sites and services plot. For example, in a
site-and-services scheme in El Salvador, water supply connections and elec-
tricity were provided to individual plots as basic amenities, while in the
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case of a site and services scheme in Bombay, India, communal toilets and
standpipes were provided.
15. The kind and speed of public intervention that is likely to take
place in case of illegal occupation is determined by the age, size and lo-
cation of the settlement as well as whose interests are being harmed or
served. Thus, a small settlement squatting on prime land or highly visible
place (e.g., along road to airport) is more likely to attract attention and
be demolished than a large settlement located at the city's periphery or
on marginal land along canal banks or railway tracks. If a settlement has
been in existence for a long time, risks of adverse intervention occurring
are lesser than for a new one, since the former has been able to develop
ties with the surrounding area and establish itself over time.
16. An interesting observation can be made about the perception of
reality - the Club insists they did not help the people, while the occu-
pants are emphatic that they did. One can construe two things from this -
even if the Club did help them, it will not openly say so (especially to
any researcher); on the other hand, the occupants can be exaggerating the
involvement of the Club to use it for protection, since the Club is well-
known and any action against the settlement would be weighed in that light.
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FIG. 16 - PLAN OF KUSUM KUMARI MAAT SETTLEMENT
KUSUM KUMARtJ MAAT.
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CASE STUDY V - KUSUM KUMARI MAAT SETTLEMENT
The Case of Minimal Public Intervention
Background
This settlement is located in the heart of the central zone of East
Calcutta, surrounded by residential and commercial areas, and with easy
access to bus transport. It houses a population of 2,500 (400 households)
of mixed ethnic backgrounds. The land on which the settlement is located
was owned by a lady named Kusum Kumari. She initially allowed a few people
to live there and, after her death, the number of settlers increased
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considerably. The land was entrusted to her trustees, who were unable to
prevent the squatting. The settlement is about 25 years old and the occu-
piers hope that, ultimately, they will obtain legal tenure or ownership
rights.
History
The Land Records(3) of 1952-53 describe this 12 'bigha' (1,50,000 sq.
ft.) plot as a "mango and coconut garden with three tanks (ponds)". Of
these, only the three ponds still exist, the mango and coconut groves
having given way to one-storey tiled houses. The houses, low-density and
open spaces of the settlement give it a rural character, quite in keeping
with what East Calcutta must have been like in earlier days. It has grown
from a settlement of 10-15 households to its present size of 400 households
in stages, which is evident from the varying plot sizes and house-forms in
different parts of the settlement. The absentee ownership of the land
facilitated the formation of the settlement and its present form of owner-
ship (the Trustees) has increased the chances that the occupants will never
be evicted. The Trustees have attempted legal action as well as arm-
twisting tactics, but have been unsuccessful and have little interest in
trying further since they have only management control of the land and
cannot develop it. The occupiers perceive a sense of security even though
they do not have legal rights, and this is evident from the consolidation
of some of the houses within the settlement.
The Growth of the Settlement
Kusum Kumari had other property and lived elsewhere, and employed a
caretaker to look after this property. She permitted a few families to
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build some huts in one corner of the settlement in return of a token rent.
Soon the caretaker began allowing other people to settle there for a sum
of money. As the settlement consolidated, many people in the surrounding
area who were renting rooms moved here, attracted by availability of large
plots. The caretaker was ousted on some pretext and one of the occupiers
who had local political contacts informed other people about the space
available and permitted more local people to settle down (probably accept-
ing some money in the process).
Middle-class people living in the immediate neighborhood of the settle-
ment opposed its growth on grounds that it was a 'slum' and full of 'unde-
sirable people'. The occupiers organized to present themselves as any other
normal settlement and built a temple in the centre of the settlement. This
gesture had two meanings - it had been one of Kusum Kumari's wishes to have
a temple built here from the revenue obtained from the land (i.e., rent)
and, by doing so, they were legitimizing their right to be here. It also
meant exclusion from certain laws in case of demolition or development of
the site by State authorities. Regular monthly payments were collected
from all the families to construct it. Even today, the temple has an im-
portant place in the community and it is the only structure that has elec-
tricity (albeit illegally) in the settlement.
Between 1974-77, the settlement began to get more densely built-up
and low-lying areas near the ponds were filled up and houses built. Many
families began renting out rooms and others subdivided houses as families
grew. After 1978, the number of houses being added reduced except for
houses added in the space left over in large plots.
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The Built Environment
The settlement has two major entries at two ends and, because of its
spread-out shape, many people do not know all the residents. The settle-
ment has fragmented into different clusters, each one tending to use its
own entries, toilets and services nearest to it. The clusters are defined
by the paths and ponds, but are not completely isolated from each other
since many social, physical and other ties are related to one or more
clusters; e.g., grocery stores, dairy, etc.
The size of plots and houses vary as do the types of open spaces around
the house. Materials vary from brick, tin sheets, 'darma', 'banser beda',
for walls and tiles or tin sheets for roofing, mud cement or brick for the
flooring. Bamboo frames form the structure in most cases, and all the
houses are single-storied. Most are well-ventilated and some have semi-
open or open spaces attached to the unit. Houses that are rented out tend
to be not as well-maintained as those occupied by the owners.
A few of the houses have a separate kitchen; most use a corner of the
room for cooking purposes or cook outside the house. The number of rooms
per household vary, but one or two rooms and a semi-open space usually makes
up the unit. Few houses have bathing enclosures; none of them have a private
toilet or water-connection. The major community space is the Temple and
the open space around it. The Community Club room is used for Committee
meetings, a dispensary, health clinic and a public room for guests during
wedding or death ceremonies. A single primary school serves the settlement.
The other community spaces are related to the infrastructural activities
and water-taps, and the pond.
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Actors Who Played a Role in the Settlement Formation
An interesting observation can be made from the following illustra-
tion - While the plot was still vacant, it was invaded by refugees from
East Pakistan who built temporary shelters there. They were evicted by the
police and their houses destroyed, on orders of Kusum Kumari. This indi-
cates that spontaneous invasion of land cannot occur without prior dealing
with local forces and interest groups. The "permission" from Kusum Kumari,
the "negotiations" with the caretaker, the "protection" of the Community
Club are steps which had to be completed before anyone could settle there.
Similarly, the Committee of the Community Club had to negotiate with the
next higher level - local political parties for the acceptance and consoli-
dation of the settlement.
Many of the people who came to live there after 1977 did so through
connections of individual Committee members. Others approached the Commit-
tee on grounds that they were unable to afford the rent in other places,
and some had no earning members to support them. Accordingly, many people
were allowed to settle without paying anything, while others had to pay
amounts varying from Rs. 300-1,000 ($30-$100). These deals are never
talked about openly, but there is a general consensus that the money was
used for the community - to build the Temple, to bribe people to obtain
services like toilets and taps, to install the Club room, etc.
Tenure Types
The settlement has a mixture of tenure relationships and they are re-
lated to different stages of the growth of the settlement. The earliest
settlers had a verbal agreement with Kusum Kumari and paid rent. Others
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who followed paid rent in the form of 'bribe money' to the caretaker. The
earliest households to squat had appropriated large plots, with well-
defined boundaries, and built houses which they consolidated over time.
The houses and plot got smaller as the settlement grew, and most of the
people who moved here before 1974 own the houses, while almost all occu-
piers after that time have moved here as tenants. Most of the owners stay
in the same units as their tenants, but occupy a more private part of it;
e.g., the back of the plot with the use of the back yard, etc.
People who have large plots are either those who have been living here
for a long period of time, when land was available in plenty, by virtue of
being powerful in the settlement they have obtained prime location and size;
those people were ones who had the finances and 'connections' for obtaining
a large piece of land.
The ownership of the land was never in doubt, and the act of occupying
land had an element of risk and insecurity of tenure. People reacted to
this in different ways - some of them spent a minimum amount of time and
money on their shelter and later improved it; others went ahead and built
exactly what they wanted to build and could afford; the problem of tenure
was left for if and when it occurred. Yet, for others, it was a calculated
risk - previous renters stopped paying rent; others have occupied and built
over part of the plot that belonged to their landlords. Many of the people,
including the tenants, believe that, given enough time, they will obtain
legal rights to the land.
Role of Public Agencies
The local political parties were brought into the picture through a
few people of the settlement who had affiliations with them. After the
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Club was registered, it developed a formal relationship with the local MLA
(Member of Legislative Assembly) and, with his help, they applied to the
CMDA (Calcutta Metropolitan Development Authority) in 1974 to be considered
under the Bustee Improvement Program or other appropriate scheme to obtain
toilets, paved pathways and water connections within the settlement. There
were only four toilets built by Calcutta Corporation years ago, and public
tubewells were located outside the settlement.
Considerable political pressurizing and bribing must have gone into
obtaining improvement in a settlement which was not a 'Bustee' in the first
place, and was illegal in the bargain. However, the CMDA and the CIT (Cal-
cutta Improvement Trust) conducted a survey of the settlement and built 23
of the 56 toilets they estimated were required. About six water-taps were
installed by the CIT, roads were paved and pathways were brick-paved. The
toilets were located at different places within the settlement rather than
on its fringe, so that they would be better maintained and be convenient
to use. By and large, they have been well-maintained by the users. Water
connections are similarly distributed throughout the settlement. The
brick-paved pathways have substantially improved the use of the paths, re-
duced flooding, and enhanced the appearance of the settlement. There is
no street lighting provided as yet.
The impact of this upgrading and involvement of CMDA and CIT has been
felt at different levels. Firstly, it has increased the perception of se-
curity of tenure in people's minds since they believe that once a public
agency has made an investment in the settlement, they will be loath to
demolish it or clear it in the near future. The public agencies are aware
of this problem and make it explicit that installing services does not imply
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that they are granting it de facto recognition. If the opportunity cost is
too high and they can develop that area in the future after acquiring the
land, then the settlement will be cleared. There is even a hope in people's
minds that if they can interest the public agency to acquire this land, they
would obtain tenure rights from them. However, at present, the public
agency has no intention to negotiate and acquire this property when they
have numerous projects pending in other areas.
Many of the homes have undergone improvement since the upgrading work.
The rents have also risen as a consequence of upgrading. This improvement
in the environment has initiated the Club to plan further improvements;
e.g., street lighting, a secondary school and health clinic, etc. The fact
that the settlement has been upgraded gives it some credibility and status
and this could be used as a bargaining tool to negotiate for further gains.
The settlement occupiers who played a role in getting CMDA and CIT here
also achieve a status within the community - which they could use for ob-
taining personal favors or fulfilling their interests.
The role of the Club (Committee) has been crucial in dealing with the
public agencies. The people were able to articulate their demands through
a formal system (the Club), which was more effective than if a group of
individuals had approached the public authorities for services. The Club
became a vehicle for achieving the goals of the community. When there was
a change in the State Government, the Club leaders reached an agreement to
replace the present leader (who belonged to the now-defunct party) with
someone who had connections in the new Government and was, thus, more likely
to obtain concessions for the settlement.
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From the viewpoint of the public agency, the upgrading project has been
successful since improving the infrastructure has led to a complementary
improvement in the dwelling environment. They have applied the same cost-
recovery terms as they would have in a legal settlement, and so the ille-
gality of tenure has not affected them, though, of course, their program
goal of serving only 'Bustees' has been violated. By installing physical
services which are visible and have immediate impacts rather than providing
loans for house improvement or granting tenure, this has meant that the
public agency can convey that it is concerned and is doing something for
the urban poor, while not really dealing with larger social issues of un-
equal distributions of income or why squatter settlements exist in the
first place.
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CONCLUSIONS FROM THE CASE STUDY
1. Settlements which are created on 'informal' terms are never
'advertised' in the market, but people living in their vicinity see them
and others hear about them from relatives or acquaintances already living
there. Thus, the process of settlement formation and growth is one in-
volving local actors and participation and serving local people.
2. The use of local political forces to obtain facilities (e.g.,
services from municipality or legal rights rather than directly approaching
the relevant public agencies) brings to surface the following issues:
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- Chances of obtaining services are better if done through a
higher level and more powerful base, especially if the settle-
ment is illegal, than a direct approach by the community.
- A relationship of mutual help exists wherein local political
parties provide favors in exchange for support of the people
during local elections.
3. The impact of political activity on the physical activity and
dwelling environment is not visible, but is underlying and has influenced
the growth of the settlement.
4. The impact of the public intervention of upgrading this settle-
ment has been felt in the following ways:
- Settlement environment has improved physically.
- People have better access to facilities.
- Perceived security of tenure has increased.
- Improvements in dwellings have taken place.
- Rents in the settlement have gone up.
- Maintenance and user charges have to be paid for the newly
installed services.
- Issues of maintenance and payment have to be dealt with as a
community as the services provided are communal.
5. Public agencies perceive that by providing services to settle-
ments which are illegal, they face the problem that their investment may
be wasted if the settlement is evicted in the future, and that their ac-
tions of providing services can be perceived by the occupiers as that of
granting de facto tenure.
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6. Obtaining services from the public agency has created a feeling
of security that this settlement will not be demolished in the near future.
7. The attempt to seek legal rights or security of tenure is indica-
tive of people's desire to consolidate and improve their housing condition.
Their willingness to pay a sum of money for it supports it further.
8. Tenure relationships can be flexible within the settlement and
at the local level. owner occupier families needing some immediate money
can rent out rooms temporarily, at some physical hardship, but that would
tide them over a difficult time. An increase in demand for housing in the
area would influence some people to rent out a room or space and obtain
additional income which is always welcome. Overcrowding and excess demands
on limited services are negative impacts that are likely to occur as a re-
sult of this.
9. A mix of tenure types - renters, owners, holdover occupiers
creates hierarchies within the settlement. This is manifest not so much
in economic terms but in terms of status. The tenant may be as well off
financially as the owner or the holdover occupier, but they are viewed as
not having the same status within the settlement, and their interests are
subordinate to those of the owners if a conflict arises.
10. A predominance of one class of people or migrants from a particu-
lar area within a settlement can be explained in terms of the occupational,
social and ethnic relationships they maintain which influences their move
to a particular settlement in the first place.
11. The nature of the relationship between interest groups is likely
to remain static even though actors may change, since it is based on mutual
understanding of both sides (or more) achieving their gains/needs through it.
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For instance, the relationship between the Club President and the local
political party becomes more important than who the President or the local
leader is.
12. The issue of public agencies having inadequate capabilities to
serve even the legal Bustees is one way of circumventing the issue of pro-
viding services to settlements that are illegal. However, as seen in the
case of Kusum Kumari Maat, the ones to obtain services are the ones who can
maneuver and negotiate with public agencies for what little is available.
13. The issue of what is a 'legal' Bustee or a registered (and hence
recognized and eligible for improvement) also depends on what the official
maps and records in the public agencies indicate. If surveys are not con-
ducted, then there is no way of documenting what exists there in the first
place!
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FIG. 17 - PLAN OF SWINHOE LANE SETTLEMENT
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CASE STUDY VI -CIT KASBA SCHEME NO. II
The Case of Maximum Public Intervention
Background
The Calcutta Improvement Trust, which was founded in 1911, has been
involved for over 20 years in improving areas and rehousing displaced resi-
dents within the Calcutta Metropolitan District. Its functions include
acquisition of land in particular areas, especially peripheral areas, de-
veloping and reselling it, and using the profits generated to build housing
for low-income people and displaced 'Bustee' dwellers, among others. It
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also develops markets areas, parks and recreation spaces, street improve-
ments and road-widening schemes. Within East Calcutta, CIT has already
built a housing estate in the Kasba area (Kasba Scheme No. I) to house
Bustee dwellers displaced by the construction of a major bridge and road
in the area. They have acquired parcels of land in different parts of
East Calcutta in anticipation of their programs.
The land and pond on which the Swinhoe Lane Settlement is located has
been served a notice for acquisition by CIT for this purpose. This scheme
(Kasba Scheme No. II), is based on similar lines to the previous scheme.
CIT sent an acquisition notice to the residents in 1973, and the acquisi-
tion of the land is under process still. The land belongs to a number of
different people, individuals and companies. The Land Records(4) show that
all the owners are still paying property and Corporation taxes, which means
that the acquisition process is not complete yet. The people of Swinhoe
Lane have been occupying part of this land since 1965 and, according to the
CIT, they are ineligible either for alternative accommodation (in the re-
housing scheme or elsewhere) or compensation since they have been squatting
here without legal rights. Thus, one group of low-income people will be
removed to make place for another group who have "legal" rights to such
housing - by being legal residents elsewhere and because it is the CIT's
scheme which is displacing them.
Background
Swinhoe Lane is a settlement of 115-120 households, about 400-450 people,
which was formed in 1965. It is built on the edge of a pond by filling in
the banks to build the houses. The settlement's linear form has resulted
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from the houses being added along the pond edge to minimize the amount of
land-filling required. The occupants are all from one particular region
in West Bengal, which is a two hour train ride from Calcutta. Consequently,
most of them have strong ties with their rural homes, some live there and
farm for part of the year, and seek seasonal employment in the city. This
active and positive relationship with their native place has had implica-
tions on their housing here as well as their future plans in case of
eviction.
Formation of the Settlement
Some of the occupants were living as tenants on the other side of the
road, adjacent to the pond, and when that plot was sold by the owner they
had to vacate their homes and they squatted near the pond edge. They had
been informed (probably for speedy removal from rented rooms) that the land
by the pond belonged to their landlord and they could build their struc-
tures there. Gradually the number of people moving into the settlement
increased as friends and relatives were informed of this settlement.
Many people migrated from their rural homes only after they had built a
home here and could bring their families along. The process of settlement
included 'negotiating' for a 'space', then filling it up with landfill
('creating land') for a dwelling and then constructing a dwelling. Thus,
the creation of a dwelling environment has been an important part and ex-
perience of people's lives. People associate themselves with this settle-
ment more deeply because of this and the majority of them have built their
dwellings themselves.
The settlement has extended two houses deep into the pond at different
places, and people who came in later had to build in the inner areas, which
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was more expensive as more land-fill was required. Land-fill had to be
either collected or bought from Corporation garbage dump trucks who made a
regular business of it in this area. Though the surrounding area is well-
developed with middle-income permanent housing, factories, schools with
electricity, sewerage and water connections, the settlement has only two
public taps, no toilets and electricity, except the street lighting along
the road. It is located within walking distance to the train station and
the 'other side' of the city, the markets and major shopping area of South
Calcutta.
There are quite a few pockets of open land and ponds in the area.
An important observation is that if land is owned in the form of a pond,
it makes it more difficult for people to squat on, and at the same time
can generate revenue as a fishery. However, in the case of Swinhoe Lane,
since the land they were occupying belonged to more than one person, and
none of them lived nearby, they have been unsuccessful in keeping the
occupiers away.
Tenure Types
Almost all the occupants are owner occupiers (i.e., they own the house
and live here), and the houses are usually self-built, with help from their
neighbors. Of the 15-120 households, only 10-12 are tenants. One cluster
of houses in the settlement was originally rented out by the owner on a
legal basis, but some years later they stopped paying rent for various
reasons. They have continued to live here, and have extended and repaired
the houses with their own finances.
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Actors
There have been a range of actors and actions that have affected the
settlement - the individual occupiers, the local political party, the muni-
cipal and city authorities; e.g., CIT. The interest of the actors may be
common or contradictory. Even actions which seem similar could be generated
by different interests. For instance, both the local occupants and a local
party or Club may want the settlement to exist - the former because they
find the settlement fits their needs and affordability criteria, and the
latter because they may get money or votes from them. There seem to be
limits within which actors generally act, though they may be very loosely
defined - for instance, a club or local leader may indicate WHERE a person
should build a house, but not HOW or with what material it must be built.
The threat of eviction has revitalized the Club within the settlement
which was mainly serving as a cultural Club till then. A few people per-
ceived that if they wanted to be effective in protesting against the
eviction, they would have to do so through a forum like a Club. The Club
was duly registered and this gave them a legitimacy to approach the CIT
and ask them what their plans were for the area, and what would happen to
them. At the settlement level, attempts are being made to unite the people
by community meetings, discussions on eviction, running a school for
children, etc., so that their appeals carry more weight. The people want
to show themselves as responsible citizens, who have a right to gain from
the fruits of development, instead of being treated as marginal people who
have no right to be here in the first place.
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Role of the Public Agency
The Calcutta Improvement Trust has played the role of maximum inter-
vention indirectly up to now, and if it acquires the land and evicts these
people this would become a direct role which will have an adverse impact on
the present occupants.
The rehousing scheme consists of ten blocks of four-storey walk-ups,
with units of 35 sq. mts. and will house about 250 families. Even after
being subsidized, they will be out of reach of the majority of the low-
income people. On evaluating the Kasba Scheme No. 1, it becomes evident
that it is only a matter of time before the middle-income group move into
the units, buying out the low-income groups or paying them rent for it,
while they return to Bustees or slums which are better located or afford-
able. A study conducted by CIT of the Kasba Scheme No. 1 after five years
of occupancy shows that as much as 70% of the units are occupied by middle-
income people. There seems to be little reason to doubt that when Scheme
No. 11 is built it will have similar results. Once more the program goals
of public housing serving low-income people will remain unrealized.
It is possible to design the Scheme No. 11 in such a way that the
Swinhoe Lane occupants could be accommodated within the scheme as well.
There is sufficient land available within the area to be acquired, and
some arrangement could be made wherein these occupants maybe pay a higher
rate than those legally entitled to the rehousing scheme. It is also
possible to modify the scheme to make it more appropriate to the needs
and capacities of the low-income groups and include the present occupants
in the scheme.
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CONCLUSIONS FROM THE CASE STUDY
1. Insecurity of tenure has been an issue with this settlement for
more than ten years, and this long period has led to two different atti-
tudes and viewpoints of people - some of them feel that since it has not
happened yet, it may be possible to get a favorable decision, while others
accept its inevitability and the fact that it will affect them adversely.
Yet they say they will worry about it only when it occurs.
2. The delay in acquisition and construction of the scheme has
blunted the issue of eviction in people's minds, and the public agency has
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given no information in the meantime as to what stage the project is com-
plete or if it will really be implemented.
3. Inaccessibility of the public agency due to its location (in city
centre) and its method of operation make it extremely difficult to obtain
information about activities which are legally public information. This
serves the interests of creating a feeling of uncertainty within the people
who are going to be affected, while helping the authority to avoid making
any statements or commitments they may not want or be able to support later.
4. The effects of absentee ownership of the properties has influenced
the settlement formation and growth up to this point.
5. In the case of this settlement, the process of creating a dwell-
ing environment has consisted of three major components - space: in the
form of pond or low-lying area, land: in the form of land-fill, and
shelter: the dwelling unit itself.
6. Some form of contact with the local people living in the settle-
ment or locality is essential to gain an entry into the settlement for
living there.
7. The majority of the settlement occupants are migrants, and have
an active relationship with their native place. This issue has an impact
on how they perceive their stay in the city, where they invest resources
and money, and what options they have if they have to move out of here.
8. Settlements or area consisting of people from the same area or
background gives people a sense of identity, security and functions as a
reception centre and information network for other migrants from the same
area.
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9. How successful the rehousing scheme will be is questionable, es-
pecially if the findings of the evaluation of the previous scheme (Kasba
Scheme No. 1) are considered. Will the housing be appropriate for the
people it is designed for and, more important, affordable?
10. In the case of Swinhoe Lane settlement the action of the public
agency is paradoxically that of creating the very problem it sets out to
solve. Its aim to rehouse low-income people at this site is done at the
cost of evicting low-income people who are already there, and who, if
evicted, may go and squat in another place.
11. Legal systems and terms seem inadequate to deal with real-life
situations of how people create and perceive their own dwelling environment
as a result of lack of available 'legal' housing to meet their requirements.
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PART III - UNDERSTANDING THE IMPACTS
Part III discusses the general impacts of public interventions as
well as those that occur through different levels of intervention. Some
issues that have had a common base, but have had different impacts in
the six case studies, are then presented, and a framework to evaluate
impact is proposed.
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1
GENERAL IMPACTS OF PUBLIC INTERVENTIONS AT A LOCAL LEVEL
This section documents, in point-form, the possible impacts that pub-
lic interventions can have. It is noted that certain impacts may have
other components that are complementary or contradictory, and these may
be related to the same issue or originate from different ones.
1. They Provide Housing and Housing Choices
a. They provide housing for low-income people and a choice of housing
and settlement types.
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b. In cases where public housing is not being supplied by the authori-
ties, the informal settlements ease the pressure and.meet part of
the demands for housing. This is the reason why, often, governments
do not like to disturb the situation by having to evict people and
creating a dissatisfied public, which could also be politically
dangerous.
c. In many cases, the lack of the right kind of public intervention
leads to a situation where people have no housing; e.g., pavement
dwellers.
d. The provision of housing adds to the city and national housing
stock.
e. They allow for a mix of people who live in different types of
housing and give the local area a heterogeniety.
f. Low-income residents can move from one housing type to another, or
move up to better housing if public intervention provides the
choice. For example, they can move from one squatter settlement
to another, or from a squatter settlement to a Bustee to a site-
and-services plot.
2. They Create Areas for Future Growth
a. Peripheral areas of cities are typically occupied by low-income
people who invest their time and efforts in making the area
habitable.
b. The density pattern, land-uses and gradual development of the area
will change, its magnitude depending on the type of intervention
taking place.
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c. It can revitalize a dead area, give character to an area.
d. It can make better use of resources and services if the area is
underused at present.
e. They create a demand for services - urban infrastructure and
transport - and they add to the costs of running the city: post
offices, markets.
f. It can put additional load on already badly serviced areas and,
thus, lead to a breakdown of the area.
g. It can adversely affect the present population by creating circum-
stances which make it difficult for them to continue living there.
h. It can adversely affect the physical environment of the area; e.g.,
change from low to high density housing, locating industrial areas
within the area causing environmental problems.
3. They Affect Land - Its Physical Consumption, Value and Tenure
a. They affect and influence the direction of city growth.
b. New projects that have to be built require land. A project con-
structed at one point in time will have implications of what can
be built there in the future and when. Thus, a certain amount of
land goes out of the market for a period of time.
c. They affect present land uses - amount of open space per person
may decrease as density increases, pockets of land are filled up
as houses are built, ponds get filled up and houses built on them,
etc.
d. Land value increases tremendously after interventions of upgrading,
adding new housing stock, changes in building regulations or zoning.
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e. As land values rise, an increasing number of low-income people have
to move out of the area (process of gentrification) and they may
go and squat elsewhere.
f. Tenure relationships may change - rental housing may no longer be
available or its price goes up.
g. Traditional tenure relationships may start breaking down; e.g.,
informal housing of relatives, thika tenant - Bustee dweller rela-
tionship, etc.
h. Supply of land at the city level gets less as more land is used up
for housing; this may either push up land prices or cause the
fringe areas to grow, and the city boundaries to expand.
i. Demand for land for residential purposes may go up as the area de-
velops, but it may have to compete with commercial interests and
demands which can pay much higher prices.
j. It may encroach upon agricultural land if development takes place
at the city's periphery.
k. It may encourage more people to come here and increase squatting
and illegal occupation of land. This then becomes a means of ex-
horting money and a business for some people; e.g., local clubs,
thika tenants.
1. Squatting affects the private owners and he may lose his land or
legal rights, and private ownership of land is not protected and
respected.
m. A 'parallel' but 'illegal' economy/land transaction can be initi-
ated by the proliferation of squatter settlements.
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n. Certain interventions can mean displacement of people already
living there, leading to the loss of social and work ties with
the local area.
4. They Generate Revenue for the Local Area
a. Building activity may employ local people on construction sites,
etc.
b. It can employ self-help labor and reduce housing costs to benefi-
ciaries.
c. Planned industry/income earning schemes with the housing schemes
can augment people's incomes; e.g., in site-and-services schemes.
d. They create a demand for materials and services that could be
available locally.
e. They increase demands on existing commercial facilities and in-
crease revenues.
f. New projects may mean more people move into the area and spend
money there.
g. The Municipality can collect more taxes and provide better facili-
ties with the increased revenues.
h. They may generate less revenue than the costs they impose on the
local area; e.g., higher demand on transportation, water supply,
etc.
i. Local clubs can obtain more money and skills from new projects and
residents.
j. It will increase allotment of public funds going into this area if
a large public scheme is going to be built, and this will have
multiplier effects that can be felt in the total area.
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k. As more people move in, it will add more jobs of secondary and
informal sector type.
1. As an area consolidates or is renewed, many commercial or indus-
trial firms may be interested in locating here since the area may,
e.g., have better services, offer cheap labor, etc.
m. Higher land values that will occur through public intervention
can be recaptured by the government and used for providing services
to the low-income groups or create land banks.
n. Large housing interventions mean that better services and transport
is likely to accompany it and can be beneficial to other people in
the locality too.
o. More variations in tenure types can be possible since housing
choices increase.
5. They Destroy the Local Area
a. May destroy the character of the local place which was typical to
that particular place; e.g., old city area, historic areas.
b. May break up people-place relationship through displacement, re-
location, moving areas of social importance; e.g., temple.
c. May turn the local area into part of the surrounding area or
metropolitan area so that it no longer has a separate identity.
d. May convert the local area in ways that its scale changes from
local to more of a district.
e. May destroy the socio-economic relationship of the place by moving
one class of people away and keeping others; e.g., the removal of
milkmen and washermen to the outer boundary of East Calcutta.
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f. Project may be inappropriate for that particular place and its
problem could begin to be felt on the local area too; e.g., con-
struction of high-rise housing at the city's fringe while the
surrounding area is planned to have rural-type settlements.
g. The use of the area may change once the intervention has taken
place; e.g., squatter settlements may no longer serve as reception
centres for migrants; if this function is specifically provided
as part of the intervention; e.g., dormitory housing for single
migrants to Calcutta is planned to relieve overcrowding in 'rooming
houses' or Bustees.
h. It may change the composition of types of people, their incomes
and income distribution within this area.
6. The Local/District/City Relationship Will Be Affected
a. Present relationship between local and city can change if the
intervention provides facilities which were located at district
or city level or in the city centre earlier.
b. Form of control of water supply, drainage, roadworks will affect
the local area; e.g., people may have to relate to major city level
agency instead of a local municipality.
c. If the housing project is just one of the components of the total
project - e.g., the World Bank schemes - the input of this inter-
vention may be less than others which may be more at the city level;
e.g., transportation project, skills training component which helps
in obtaining a job.
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2
THE IMPACT OF DIFFERENT LEVELS OF PUBLIC INTERVENTION
IMPACTS OF NO PUBLIC INTERVENTION
On Settlement Formation
1. Settlements develop because there is no public intervention and
people have to house themselves.
2. No intervention after the settlement is formed ensures that the
settlement will not be removed.
3. Creates a situation wherein self-help process of housing is
necessary, be it in the form of informal, formal, legal or 'extra legal'
type of housing or settlement formation.
4. Allows settlements to be created without proper infrastructure
or legal tenure.
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5. It leaves people to provide housing for themselves, without any
of the input necessary to facilitate this; e.g., providing services or
financial aid or loans.
6. Forces people to take greater risks to house themselves. This
risk may reflect in their reluctance to improve their houses beyond minimum
required.
7. Permits legal laws to break down; e.g., protection of private
ownership rights, breaking of building by-laws, illegal additions to houses,
land speculation, etc.
8. Creates a high demand for housing and adds to the housing deficit.
It increases costs of housing in future as construction costs rise steadily,
and resources and finances get depleted.
9. The environment and the local area deteriorates physically and
socially as the initiative to maintain infrastructure and public spaces is
lowered when housing needs are not met.
10. People no longer believe in the capabilities of the public
agencies to deliver the goods, and increasingly provide housing for them-
selves, often illegally and at personal risks.
11. Prices of existing housing stocks will shoot up and the quality
of urban environment will be affected; e.g., overcrowding and health prob-
lems will abound.
12. It allows a group of people who are in a position to provide
housing services to exploit others; e.g., thika tenants, slum landlords.
13. It permits other kinds of interventions and agencies to enter the
field of housing provision. For instance, the 'local clubs' intervention
is quite a common one in East Calcutta even though they do not directly
deal with providing housing (an exception is Mondol Para Settlement).
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IMPACTS OF MINIMAL PUBLIC INTERVENTION
Introduction
What constitutes minimal public intervention?
It can be defined as the action in which the public agency
. . . provides services which need to be done at a collective/group
level for reasons of cost effectiveness, specialized skills require-
ments while leaving other areas of dwelling environment to the in-
dividual themselves.
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It can be an input for a particular function on a one-time basis; for
example, services that the community or individual cannot obtain on their
own. Minimal can also be defined as the minimum input by public agencies
that is expected to stimulate other actions at the community or individual
level.
On Settlement Formation
1. May initiate a settlement formation to take place; e.g., provision
of roads and infrastructure in undeveloped areas will encourage residential
activity.
2. Will create a situation where private energies and resources can
be channelled in more effective ways; e.g., into house construction, con-
solidation and maintenance.
3. Will stimulate corresponding actions at the individual or community
level; e.g., installation of street lighting will improve road safety and
encourage further use of outdoor spaces.
4. Increases the stock of improved housing available in the market;
e.g., by providing basic amenities to areas which have none, or improving
the existing facilities.
5. The cost of developments remains low as private initiative by the
user is expected to complement the investments made by the public authori-
ties and resources are used on providing only certain limited services.
On Land-Related Issues
1. It may lead to a'rise in land values or rents in areas where such
intervention has taken place, and this may adversely affect the lowest-
income groups.
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2. It may be more beneficial to landowners or speculators than to
the people towards whom the intervention is directed.
3. While it may not have a direct impact on the land tenure, in the
case of illegal settlements such interventions give the residents a sense
of security, that by this intervention the settlement is being recognized
by public authorities, at least in extra-legal or quasi-legal terms.
On People
1. They perceive a sense of security and are likely to invest time
and finances and improve their dwelling environment.
2. It frees time and resources which they earlier had to spend on
obtaining the services that the public authorities now supplied; e.g.,
buying water from trucks selling water, or walking to water taps which
may be located outside the settlement.
3. Some of the people can benefit more than others from the inter-
vention - landlords can raise rents, people located close to facilities
can have a better use than those who live further away.
4. The costs of intervention may have to be borne by the users; e.g.,
monthly rates for water connections, and not everybody in the settlement
will be able to afford it. There may not be a consensus in the community
about what kind of service the intervention should provide.
5. People who already have access to the facilities from elsewhere
are likely to oppose the installation of these services if they have to
pay for them.
6. If services are provided by the public authorities, people may
perceive that maintenance and operation is their responsibility too, unless
formal arrangements are made to the contrary.
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7. The more public the nature of intervention, the less are the
chances that people will feel individually responsible for it. For example,
communal toilets at the fringe of the settlement will have more maintenance
problems than the ones distributed within clusters with a small group of
users.
On Local Context
1. It makes other settlements lacking in services aware of the possi-
bilities of obtaining services for their settlement too.
2. It increases the chances of interaction between different areas
where public authorities are involved in providing similar services, es-
pecially if they are located close to each other.
3. It increases interaction between the local area conditions and
priorities and the public agencies.
4. Awareness of local conditions and constraints through project im-
plementation can help public authorities evaluate and modify their programs
if necessary.
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THE IMPACT OF MAXIMUM PUBLIC INTERVENTION
Introduction
What constitutes maximum public intervention?
Maximum intervention by public authorities can happen in the following
ways:
1. The public authorities deliver finished dwelling units to the
users who have no major decision-making power regarding their dwelling
environment.
2. A number of agencies are involved within one program at the im-
plementation level.
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3. An area-wide program by the public authorities (e.g., planning
agency) which may be at a city scale but occurring within a specified local
context.
On Settlement Formation
1. The type of housing and the location is determined by the public
authorities based on their policies, goals, constraints and perceptions of
what is the best way of achieving their objectives.
2. The type of housing developed may be inappropriate to the social
requirement and economic capacity of the users and this will reflect in
either neglect of the environment or the types of changes that people make
in their dwelling units. In many cases, target groups leave their new
dwellings and move back into housing that they can afford.
3. Completed units typically cost much more than what the lowest
income groups they are designed for can afford. The result is that the
units are taken over by middle and higher income groups and the poor move
back into Bustees and slums.
4. The number of completed units an agency can supply is limited by
high costs, non-availability and delayed supplies of building materials,
and high standards of finish requirements and is nowhere near meeting the
effective demand for housing.
5. Huge subsidies are involved to make the units affordable to in-
tended beneficiaries and this ultimately goes to the middle income groups
who replace the lower income groups in the housing schemes.
6. Completed units serve a small select group of people better than
if the same amount of resources were used in a different way; e.g., upgrad-
ing of sites and services.
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7. Displacement of existing settlements to make place for public
housing schemes is not uncommon. The problem arises when those settlements
are illegal and the public authority is not legally bound to provide re-
housing or compensation.
8. Settlement formation may be the result of many agencies coming
together for this very purpose; e.g., as in the case of Panchannagram
Housing Project, the Vasna Slum Relocation Project.
9. Different priorities and objectives of the agencies may make the
actual intervention take a second place to the tackling of policies, power
struggles and negotiations within agencies.
10. Lack of coordination and conflict of interests between different
agencies can hinder or halt the implementation process of a project.
11. Costs of overlap of activities, waste of resources and duplication
of responsibilities are ultimately passed on to the beneficiaries in the
form of delay of completion of project and higher costs as projects get
delayed.
12. A coordinated effort of various agencies can benefit the project
if each one works with individual components but within an agreed-upon
general framework.
On Land Issues
1. Large-scale land acquisition becomes a major concern of agencies
who provide conventional housing schemes.
2. It can lead to the formation of land banks or land acquisition
laws that facilitate the implementation of such projects.
3. It assumes that people can pay for land development costs if they
are calculated and included in rents or lot and dwelling costs.
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4. A project by public authorities will push up prices of land in
the surrounding area in anticipation that the authority will eventually
acquire this land and profits can be made, or reflects improvement in area
through services which a new project may bring in.
5. Schemes will be implemented as and when land is available or
where land is already under public control, within a project area or out-
side it, which may not be the best location for such a scheme.
6. Many public agencies acquire more land and resell it to obtain
a profit from it as well as charge a betterment tax to people who live just
beyond the line up to which project impacts are expected to be felt.
7. They provide legal tenure and 'normal' housing to people who can
afford to pay for it.
8. Public authorities may be more successful in acquiring land and
freeing it for residential purposes than individuals or small private
companies.
9. Land costs are often not counted by public authorities since they
already owned the land - this has implications on the replicability of the
scheme.
10. Since land is the most costly element of housing, public acquisi-
tion can help in lowering the price to project beneficiaries.
On People
1. Users have little or no say in how their dwelling environment
should be structured.
2. The input of people which can be used to reduce costs of their
housing is unutilized.
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3. Direct contact between project implementors and users is minimum
or non-existent, when a completed project is designed without knowing who
the specific users will be.
4. When users have to relate to more than two or three agencies that
are involved, it reduces effective interaction between agencies and users.
5. It gives people an opportunity to exploit/negotiate with one or
more of the agencies for services or other requirements, especially in the
case of voluntary and non-governmental organizations' inputs.
6. A limited number of people benefit from such interventions at
the expense of others whose housing needs are not met.
7. Some people sell off their dwellings or their rights at a profit
they make a business out of it.
8. Highly visible projects give the impression that the public au-
thorities are doing something for the poor people.
9. The projects become tools of politicians to bargain and obtain
votes with.
10. Conventional theory of housing and planning may continue - where
high standards, "modern dwellings" is the goal to be achieved.
On Local Context
1. May achieve city level goals at the cost of the local level; e.g.,
high density housing in the suburbs, mass transport to the city centre.
2. Users project beneficiaries may not necessarily be from the local
area.
3. They provide local areas with services which may not have been
available before.
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4. May reorganize local area - e.g., land uses, density - to suit
the new intervention which may be at the city scale; e.g., East Calcutta
Development Scheme.
5. Reduces pressure on Bustees and squatter settlements by providing
housing and secure tenure to people who can afford it but who lived in
Bustees because there had been no legal and secure housing at the price
they could afford.
6. An area can become an experimental ground of different types of
housing schemes which public agencies design and construct, when public
agencies typically have different wings for developing housing types;
e.g., low-cost shelter wing, rural settlement wing, etc.
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON IMPACT ISSUES GENERATED FROM THE CASE STUDIES
Some of the issues that have arisen time and again in all the case
studies in different forms are those related to tenure, dwelling afforda-
bility, role of users/project beneficiaries, role of public agency, and
the interaction between the case study and the local area. This recurrence
indicates that they probably have a substantial impact on settlement issues,
and it seems worthwhile to make a few general observations about these
issues, based on the case studies. This is done by presenting the public
agency and the people's viewpoints and then by discerning any disparities
that may exist between the two.
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Part of the house can become a shop or the space in
front of the house can be used for selling wares.
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A. TENURE
The Public Agency Viewpoint
1. It has been widely accepted that security of tenure is a necessary
precondition before any investments are made by individuals or groups in
their housing environment. Therefore, all projects are designed keeping
this in mind, and make provisions for either outright purchase of land and
house, granting of freehold titles, or providing long-term leases varying
from 20 to 99 years.
2. Granting of tenure rights is expected to stimulate private invest-
ment in housing and channel finances into housing sector, as and when
households find it appropriate to do so. If this gradual improvement and
consolidation of housing is acceptable to the public agency, it means that
a large amount of money and resources are freed up and can be used (i) for
better quality of community services and infrastructure provision, (ii) to
serve a much larger group of people than would conventional units, (iii) in
critical areas; e.g., renovating dilapidated housing, dealing with slum
housing or homeless pavement dwellers, etc.
3. Whether tenure rights should be given to illegal occupants and
settlements has remained a hotly debated and unresolved issue - there has
rarely been a firm policy or resolution by Government or public authorities
regarding this, and for good reasons. Working on an ad-hoc basis, the
matter can be decided case by case, where the particular interest groups,
actors and implications of actions are more easily comprehendable, and much
is left to the political and social stance of the moment.
4. Tenure rights of people which includes right of private ownership,
are legally binding, which have to be respected and upheld, especially by
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the public agencies. When new projects by public agencies involve dis-
placement of people, tenure rights determine who gets compensation and on
what basis and how much. The amount of money to be given as compensation
plays an important role in determining the feasibility of the project.
Furthermore, if a large number of previously illegal settlements obtain
tenure rights, it may run against the interest of some public agencies and
who may oppose any move to regularize tenure in informal, illegal settle-
ments; e.g., the Bustee Improvement Program would be unable to meet the
demands in this case without major budgetary revisions.
The Viewpoint of the People
1. Tenure rights are seen as crucial by people in societies where
land is the most important form of security and investment, and people will
go through great trouble to achieve this.
2. Security of tenure does play an important role in determining how
people consolidate, but that is not the only condition that influences this.
If the households are too poor and barely earn enough to pay for their food,
even total security of tenure will not lead to house consolidation. Simi-
larly, inadequate channels for obtaining housing loans may make house con-
solidation difficult even if the households are willing to take loans to
improve their houses.
3. It may be useful to observe that security of tenure can be actual
or perceived, and often in illegal settlements where perceived security of
tenure is high, a substantial amount of investment and resources are spent
on housing, by people who can afford it. Legal tenure rights are sometimes
rejected by people who do not want to pay for them, especially when they
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feel that they are informally recognized and are secure in spite of their
illegality.
4. When making choices about locations - tenure security is weighed
against factors of proximity to present and potential employment, proximity
to people from the same ethnic or occupational background, chances of evic-
tion in case of illegal occupation, costs and benefits of living in 'legal'
settlements.
5. Where secure tenure and land ownership have been an issue of
status, people are more militant in retaining or regaining it. A differ-
ence between renter class and owner class can be attributed more to the
social caste system and ethnic structure than to income differences between
the two. This holds especially true in the case of illegal settlements.
Disparities and Constraints
1. Granting security of tenure does not always stimulate the amount
of house consolidation that public agencies expect will occur.
2. obtaining secure tenure costs money in the form of paying repair
rents, taxes, and fees which may be unaffordable by the lowest income
groups who, anyway, have no financial capacity to invest beyond a bare
minimum in their housing.
3. Granting security of tenure to illegal settlements may encourage
further illegal occupation to take place.
4. The administrative and maintenance machinery of public agencies
may not be able to afford and cope with the amount of areas they have to
provide services to, even if their tax-base would increase because of pay-
ments from settlements that have obtained legal tenure.
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B. DWELLING AFFORDABILITY
The Public Agency Viewpoint
1. Lowering high standards of finishes, accepting lower structural
standards, use of indigenous construction techniques and materials has been
the general stance adopted by the public agencies to make dwellings afford-
able to the lowest income groups.
2. In many instances the decision of the materials of construction
and size of dwellings is left to the occupiers and only the sanitary com-
ponent (in the form of core unit or communal services) is dealt by the
public agency. This approach accepts that people can make decisions based
on their priorities at an individual level, and will use their personal
resourcefulness and skills to reduce costs more successfully than a cen-
tralized 1/2/3/ house type approach would.
3. By reducing investment in provision of completed dwelling units,
the limited budgets of the public agencies are used more efficiently, and
can indirectly reduce dwelling costs by providing building materials on
site, or provide loans for it.
4. Household incomes of families are used to calculate how much they
can afford to pay for housing and accordingly the dwelling size and design
is determined, with the assumption that the ones with the lowest incomes
will opt for the smallest lots (empty or with minimum core unit). In many
projects this has not been the case - families in the lowest income groups
(if they could obtain loans) chose the completed units since they could
not afford to live elsewhere while constructing the unit on this site, and
they could sublet the completed unit and obtain quick returns to pay the
loans.
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5. Dwelling affordability is most commonly measured by the percentage
of income a household can allot to housing. Most of the time this ranges
from 10-25% of household income. In reality, the lower income group end up
paying 25% of their income, while the higher income groups, who can afford
to pay a much higher percentage, spend even less than 10%. When income is
derived from daily or seasonal earnings, and not from regular employment,
this is further accentuated, because fixed monthly repayment of loans is
part of most of the schemes by the public agencies.
The Viewpoint of the People
1. Dwelling affordability is an issue where the cost of the dwelling
is weighed against what returns can be obtained from it; e.g., by renting
it out, using the front part as a shop, if the location will save trans-
portation costs to work, etc.
2. It takes on a different meaning when occupiers have to pay for it
on a regular basis and conform to predetermined standards. There is no
flexibility of the sort that exists when they own and make decisions about
when and how much to invest in building, maintaining and repairing their
dwelling.
3. Provision for self-help construction of dwelling make projects,
which previously were unaffordable by the 10th to 30th percentile groups,
serve these income levels now, as overall costs are reduced.
4. Since land costs are typically the most expensive component of
housing, any change (decrease) in that would increase people's affordabil-
ity of dwellings more effectively than would, e.g., innovative ways of
building or new materials.
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5. When housing is provided at a subsidy or donated by an institution
or public agency, expectations of people rise much higher and attempts will
be made to obtain most from it, even if the design of the dwelling may be
inappropriate for their life-styles. It may also happen that obtaining a
free dwelling may make them feel obliged and dependent on the agency and,
thus, be uncritical of what they are receiving.
6. When rehousing schemes displace people and they can obtain accom-
modation in conventional, 'modern' housing estates whose costs (rents)
cannot be met, they are either sold or rented to middle-income groups. It
is not uncommon to find a family registering for two units under different
names, and selling one or both of them.
Disparities and Constraints
1. Dwellings can be made affordable to a few at the cost of providing
none of the others; e.g., subsidizing completed units, insisting on high
standards, etc.
2. The affordability issue of dwelling is related not only to mone-
tary costs but what it permits people to do in terms of job location, build-
ing skills required to build it, frequency and flexibility of maintenance,
etc.
3. Imposition of conditions or laws which stipulate things - e.g.,
not permitting subletting in site and service schemes, use of specific
building materials, speed of house consolidation, etc. - can often make
the dwelling unaffordable to people who would otherwise be able to benefit
from it.
4. In their eagerness to lower costs to make schemes and dwellings
affordable, public agencies are accused of lowering standards and
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encouraging settlements that will become slums in the future.
5. Innovative dwelling design and cost reduction techniques leave the
basic issues of inequality of incomes and concentration of urban land and
power in the hands of a minority untouched, which in reality are the main
causes of the housing problem.
C. ROLE OF USERS/PROJECT BENEFICIARIES
The Public Agency Viewpoint
1. Involving users in the project design stage has the positive im-
pacts of allowing them to have a say in how their dwelling environment
should be shaped. It also increases interaction between agencies and
people and leads to a better understanding of each other's priorities and
objectives.
2. At the implementation stage, the inputs of the users could be used
to directly lower project costs, increase the sense of community, and in-
fuse a sense of identity with their surroundings. Conversely, their input
could be seen to hinder the efficiency of centralized decision-making,
administration and management procedures and construction schedules.
3. As the term "project beneficiaries" suggests, the people are going
to benefit from the intervention and, so, their only job is to be at the
receiving end and be happy with what they get!
4. Involvement of the users in the project is seen as an opportunity
of furthering their development as individuals and a community. Issues of
income-generation, health and education are seen as components of total
development, with housing being one of these components.
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5. Public agencies often view the users' role as that of providing
physical labor and input during the construction stage.
6. In many instances, users have no role to play - there is no place
for them within the process of a housing agency churning out plans for
standardized housing projects, where the number of units and their costs
are the terms of reference, and the users referred to in terms of target
groups and income levels.
7. Active involvement of users requires a change in attitude and
skills of planning and implementing authorities and their staff, and which
may be a challenge to their professional and self-interests.
The Viewpoint of the People
1. Many of the people have continued and will continue to house them-
selves on their own initiative and decisions, with no inputs from the
public agencies who provide housing.
2. The decisions and actions of users about their housing situation
is made in perspective of their social, occupational and economic situations,
and any public agency intervention which does not provide for this sort of
analysis and choice-making will be inappropriate from the people's view-
points. For example, the location of the dwelling close to secondary em-
ployment sources may be a deciding factor about choosing to live there, or
the dwelling design should provide for an opportunity for the work areas;
e.g., potters, handicrafts, etc.
3. People usually make rational choices and decisions about where to
live, how much to invest in their dwellings, how to obtain services where
none exist, etc. These are based on their priorities, needs and capacities
which they are in a position to know better than anyone else.
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Availability of work space within the settlement for
various kinds of income-earning activities should be an
important consideration.
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4. Often the participation of the project beneficiaries is required
but is not issue-oriented or -specific, and people do not really know what
is expected of them. In this case, some stronger and vocal members of the
community will become spokesmen with or without the consent of the people.
5. The role of the user and his personal innovativeness and connec-
tions become important in the case of illegal occupation of land, or gain-
ing entry into informal settlements. Collectively, the users can use their
power to negotiate for service provision, tenure rights or other matters if
they are organized.
Disparities and Constraints
1. The role of the users is often that of receivers of benefits (even
if they are paying for it).
2. Involvement of users is a cost-saving technique at the construc-
tion stage rather than at the project design level (often it is not known
who the actual users will be at this level).
3. Compared to the relationship between the architect and client, the
relationship between the public agency and the users is more of a donor and
receiver.
4. While both users and public agencies would like the users to be
involved for mutually beneficial purposes (cost reduction), there is con-
siderable confusion and inexperience of how to go about it/achieving this.
5. The input of the users (in cases where there is no provision by
public agencies), in meeting their own housing needs is seen as running
counter to the legal system, and taking over the role of the public agency,
as well as hindering the functioning of public agencies.
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D. ROLE OF THE PUBLIC AGENCY
The Public Agency Viewpoint
1. It views its role as the provider of housing for people who cannot
afford or have no access to private housing delivery systems.
2. They view themselves as agents of change - of discovering and de-
veloping new approaches and methods of solving the housing problem.
3. Working within existing societal structures and limitations, some
of the agencies see their role to maximize the resources they have and
spread the benefits to a maximum number of low-income people possible.
4. Their role in maintaining building standards, controlling urban
development and guiding future growth of areas has often been expressed
through high standards of building construction and building by-laws which
are inappropriate for a variety of reasons.
5. Intervention by public agencies is not enough to meet the amount
of demand, and the gap between demand and supply should be covered by
(i) changing the housing delivery system by public agencies, (ii) encourage
private investment in housing through initiative provided by the public
agencies or Government institutions. It is accepted that people's self-
help process of housing themselves (i.e., informal settlements) also covers
part of the deficit, but is clearly seen by the public agencies as an un-
desirable and unacceptable way of doing so.
6. In case of improving existing areas, their role is seen to be one
of providing facilities which cannot be obtained nor built by an individual
or a group of people since it relates to other networks outside the settle-
ment; e.g., water connections, bus routes, etc.
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7. They also see themselves as 'protectors' of rights and laws which
are legal laws and, if challenged, they have to be defended - e.g., invasion
of private property would result in eviction - though for administrative and
other reasons it may not be (speedily) carried out.
Viewpoint of the People
1. It is the responsibility of the public agencies to provide housing
at prices which people can afford, especially if the private housing market
is way beyond the low-income group's affordability.
2. In case where the agencies cannot deliver the goods, they should
not oppose any actions by people to house themselves (even if they are
illegal).
3. Failure to stop illegal occupation of private and public land has
made people realize that the agencies are either incapable or uninterested
in evicting them, or do not want to do since they would have to deal with
rehousing or compensation demands.
4. For the lowest-income groups, what the public agency does and its
role is inconsequential because they will never be able to afford even the
cheapest options within their schemes.
5. Many project beneficiaries feel that the role of the agencies
should be that of 'provider' of services and overall coordination and
management, while leaving the crucial decisions of dwellings within the
realm of the users.
Disparities and Constraints
1. Agencies adopt a project-oriented approach which may be too sec-
toral and just dealing with housing.
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2. The level of decision-making and responsibility that a public
agency adopts often stifles the opportunity for people to play a role in
their housing process.
3. Illegal occupations are viewed by people to be a result of no
public intervention to provide adequate/affordable housing, while public
agencies see them as "illegal actions" that usurp the power of the public
agency and, hence, have to be removed.
4. The power and the resources that public agencies have at hand to
mobilize and affect/influence large-scale issues - e.g., land acquisition,
supply of building materials, etc. - are unutilized or misused and usually
are against the interest of the low-income people.
E. INTERACTION BETWEEN CASE-STUDY/PROJECT AND LOCAL AREA
The Public Agency Viewpoint
1. The project can be viewed as an entity in itself, and not really
integrated with the surrounding land-uses or character of the local area.
This is likely to happen when a conventional housing project is built, or
land had already been acquired by the authorities and had to be put to
some use.
2. On the other hand, projects can specifically be designed (i) to
integrate with the local area in terms of density structure, land-uses,
employment opportunities - e.g., the Madras Urban Development Project - or
(iii) to interact with the local area so that it becomes part of a large
development; e.g., in the case of East Calcutta Development Project.
3. Public agencies find physical considerations and constraints of a
local area much easier to comprehend and incorporate in the project than
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the social or cultural factors. This is partly due to their unfamiliarity
with the local area and the mode of operation of the agency.
4. Certain imbalances existing in the local area may be addressed
through a particular provision in the project; e.g., provision of community
facilities in the new development areas of East Calcutta to compensate for
their inadequacy in existing congested areas.
5. The project may be used to directly serve the local area; e.g.,
provide low-income housing in a predominantly low-income neighborhood.
6. Integrated development of the total area is to be considered, so
that a particular project will not be designed for uses which are contrary
to the overall plan of the area.
The Viewpoint of the People
1. Local areas support the project occupants by providing services
and employment opportunities, and an environment with which they identify
and are identified by.
2. People who create settlements on their own were usually living on
the surrounding area and have strong ties with the area and reasons for
wanting to remain in the area.
3. Depending on their occupations and location of workplaces and
settlement, people's perception of the local area varies from what is im-
mediately surrounding their settlement to the area defined by physical
boundaries; e.g., in East Calcutta the "this side" (E. Calcutta) and the
"other side" (the city proper) reference.
4. The location of the project and local area in relation to the
city centre and, hence, the source of employment for tertiary and informal
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sector jobs, affects what ties people develop with the local area, and how
they perceive it.
5. As a project establishes itself over the years, it develops
stronger ties with the local area, and this plays an important role when
settlements are built by illegally occupying land.
6. Some settlements/projects are created only because of an active
and close relationship between the local area and actors and power groups;
e.g., the creation of the Mondol Para Settlement.
Disparities and Constraints
1. Consideration of how the project relates to the local area may be
given a general thought at the policy statement level, but when projects
are implemented this may not filter down.
2. The size and the type of project may make it difficult to define
what the local area actually is; e.g., the Madras Urban Development Project
covers various parts of the city.
3. The size and location of the project may preclude any considerations
of the surrounding area; e.g., a new town development.
4. The conscious aim may be to relate the new project to the city
level rather than the immediate local level; e.g., East Calcutta Develop-
ment Plan.
5. A local area may not want to be associated with a particular
project; e.g., in Kusum Kumari Maat, many local residents view it as an
"undesirable slum".
6. Ties between project and local area may be ones in which one of
them exploits the other; e.g., existing slums provide the surrounding
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middle-income neighborhoods with services, but the facilities, like schools,
health clinics, may not be accessible to the low-income groups.
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Community spaces like a temple or Club room are given
importance through strategic location and building pucca
structures.
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DEVELOPING A FRAMEWORK TO EVALUATE IMPACT
This section deals in a very simplified manner with the methodology
of documenting and then evaluating the impact. It suggests a framework
which can be used for the assessment of existing projects of noting likely
impacts of a particular project that is to be implemented.
The framework outlines the issues, the action they have led to and
the kind of impacts they have had on different people involved. The empha-
sis is on outlining issues and impacts that are not easily quantifiable
and the framework should be supported with additional quantifiable data
if necessary.
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The use of the framework is illustrated by documenting six case
studies within this framework. The framework can also act as a summary
sheet for the case study, drawing out its salient features and issues.
The next stage of work in this framework would be that of analyzing the
impacts on interest groups by either giving them value weights and quanti-
fying them, or by resolving them through discussions with differing groups
individually or together. However, the proposed framework is extremely
simple and may need to be modified for different situations.
TABLE 9: FRAMEWORK FOR IMPACT EVALUATION OF INTEGRATED URBAN DEVELOPMENT
PROJECT, AHMEDABAD IMPACT RATINGSI IInterest Groups
ISSUE ACTION IMPACTS USERS PUBLIC OTHER
AGENCIES AGENCIES
+:-I 0 + - 0 + - 0
SETTLEMENT INITIATION
SECURITY OF TENURE
LAND
DWELLING DESIGH
Due to natural disaster
Aided by ASAG who co-
ordinated different
agencies to initiate this
scheme
Users given security of
tenure by Government
Land donated by the
Municipal Corporation
Dwelling designed based
on consultations with
users
-Needed to be relocated to move away from this
recurrent problem
-Helped them obtain legal tenure and house on
low-cost terms
-Relocation away from work and potential employment area
-Succeeded in negotiating with different agencies
-They control their dwelling environment
-They have to pay a monthly rent
-Improved their housing condition compared to their
previous location
-Project beneficiaries obtained free land
-Location of the new settlement depended on where
the municipal owned was located
I-Decision of location based on municipality decision
rather than the people's
-Implications on project replicability
-Land cost not counted in the repayments
Users involved in decision-making about their
dwelling unit
-Changes were made based on users' reactions and
comments
O00
0
0
0
00
0
0
I i I L _ _ _ _ _ _i i
NOTE - IN IMPACT RATINGS, (4INDICATES POSETIVE IMPACTS, HINDICATES NEGATIVE IMPACTS AND () INDICATES INCONSEQUENTIAL ONES.
0 INDICATES MAJOR IMPACTS AND O INDICATES MINOR ONES.
* 10
0
00O
0
'0
0
0
0
0
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IMPACT RATINGS
Interest Groups
ISSUE ACTION IMPACTS USERS PUBLIC OTHER
AGENCIES AGENCIES
+ -0 + - 01 + - 0
-Low-specification house built instead of
multi-storey tenements
-Simply finished house within loan and subsidy amount
achieved
-Did not meet people's aspirations of a concrete
'modern' house
-Required collective effort but not everyone came to
do so
-Allowed for a more socially cohesive community
-Allow small social groups to form thru clusters of
8 families
-Indicated that fast construction and project
completion is possible
-Saved people a lot of money and inconvenience since
they had lost their homes in the floods
-They can afford to build a permanent house
-While affordability has been achieved, some users
aspire for a better-looking and modern house
-There seem to be a disparity of priorities perceived
by the users and the implementing agencies
-Project would not have been possible without subsidy
-Low-cost techniques were developed to reduce costs
-Work was not given to any contractor, to help keep
the costs down
-Settlement obtains services
-They have to pay for it and some of the users may
not be able to afford it
AFFORDABILITY OF TARGET
GROUP
SERVICES PROVISION
House to be built with
collective effort
People could choose
neighbours
2250 dwellings completed
in 16 months
They have obtained a
subsidy for flood relief
and a construction loan
from HUDCO
AMC provided infrastruc-
ture and collects monthly
maintenance charges
lO
0
0
0
0
0
0
iI I
NOTE - IN IMPACT RATINGS, t+ENDICATES POSETIVE IMPACTS, (-NDICATES NEGATIVE IMPACTS AND (0) INDICATES INCONSEQUENTIAL ONES.
0 INDICATES MAJOR IMPACTS AND O INDICATES MINOR ONES.
O
O0 0
0
O
r"J
C
i I f I
IMPACT RATINGS
Interest Groups
ISSUE ACTION IMPACTS USERS PUBLIC OTHER
AGENCIES AGENCIES
1+ - 0 + -01 + -0
TYPE OF AGENCY INVOLVED
OXFAM donated money for
community facilities
(social action)
Municipality promised to
build shops and community
centre but did not do so
Public agency provided
land and services, HUDCO
provided loans, ASAG co-
ordinated the work
-Direct impact of being able to provide services
like school, health clinic
-Gave the project moral support and credibility, since
OXFAM is a well-known agency
-People have begun informal shops in the houses
-Lack of services is felt by the people, especially
since local area is not well developed
-People refuse to pay regular monthly payments to
municipality for services already provided
-People have filed a suit against the Govt. of Gujrat,
AMC and the Project Committee for failing to fulfill
its promises
-Inadequate connections to city centre have made some
people move back to their old site
-Has made people more conscious about their rights and
made them vocal about them; e.g., the court case
filed by them
-Responsibility of coordination had to be taken up by
one of them
-This agency was liable to be identified by the people
as the one that had all the decision-making power
-Withdrawal of any one agency affects other agencies
activities, or a project component; e.g., facilities
at Vasna were not delivered when Municipality backed
out
-The role that ASAG played was a reflection of its
capabilities, skills and expertise in multidisci-
plinary fields and community action
-Different types of services provided helped to develop
the community as a whole rather than just provide
housing
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NOTE - IN IMPACT RATINGS, (+NDICATES POSETIVE IMPACTS, WINDICATES NEGATIVE IMPACTS AND (0) INDICATES INCONSEQUENTIAL ONES.
* INDICATES MAJOR IMPACTS AND 0 INDICATES MINOR ONES.
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IMPACT RATINGS
S11 Interest Groupst
ISSUE ACTION IMPACTS USERS PUBLIC OTHER
AGENCIES AGENCIES
_+ - 0 1 + - 0 + - 0
TYPE OF INTERVENTION
RELATION OF LOCAL-PROJECT
(Physical Setting)
RELATION OF PEOPLE-LOCAL
(Local Actors and Actions)
RELATION OF PEOPLE-PROJECT
(Settlement Issues)
Involving beneficiaries in
project design and im-
plementation
-The minimal intervention by Govt. agencies helped
the other agencies to take a leading role and work
directly with the community
-The intention of the project - that of integrated
development and involving beneficiaries to be part of
decision-making - was part of a process whose learning
experience could be used elsewhere
-The project was successful in demonstrating that a new
approach could be implemented within existing framework
of agencies and institutions
Disaster meant that people -Project had to be completed in the shortest time
were living in temporary possible
houses I
Role in project planning
-There is no direct relation between the project and
local area since the project occupants are from the
city, and have been living here for a short time
-The use of local markets, transport and health
facilities by the project occupants allows for inter-
action with the local area
-People are more likely to find employment in the
central city than in the local area, since it is
still being developed
-The distance of the local area to city centre has
caused many people to move away to the city
-Inadequate facilities in local areas (compared to
previous location) have made the users critical about
the project location
-Personal involvement in deciding about house design
and neighbours
-Increase sense of identity and belonging
0
-Not everyone participated during construction stage I
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NOTE - IN IMPACT RATINGS, ()INDICATES POSETIVE IMPACTS, C-INDICATES NEGATIVE IMPACTS AND (0) INDICATES INCONSEQUENTIAL ONES.
0 INDICATES MAJOR IMPACTS AND 0 INDICATES MINOR ONES.
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TABLE 10: FRAMEWORK FOR IMPACT EVALUATION OF MONDOL PARA SETTLEMENT,
EAST CALCUTTA IMPACT RATINGS
Interest Groups
ISSUE ACTION IMPACTS USERS PUBLIC OTHER
AGENCIES AGENCIES
+ -0 + -0 + -0
SETTLEMENT FORMATION
AVAILABILITY OF LAND
SECURITY OF TENURE
DWELLING DESIGN
Local Club was informed -Creation of a new settlement
about the unclear ownership
of a plot of land
A Plot of Land invaded by
a group of households
People noticed the Vacant
plot of land since they
were living nearby
Clearzy demarcated un-
occupied plot
Presence of raw land
versus a pond or marshy
land
Land promised by the
government not given to
the refugees
Users have no legal
tenure rights
Ownership claims have
been made by a family
in a court case
No action by public
agency
People built their
dwellings themselves
-Bought land that was unutilized into use
-Gave .them an idea that they could occupy it
-Very visible and identifiable
-Was easy to occupy physically
-Could invade and build structures overnight
-Could draw up a plan with sub-plots before the
invasion
-People resented being tenants
-Insecurity of tenure was weighed as a risk when
considering the move
-Some people did not move in here till the settlement
was consolidated
-House consolidation was initially very slow
-Possibility of eviction always exists
-If ownership is proved in court, the occupants
will be evicted
-People have had to pay for a lawyer to represent
them
-No one prevented them from illegally occupying the
land
-Allowed for variety in size, materials and stages
of completion of the unit
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
NOTE - IN IMPACT RATINGS, (4INDICATES POSETIVE IMPACTS, (-)INDICATES NEGATIVE IMPACTS AND(O) INDICATES INCONSEQUENTIAL ONES.
0 INDICATES MAJOR IMPACTS AND 0 INDICATES MINOR ONES.
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IMPACT RATINGS
I Interest Groups
ISSUE ACTION IMPACTS USERS PUBLIC OTHER
AGENCIES AGENCIES
+ - 0 + - 0 + - 0
AFFORDABILITY
SERVICES PROVISION
TYPE OF AGENCY INVOLVED
Sub-plot decisions were
taken by the community
and dwelling decisions
by individual families
Dwelling completed in
stages
People do not have to
pay rents for land or
house
Previous rented dwellings
took more than 20% of
their income
Affordability of previous
rented rooms
-Permitted some people to build only a skeletal
framework and 'stake' rights to their sub-plot -
till they had money to complete the unit and move
-Build a basic shelter while still living in rented
rooms nearby
-Increases amount of money that can be spent on
other necessities
-Save of rents they paid in earlier residents
-Implies monthly payments but these are much lower
than the rents they were paying
-People began to look for alternatives to renting -
occupying this plot was a viable one
-High risks of eviction were measured against the
savings in rents of previous residence
in
o infrastructural services -The settlement has had to build some basic
rovided by local or city services themselves
authorities I
Location of plot with
serviced and developed
surroundings
Occupants are attempting
to formally or informally
obtain toilets and water
connections from the
municipality
No public agency involved
-Can use pond and public water taps of the locality
-The settlement will improve its quality and quantity
of infrastructure
-May bring the settlement to the notice of public
authorities
-If they obtain services, consolidation will be
easier
-Settlement formed because no public agency was
involved
-Plot was not prepared for housing; i.e., no water
connection or toilet, drainage, etc.
O
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NOTE - IN IMPACT RATINGS, (ENDICATES POSETIVE IMPACTS, (-)INDICATES NEGATIVE IMPACTS AND M INDICATES INCONSEQUENTIAL ONES.
0 INDICATES MAJOR IMPACTS AND 0 INDICATES MINOR ONES. H
IMPACT RATINGS
Interest Groups.
ISSUE ACTION IMPACTS USERS PUBLIC OTHER
IAGENCIES AGENCIES
1+ -On+-o,+ 
-
TYPE OF INTERVENTION
LOCAL AREA/PROJECT
RELATIONSHIF
LOCAL AREA/PEOPLE
RELATIONSHIP
PEOPLE/PROJECT
RELATIONSHIP
Local Club involved -They may not be aware of the existence of an
illegal settlement that has been formed
-Settlement has evolved completely on users need
and resources
-Settlement obtained 'protection' from them
-They helped the people draw a plan for sub-plots
and invasion
-Local people have obtained the sub-plots
No intervention by public -Settlement formation and growth has taken place
agency I since the authorities did not evict them
New settlement site was
chosen because it was
close to previous
residence
Area around the
settlement is well-
develoned
Plot located c'lose to
main road
Move to new settlement
Try to get charitable
organizations to give
services
Occupiers created the
settlement on their own
initiative
NOTE - IN IMPACT RATINGS, (+)NDICATES POSETIVE IMPACTS, (4INDI
0 INDICATES MAJOR IMPACTS AND 0 INDICATES MINOR ONES.
-Settlement lacks services
-It faces insecurity of tenure
-Move has proved to be a viable alternative for
people till now
-Catered to a group of families for wnom it was
important to stay in the local area
-In case of eviction they will go back to rented
rooms
-Settlement can use their services, which influenced
their decision to invade the plot
-Its prime location made it noticeable to the local
land brokers
-Did not disrupt work and social ties
-People did not have to cope with a new situation
since they were familiar with the location
-Improve quality of services
-Decision about developing the dwellings are made
by the users themselves
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PART IV - SUMMING UP
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SUMMARY
The Summary deals with the issues about which the study made certain
assumptions in the form of hypotheses. One of the objectives of the study
was to arrive at a better understanding of these assumptions, and if they
hold true. It bases itself on the following questions:
1. Does the 'local context' exist, and in what form?
2. Do different types of public interventions have different impacts?
3. In what ways do policies at the national/state/city level run
counter to the interests at local level?
4. Have public interventions been successful in meeting their objec-
tives of providing affordable housing to the low-income people?
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1. Does the 'Local Context' Exist and in What Form?
The 'local context' seems to be acting at two levels - one at the
larger, administratively defined scale and the other at the level of the
project or settlement and its immediate surroundings. The former can be
called 'local area' and the latter 'locality'. While the latter is easier
to determine and analyze, and relates more closely to people's perceptions
of what is local, it is the former whose scale and character can influence
both what happens at the project/settlement 'locality level' and at the
local area to city relationship. It can thus be said to be a kind of in-
terface between the city/local and the local/locality. Distinguishing what
happens at a city level and at the locality level is easy, but the analysis
at the interface - i.e., the local area - becomes difficult for the follow-
ing reasons:
a. For administrative reasons the boundaries of the city or project
are very definitely demarcated (even if the demarcation is arbitrary in
position). In the case of the local area, it is not as defined, because
the delineation of such a boundary has not much use in the present adminis-
trative set-up and the distribution of responsibilities within municipalities.
b. The physical, social, economic and cultural facets of an area
become more complex as its scale increases and, in defining the local area,
this complexity has to be considered. While data already exist for issues
that are studied at the city scale - e.g., population distribution in dif-
ferent wards density of the CBD, amount of open land in the city, etc. -
data for a local area rarely exist as a separate entity by itself, and are
prepared only when necessary; e.g., total area development is undertaken.
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The Development Strategy and Action Plan for East Calcutta required a de-
tailed study of this area before any proposals could be made.
c. Institutions which earlier worked at the local level are slowly
being replaced by more centralized organizations and functions. Local open
air marketplaces, local clubs, municipality offices, etc., which earlier
gave a coherence to the area, no longer function in the same manner. In
the case of the Tondo Foreshore Project,
. . . will involve the Bank deeply in the restructuring of urban
government institutions. The most important of these is the transfer
of considerable powers, including the power to levy and collect local
revenues, from existing cities and municipalities to the Metro Manila
Commission headed by Mrs. Marcos. The rationale expressed for this
transfer of power is the disparity in provision of services, collec-
tion of local revenues, and fiscal performance among various units,
but one certain consequence will be to decrease local control over
services and taxation. The World Bank clearly intends that this re-
organisation will improve the collection of tax revenues, which de-
finitely will be required if the costs of the Bank project are to be
recovered, i.e., all costs not covered directly from beneficiaries
will have to be financed by local governments.(1)
The reasons for this are also related to the changing social and adminis-
trative structures, increased exposure to overall city level issues through
mass-communication media, and the increase in mobility as more people begin
to move to other areas in search of employment. From the viewpoint of
people living in an area, it is the locality level issues which are more
crucial to them, and which they can perceive easily. Issues at the 'local
area' level are undefined, blurred and not of direct or immediate concern,
unless they translate into an action that directly confronts them. To
illustrate this - very few people living in East Calcutta are aware that a
comprehensive Development Plan for East Calcutta exists, and it is only
when they are directly confronted with it - e.g., the road in front of
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their house is being dug or they get an eviction notice - that they come
to know about it and its impact is felt.
That the local context is important is accepted and referred to as a
critical level at which programs, and especially their implementation, can
be most successively planned, administered and evaluated.(2) However, at
present, it still remains a loosely-defined term, and what its role should
be in the context of housing is a complex subject that has generated a lot
of discussion and requires further research.
2. Do Different Types of Intervention Have Different Impacts?
The case studies have illustrated that the amount and type of impacts
felt vary with the type of intervention and its level of involvement. The
impacts have evolved from similar issues, though, and these seem to be
those related to tenure, affordability (of location and dwelling), how a
settlement or project is initiated in the first place, and the relation
between the project occupants and the surrounding area. The same impacts
can be seen as beneficial by one group and as adverse by another group or
groups, or the impact can be seen as beneficial to all, but may have some
components that increase or decrease its advantages, in the viewpoint of
different interest groups. How this gets resolved is a matter of which
interest group has the power to make the others subversive to its interests.
By examining them from the viewpoint of the public agency concerned as well
as the occupants/project beneficiaries' viewpoints, it becomes possible to
see both sides of the coin, so to speak.
From the viewpoint of the public agency, the impact of their interven-
tion is measured and judged in terms of:
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- efficiency: Given limited resources and budgets, is this particu-
lar method of intervention the most efficient one to achieve program objec-
tives?
- affordability: Did it reach the target group/population it was
meant for? If not, what components of the project can be altered/dropped
to make it affordable?
- replicability: Is the intervention one-of-a-type or replicable;
does it generate returns which can be directed to finance other projects
and thus serve a larger group of low-income people?
- Spread effect: Does this intervention stimulate spread effects;
e.g., stimulate investment by households and the private sector which will
help upgrade or increase the housing stock for low-income people?
- visible results: Does the intervention work with components where
impacts are visible or immediately felt and help make the intervention more
acceptable; e.g., in the case upgrading work, public authorities assume
that once infrastructural improvements are made, dwellings will be upgraded
by people themselves over time.
- Visibility: Does this intervention convey to the public that some-
thing is being done for the low-income people, and that the Government or
politicians are concerned with their plight? Does it allow authorities to
show that so many numbers of new units have been added to the housing stock?
The people's viewpoints about how public interventions affect them
are necessarily based on their personal experiences, and perceptions.
- relevancy: Does the intervention affect them directly or indirectly?
Will it mean an improvement in their present situation and at what cost?
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- affordability: Does it fit within their priorities they have about
location and dwelling choice and is it affordable?
- Appropriateness: Does the intervention deal with issues which are
consequential to their being in the present position - e.g., insecurity of
tenure, lack of employment, etc., or does its focus lie elsewhere and avoids
these issues?
- input choice: Does it provide inputs which were required but could
not have been obtainable by the people as efficiently, cost and access-wise;
e.g., access to credit, loans, and services? At the same time, is there
provision for people's inputs into the process? - can they make choices
and be flexible within what is to be provided by the process of public
intervention?
A particular method of intervention implies certain general impacts
and a few specific ones (related to the project/locality/local context). By
making a choice of the type and level of intervention, we want certain
kinds of desirable impacts to occur and prevent the ones felt to be unde-
sirable. Interventions differ because they have different objectives and
goals, or have very different ways of implementing them. While the general
objective of any public agency intervention may be to improve the housing
condition of low-income people, when one adopts an "upgrading approach" its
work methodology and objectives will be different from those of an agency
building complete units, or another one which is dealing with serviced
plots in a sites-and-services project. The impacts of these will naturally
vary.
3. In What Ways do Policies at the National/State/City Level Run
Counter to the Interests at the Local Context?
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At the outset, it should be clarified that not all policies or goals
per se run counter to the interest at the local context, and the issue is
more of how they get interpreted during implementation stages, and when
they get project of site-specific. The process is cyclic, with one level
influencing the other - policies that get formulated at the national level
are translated into specific planning policies and programs at the state/
city level and implemented as projects at the local level. Monitoring and
evaluation of these projects feeds back through various levels to the na-
tional level of policy-making. However, this process is a top-bottom pro-
cedure and a time-consuming one, and compounded by political interests and
the bureaucratic way organizations function, it works even more slowly.
In the context of India, the housing sector is accorded a low priority
which is reflected in the share of the Federal Budget it obtains. Though
problems resulting from rapid urbanization are given much consideration, a
national urbanization and human settlements policy is yet to be fully de-
veloped. The structure of Central Government and State Government is based
in a way that while each State Government formulates its own policies
within the general framework provided by the Central Government authorities,
the financial allocations to all sectors (including housing) are controlled
largely by the Central Government. The relationship between the State and
Central Governments thus influences directly how much money is available to
the State for housing (which they can supplement with State funds). This
same dependency relationship works at the city and local level - how deci-
sions are made to intervene in one area and not in the other is largely a
process of negotiations between political parties and administrators and
the interest groups who control them.
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The first influencing factor is the political interests; the political
goals have a lot to do with what policies are formulated. It may be po-
litically expedient to declare a particular Act and pass a legislation with
little intention of implementing it. The case of the Urban Land Ceiling Act
of 1976 in India is a perfect example of this.(3) The recent increase in
the demolition of squatter settlements and street hawkers' stalls in Cal-
cutta has been the result of a political move by city authorities to
show who is in control.(4) The fact that more than 30% of the city's popu-
lation is residing in illegal settlements or 'legal' Bustees (where condi-
tions are no better) should be kept in mind. The contradictions are obvi-
ous when evictions are carried out by the same authorities who talk of the
importance of public agencies facilitating people in meeting their shelter
needs, and preserving and improving existing housing stock.
. . . would seem to be that even where 'positive' welfare programs
do exist, whether of the State or by voluntary agencies, they have
a number of unintended, negative effects, such as that the 'bene-
ficiaries are made to become dependent.(5)
The second influential factor is the kind of agencies that exist and
their mode of operation. Time and again, it has been found that the con-
flicts between agencies as to who is responsible for what and who controls
the finances and who has access to political machinery are issues which
absorb the energies, time and resources which should have been directed
towards performing their duties. People who formulate the policies are
less concerned with how they will be implemented and its effects on people.
Often, the organizations and their staffs are physically and socially re-
moved or remote from the people or areas which are going to be affected.
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One of the problems of economic development in the 'backward
countries' is that insofar as it is deliberately planned and organised,
the planners and organisers are usually those of relatively high
social position who, while perhaps thoroughly committed to economic
change, are in a position to feel realistically uneasy about social
change. It is not only practically easier, it is psychologically more
attractive, for them to project economic development in terms of
aggregate statistics and large, capital-intensive projects.(6)
This distancing is beneficial to public agencies, because the further they
are removed from the local people, the less likely they are to know about
the schemes or projects, or may want to participate or put up opposition to
proposals that are against their interests. For instance, the Urban Com-
munity Component of the Basic Development Plan for Calcutta, which attempted
to involve citizen participation in the city's development was never
carried through, and not just because of budgetary constraints. The mode
of operation of most agencies is one which permits little inputs from
people, to be affected by their schemes and even public information is
given with reluctance.
A factor that had considerable impact on policies and approaches at
both the national and city level has been the involvement of international
aid agencies in urban development and housing provision for the low-income
groups. While they have been able to bypass the internal political and
other tensions that usually prevail in large-scale, cross-sectoral inter-
ventions, they have their own stipulations and criteria which they tend to
insist on. As donor agencies whose aid is substantial, they have consider-
able power to dictate terms; e.g., in all World Bank projects, the issues
of cost recovery, replicability and detailed delegation of agency responsi-
bility are given utmost importance. Though the criteria and terms are based
on rational and practical knowledge of the implications and developed from
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elaborate are the reasons for the failure. The conventional outlook of
public agencies in providing housing can be summarized as follows:
a. Build complete, finished units to meet prescribed and what the
agency thinks should be "desirable" and "minimum" standards.
b. Lower cost of land and dwelling unit by cutting down on built-up
area of the unit, and building multi-storey tenements to achieve higher
densities.
c. Make it "affordable" to target groups by subsidizing it to a level
that it becomes impossible to replicate - implying that a few will be
housed at the cost or deprivation of housing to many other low-income
people.
Opposed to this, where people have taken the responsibility of housing
themselves, especially because they were not being helped by public
agencies' provisions for housing, their approach has been that of:
a. Make decisions about the location and dwelling based on their
priorities, needs and capacities, upgrading and improving their unit as
and when necessary and financially possible.
b. Lower costs spent on shelter by either illegally occupying public
or private land; build minimum shelter with temporary materials, or stay
without housing, sleeping under building canopies or on the pavements, or
sharing rooms in shifts.
c. Basing affordability of dwelling in terms of what it allows them
to do - locate close to employment sources, allow flexibility in money and
materials spent on housing; e.g., use it as a source of income by renting
it out, or putting up a shop in the front space, etc.
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considerable "international experience", they may not always be appropriate
to the particular situation or country.
In a case study of a site and services project in Dar-es-Salam, in
1980 by Richard Stern,
Stern provides considerable evidence that the legal process of apply-
ing for sites and loans for building materials presented formidable
obstacles to poor people, both in money terms (the application for a
loan to purchase building materials required 'the equivalent of close
to one month's gross salary' just for the processing of papers, quite
apart from mortgage repayments and land rents for plots), and in terms
of time that poor people would have to take out of their working day.(7)
At the same time, they have succeeded in insisting that a more realis-
tic approach to meeting their shelter needs is necessary, and that high
standards of construction, stringent by-laws and insistence on development
of complete units are inappropriate policies which consume scarce public
resources and stifle private initiative. Insisting on a more integrated
approach to project design considering the locational needs and afforda-
bility of the users has been their contribution in this process.
4. Have Public Interventions Been Successful in Meeting the
Objectives of Providing Affordable Housing to Low-Income People?
This question can be a subject of extensive research in itself, but
its function here is to direct attention to how agencies perceive their
role as being successful.
Simply stated, the interventions have not been able to meet their ob-
jectives. There is no dearth of literature and statistics which supports
this in terms of housing deficits, number of people living in slums and
squatter settlements, in dilapidated inner city housing, or number of
pavement dwellers in Calcutta. What these stories and figures do not
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Compared to the conventional approach, the approach that public
agencies are beginning to adopt, is one which accepts the inadequate re-
sources, growing deficit in supply and growing demand for housing can never
be met keeping previous standards. The public agency should change its
role from that of 'provider' of complete units to the 'facilitator' pro-
viding support to private initiative and investment in the housing sector,
both to users/project beneficiaries and private contractors and developers.
In this role it provides support by supplying services and access to
finances while leaving the major decisions of the dwelling to the user
himself. However, how the 'facilitator' role works exactly is dependent
on other institutional structures that support the housing sector - financial
institutions, construction industry, building materials industry, etc.
Finally, the failure of public agencies to evaluate and learn from the
projects they have already implemented is indicative of their area
of concern being not so much of creating appropriate housing programs and
delivery systems, but to show that they are doing something for the low-
income people and to justify their existence as an agency.
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APPENDIX
THE NEED FOR EVALUATION AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT
Introduction
Evaluation forms an integral part of program formulation, planning
and management. It allows and assists in allocation of scarce resources
of time, finances and manpower in an optimum manner when it forms a part
of the planning process. It helps in setting priorities and weighing
program alternatives in an objective fashion. It can be used to provide
information to a specific set of questions, such as:
- How is the program being managed?
- What impact did it have? On whom?
- Does the program do what it intended to do?; i.e., does it achieve
its objectives and goals?
- Why did it accomplish (or not accomplish) all it was meant to do?
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Reasons for Evaluation
What is the purpose of conducting evaluation? Whom does it serve?
How do the evaluation results get interpreted? Simply stated, evaluation
is a method which provides feedback on critical issues involved in program
planning and implementation so that they can be better understood and, if
necessary, modified. Evaluation can help existing programs as well as
broadly predict the impacts of others that are yet to be implemented. It
clarifies what happens when the objectives of a particular program or
project are placed with the context of reality of an existing situation
which includes other institutional and social structures. Evaluation can
be conducted for a number of reasons - to check if program objectives have
been achieved; if a particular strategy or alternative has been more suc-
cessful than the other; whether goals and objectives are realistic and
implementable; and to identify periodically the changes necessary in a
long-term program or policy.
Evaluation helps in clarifying the effects of policies and programs
on the target group, which could be individuals, groups, institutions or
communities in terms of the goals they are meant to achieve. If certain
outcomes are unsuccessful or only partly successful, it questions why and
what factors have led to it. The intention is that the result of the
evaluation will help make better choices in the future. For the most part,
evaluations are desired by the people or agencies who either formulate or
implement the program. Their requirements of obtaining feedback that is
of practical value and pertaining to one particular scheme or situation
structures the kinds of evaluation models used, at what stage the evalua-
tion is conducted, and how the results are interpreted. Instances where
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evaluation is initiated and conducted solely from the viewpoint of the
users or participants are rare. Who conducts the evaluation and what re-
lationship they have to their clients (usually project managers or program
formulators) will influence how issues are perceived and presented. Often,
the evaluation is done by a special section of the project group, who are
knowledgeable about the program but have not been involved in decision-
making roles in this process. In the case of El Salvador Sites and Services
Project, the evaluation was carried out by a team from IDRC (International
Development Research Centre) from Canada and the World Bank which worked on
these lines. On the other hand, an outside third party which has not been
a part of the design and implementation process (and therefore is not part
of any interest group, nor has a personal stake in its success or failure)
may be more objective and effective in its analysis.
To summarize, the factors that affect any evaluation process are:
- who is conducting the evaluation?
- what aspects of the program are being evaluated?
- what is the methodology used for evaluation?
Evaluation Methods
Depending on the scale of what is being evaluated, the number of staff,
types of impacts, interest groups and time spans can be many and interre-
lated in complex ways. It becomes useful to divide the impacts into many
parts (or component parts) if the implications of a particular action are
to be clearly understood, and then re-assemble them to obtain a holistic
view and arrive at conclusions which reflect this total picture. The aim
is to find ways to represent the impacts such that they can be measured and
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compared with others, and which respond to simple criteria for either re-
jecting or accepting a particular action. Many of the evaluation methods
do so mathematically. Impacts have to be identified and assessed, trade-
offs have to be made either explicitly or implicitly.
Evaluation methods must necessarily be systematic, simple, quick (not
lengthy), inexpensive, legally acceptable and comprehensive. The approach
to evaluation should be to structure the study so that it addresses the
needs of all its audience (and not just their clients). Findings and con-
clusions should be clear and simply stated. The results should be timely
and widely disseminated to be effective agents of change. Finally, the
test of the utility of evaluation is change - did it help in changing
anything, and in what way?
Arriving at conclusions of an impact assessment study can be done
formally through mathematical or statistical procedures which use a rating
procedure to obtain a composite score of impacts. It can also be done in-
formally by a personal review of the impacts and allowing a holistic pic-
ture to form in the mind, and then arrive at a judgment or conclusion.
The danger in the informal method is that it can be time-consuming, and
often deals with impacts that are difficult to quantify and weigh and,
hence, it is not very useful for decision-makers to determine; e.g., which
alternatives in a program are better in the public interest? While formal
evaluation methodologies allow a more concrete and comprehensible result,
in many cases ratings, by definition, constitute value judgments, especially
those related to social impacts, and these may be difficult to measure.
The most commonly used systematic evaluation methods are the cost-benefit
analysis, and social impact analysis. However, there have been no formal
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FIG. 18 - THE TWO PHASES OF EVALUATION
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evaluation methods that involve citizen participation in the form of "citi-
zen judgment"(1). It is argued that many of the citizens would not be
qualified to judge many impacts that require technical or scientific knowl-
edge, yet there are other areas where their input could be useful; e.g.,
evaluating, e.g., neighborhood plans, recreation planning, etc. Certain
kinds of impacts may be best judged by people who are likely to be affected
by a specific planning action, and who can contribute on the basis of their
personal knowledge. It may occur that there may be immeasurable impacts
on people which are worth more than the quantifiable impacts. Citizen
participation in the planning process may be mutually beneficial to planners
and participants. Potential conflict areas could surface much earlier and
dealt with before they reach a point of no-return. The public can under-
stand better the reasons of certain decisions and how they will affect them.
The methods of making information available to the public, conditions of
discussions and receptiveness of the public agencies will influence the
effectiveness of citizen participation.
The Impact of Politics on Program Formulation and Evaluation
Evaluation cannot take place in a vacuum. It reacts and is affected
by the social, economic, political and other institutional structures of
our society. According to Carol H. Weiss(2), political factors intrude in
three ways.
1. Policies and programs which the evaluation is concerned with are
part of the political process and based on political decisions. Thus, any
program or policy has to undergo rigorous debate, proposals, opposition
before being enacted. It is bound to continue being influenced by politics
and, hence, subject to pressures.
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2. Since the intention of evaluation is to provide a feedback for
changes required, its findings enter the political arena of decision-making.
3. Evaluation itself has a political stance and bias. By questioning
some aspects of one program and not of others, accepting some program goals
and strategies and challenging others, it makes statements that are of a
political nature.
Thus, the programs and policies that emerge are ones that have under-
gone and survived considerable political attention - support, opposition
and negotiations. Other bureaucratic procedures, interest groups and
agencies all play a part in using it for increasing their influence and
advantages. The organizations which bring out these policies and programs
are not interest-free too.
Organizational interests, then, are for many participants a
dominant factor in determining the face of the issue which they see
and the stand which they take. . . . Organizations with missions
strive to maintain or to improve their (1) autonomy, (2) organizational
morale, (3) organizational 'essence', and (4) role and missions. Or-
ganizations with high-cost capabilities are also concerned with main-
taining or increasing (5) budgets.(3)
Thus, it can be seen that though it is important to achieve stated goals,
that is not the only or main concern of the bureaucrat or administrator.
Program goals may take second place in an effort to establish themselves
or obtain credibility and long-term support for the program. This is es-
pecially the case when the organizations are dealing with what is perceived
as marginal clientele - e.g., evicted households, pavement dwellers, etc. -
where it becomes harder for the organization to get public acceptance, and
proper budget allocations.
When measuring the success or failure of a program, it becomes diffi-
cult to identify exactly what factors led to it. The very same set of
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factors which resulted in difficulties in one project may be crucial to
the success of the other. Once a program is initiated, its performance may
take a back seat to other issues like the power and position of the Chair-
man, the political climate within the agency, or other demands on the bud-
get. So, if a program can satisfy other needs - e.g., like pay off politi-
cal debts or satisfy voters - its problems or ineffectiveness will not be
questioned as critically. The role of evaluation in this context is to
clarify and make explicit what exactly the political trade-offs involve.
It clarifies what kind of program effects are likely to occur or not occur,
given that some political demands have to be satisfied.
One would get quite different results if the evaluation considered that
meeting political goals was part of the program along with the officially
stated ones. If the intention of the program is to obtain a high level of
publicity rather than really develop a project that works, then even if the
program fails, the former goal may have been achieved. This is often the
case, especially as election times draw near. Some sort of analysis that
takes this input of political process into the evaluation study is ap-
propriate.
Pitfalls of Evaluation
A danger that the evaluation faces is,in the eagerness to get programs
accepted and enacted, many promises are made in the form of program objec-
tives and goals which are unrealistic and highly inflated. Thus, out of
necessity, goals are stated in vague, diffuse terms and lack direction of
purpose, coherence and specificity.
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Holders of diverse values and different interests have to be won
over, and in the process a host of realistic and unrealistic goals are
made. . . . Given the consequent grandiosity and diffuseness of project
goals, there tends to be little agreement, even within the program, on
which goals are real in the sense that the effort is actually going
into attaining them - and what are window-dressing. With this ambiguity,
actors at different levels in the system perceive and interpret goals
in different ways.(4)
This makes the job of evaluation even more difficult as the overt and co-
vert goals have to be understood for what they are and then sifted through.
When evaluation is conducted, it is usually for the agency that is
responsible for the program. This means that the users/beneficiaries do not
have much say in the process. Thus, if the findings are negative, the re-
port may not surface from the office files, or it may be 'softened' by the
agency's own interpretations to it. Knowledge about what the capacities
and structures are of the agency by the evaluators may limit the kind of
recommendations that may be made. When evaluation conclusions are made and
result in recommendations which may suggest some modifications, there is an
assumption that these will help improve the program without drastic
restructuring of the program or the administrative power structure. The
kinds of recommendations for ineffective programs may be in the form of
better management, higher funding, integrated planning, etc. However,
there needs to be more in-depth reexamination and understanding of what
are the basic problems and how they are related to social conditions and
processes. This means that one must be able to evaluate a particular pro-
gram in the light of both program operations and the larger social context.
It would not be very productive to talk about changing the attitude and
behavior of the target groups without paying attention simultaneously to
the social and economic processes that tend to keep them "target groups"
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forever. Research on the processes that give rise to social problems, and
factors which contribute to its origin and persistance may be necessary.
Many of the pitfalls and failures of programs could be avoided if evalua-
tion became a part of the process of planning instead of being an appendage
or afterthought.
GLOSSARY
Banser beda:
Bhadatiya
Bigha:
Bustee:
Chitey beda:
Cottah:
Darma:
Goalas:
Jabbor Dakhal:
Khatals:
Kutcha:
Maat:
Mouza:
Para:
Pucca:
Ply Pata:
Thikadar:
Zamindar:
1 lakh:
1 crore:
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Wall made of split bamboo strips, unplastered and
tied together with rope.
Tenant.
one-third of an acre or 20 Cottahs.
An area of land occupied by and for the purpose of
any collection of huts standing on a plot not less
than 10 Cottahs (1/6 th. acre) in area. A hut is
described as any building, no substantial part of
which, excluding the walls up to the height of 18"
above the floor level, is constructed of masonry,
reinforced concrete, steel, iron or other metal.
Wall made of split bamboo strips, plastered with
mud or mud and cowdung.
1/60 th. of an acre, or 1/20 th. of a bigha.
Matting of split bamboo strips woven together in
different weaves. The darma walls are made by
framing this matting in a framework of split
bamboos.
Milkmen.
Forceful occupation (of land).
Dairies, sheds where cattle is kept. The upper
loft is often used as a residence of the milkmen.
Construction using temporary materials.
Open ground.
Smallest administrative unit for surveys, revenue
management.
Immediate neighborhood, locality.
Construction using permanent materials.
Thin pieces of plywood, about 2' x 3' used as a
roof or wall material.
Sub-contractor, sub-owner.
Landowner.
1,00,000 or 0.1 million.
1,00,00,000 or 10 million.
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ABBREVIATIONS
AMC Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation.
ASAG Ahmedabad Study Action Group.
BDP Basic Development Plan.
CASA Churches' Auxiliary for Social Action.
CIT Calcutta Improvement Trust.
CMC Calcutta Municipal Corporation.
CMDA Calcutta Metropolitan Development Authority.
CMPO Calcutta Metropolitan Development Organization.
CRS Cathedral Relief Service.
EWS Economically Weaker Section.
HUDCO Housing and Urban Development Corporation.
LIG Lower-income group.
MIG Middle-income group.
MMDA Madras Metropolitan Development Authority.
Rs. Indian Ruppee ($1 = Rs. 10.00).
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